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ON THE SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS OF 
ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS WITH GROUP SYMMETRIES 
Z. Balanov and V. Ayevski 
1. Introduction 
Let us consider a linear boundary-value elliptic problem 
Lu(x)  = a„(x)D a u(x)  = 0 ,  i f t l ,  
|a|<2m 
( i )  
£?,«( . r)  =  ^  bi a {x)D"u(x)  = 0 ,  x  С дй , 
|cr|<m,-
where 1 < < < m, m, < 2m, П is the closure of the boundary region Q in 
R" with C°°-smooth boundary. I is an elliptic operator with C^-smooth 
coefficients a„ : Q —> HomlR'.R'), where the Euclidean space R' is the 
range of values of the function u(-). Let {B,} be a family of differential 
operators with C°°-smooth coefficients b,a : 3fi —• Hom(R', R') and let 
M = (jj + • • • + a„ be the norm of the multi-index a = (a\,... , a„) (see 
[1,8-10]). Let us suppose that our boundary conditions В = {В,} are "well 
posed" (see [9], p.43); this means that, the pair (L,B) defines a Fredholm 
operator in the corresponding Holder space. We' l l  denote the index of (L, B) 
by i' and suppose that. i' > 0. Then the set, of solutions of problem (1) is a 
linear subspace whose dimension is positive. In particular, this means that 
for any 7' > 0 there exists a solution Hi, of problem (1) Such that ||"o|| = r-
3 . 
Now let us consider a nonlinear elliptic boundary-value problem which 
is associated with problem (1): 
where \p  is a smooth function. 
The goal of our paper is to show that, some symmetry conditions of 
a„,bia and ip guarantee the existence of solutions to problem (2) which 
have an arbitrarily large norm in the corresponding Holder spaces. 
It is necessary to note that in the case where y? is an odd function 
and 5 = 1, the relevant result was gotten by P. Rabinowitz [10]. Later 
W. Marzantowicz [S] generalized Rabinowitz's theorem to the situation 
where a compact Lie group G acts orthogonally on R< without G-fixed 
points (besides the origin) and na, bia and уз are G-equi vari ant. In this pa­
per the assumption of the absence of G-fixed points is weakened to a simple 
homotopic condition. We also construct an example which can be treated 
by our theorem but not by Rabinowitz-Marzantowicz Theorem (the corre­
sponding action has nonzero G-fixed points). Of course we use a sharper 
version of the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem (see [2,3,6]) than W. Marzantowicz 
[8]. We follow P. Rabinowitz's scheme [10], as does W. Marzantowicz [8]. 
Our result was announced in [4.5]. 
2. Auxiliary Information and Formulation of Result 
We'll gather some known facts and describe the situation discussed 
here. 
If f! is as above, then let us denote by C'J(ST, R') the space of j-smooth 
R'- valued functions defined on fi. For the given 0 < /( < 1 let us denote by 
C1+,'(Q., R?) the space of all и 6 G J(fž, R') such that 
Lu(x)  = iy)(.r,i((.r), Du(x) . . . .  ,D 2 ' "  'u(.r)) , x  € П , 
B,u{x) = 0 , , r€ df i  
(3 )  
4 
is finite, where 
1Mb = £ maxllD'uf.r)! !  
(see, for example, [9], p. 44). 
Formula (3) defines the well-known Holder norm in C^ + I ' (Q,  R'). 
Let us suppose that an orthogonal action of a finite group G on R' 
is given and assume that the general common divisor of orbit lengths for 
this action on the unit sphere on R'' (R5)" is greater than one. Formula 
(</u)(x) = g(u(.r)) for (j G G defines the structure of a Danach G'-space on 
C,+>L{fž, R'); it is clear that R? and CJ+''(f2, R') have the same orbit types. 
We assume that the matrices a„( . ,r) and fc,>(.r') commute with the ac­
tion of G on R' for all .T 6 fi and x' € 5fi respectively. It is easy to see 
that this is a necessary and sufficient condition for operators L and В to be 
equivariant in the relevant functional spaces (see, for example, [8]). 
We suppose that the Fredholm index of the linear operator P — (L,B), 
where 
P : {u € С 2 т +"(П, R"); Bv=0 on сЮ)-С"(П, R') , 
is positive and in addition that there exists the G-equi vari ant liner em­
bedding of the co-kernel into the kernel (clearly the last condition holds 
automatically if the co-kernel is trivial). 
Lemma 1 (see [1,8,9]). 
(i) Let / 6 R'). If II  i s  a solut ion  o f  the  problem 
Lu(.r) = f (x )  ,  
Bu( .r )  =  0  ,  x  6  dü ,  
then  и 6 C2m+"(n,R«). 
(ii) For every  funct ion  и £ G2'" + "(ŠT, R'') у ker P the fol lowing es t imat ion 
< С • ||Pu||„ 
holds ,  where  С depends on P. // mid docs not depend on u. 
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For the sake of simplicity we suppose that the restriction 
P  : { u £  C 2 m + " ( n , R i )  .  D u  =  0 on dt t} G  -(C"(Q,R'))G 
of the operator P is invertible. 
Let us denote the space of Winear operators from Rn to R® by L^tR", R®). 
Since G acts trivially on fi, the diagonal action of G on 
T = $7 x R" x L'(R". R'') x x L2m_1(Rn,R') 
is defined correctly. Suppose that ip  :  T  —> R® is equivariant; then the 
formula 
(ф(и))(х) = ip(.r .u( .r) .Du(?) D 2 m ~ l  u{x)) 
defines an equivariant mapping 
ф . C2m-)+,. (П, R») - С"(П, R ?) . 
Let us suppose finally that there exist numbers D > 0 and 0 < 7 < 1 
such that for every и € R®))° the following inequality is true: 
 (*,«(*),  Du(x),..., D2m_1 u(.r)) ||R, < Z? j 1 + Y,  
У |a| <2ш — 1 
(4) 
We prove the following 
Theorem,Under  the  above  assumpt ions  wi th  respec t  to  L,B,<p and G  
there  ex i s t s  r0 > 0 such  that  for  every  r  >  r0 problem (2)  has  a  so lu t ion  
u ( 0 '  E  C°°( f2 ,  R®) and | | u ( 0 , | | 2 m - i  +  m =  r .  I f  G acts  on  R® without  nonzero  
G-fixed points then r0 = 0. 
For the proof of this theorem we need the following version of the 
Borsuk-Ulam Theorem. 
Lemma 2 (see (2,3.C|). Lot us suppose that a finite group G acts 
isometrically on the Danach space E and let 5 С £ be an arbitrary sphere 
whose center coincides with the origin 0. Suppose that .4 С 5 is a. closed 
invariant subset, that (H\) ( H i )  are all the orbit types in S\A and that 
F : S  —> £\{0) is a compact operator which commutes with G such that 
the vector field (I - F)|A is equivariantly homotopic to /|A, where I is the 
identity operator. Let us assume that p = G.C'.D.{|G'/#,|}[=1 > 1. Then 
О ф deg(/ - F. S. 0) 5 1 (modp) . 
Here deg( .•.') is the Leray-Shauder degree. 
3. Proof of Theorem 
Let us denote the kernel span { rj...., гц-} of the operator P by Vk and 
its co-kernel span {tiq,..., icj} by IV,;, where 14,.... Vj< and uq wj are 
relevant linearly independent systems. Let 11s denote (<7,R') by 
E. Since Vk is isomorphic to R* and Wd is isomorphic to R r'_ we can write 
E = R ;  x Ё = R d  x E , (5) 
where E and E are orthogonal complements of R f c  and R d  correspondingly 
with respect to the norm of the space L> (fi, R'); this means that h € E if 
and only if (h, 14) = 0 with respect to £2 (П, R 7). where t = 1,...,к. Thus 
if u € E then 
к d 
и = £ äi +17 = £ a,ii', + 17 
1=1 .1=1 
or и = (ä. t i )  = (a.  i i ) .  
Let the operator P : E —» E be an orthogonal projection with respect 
to L2 ($7, R'') defined by the formula Pu = u. Let us consider an additional 
nonhomogeneous problem 
LU(.r)  = Pf(-r)  .  .r  6  П .  
_ (G) 
BU(.r) = 0 .  . re Oü,  
which is associated with problem (1). where / 6 E. By virtue of Lemma 
l(i) there exists a unique Uu С C 2"'+ l' (S).R') П E satisfying (C). 
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Let us rewrite (2) as the operator equation in space E. Let и = (õ, ii) E 
E and Fv = (.4. U) = (A(u),  T[  u)) ,  where A = (Ai, 4A) is defined by 
formula: 
_ f äi  — (•,«, Du:  D 2 " '~ lи) , ui,) , 1 < i < d; 
A, = { ' ' * - ( 7 )  
(õ; , d + 1 < i < к 
(here к > d by virtue of the assumption ind (L,B) > 0), operator T is 
defined with regard to (6) as the unique solution of the system 
LU(x) = Py(.T,u(. i-),Du(.r), . . .  ,D i ' "~ i u(x)) , x 6 Q , 
_ (8) 
BU( X )  =  О ,  1 6  A N  .  
By virtue of (5), (6) and (S) the operator F maps space E into itself. 
Since a a(x),b l a(.r) and <p are equi vari ant and there exists an equivariant 
embedding for the co-kernel of P into its kernel one can show that F is 
equivariant. In addition statement (ii) of Lemma 1 and the assumption of 
the smoothness give us (for neighboring points и and и о € E) the following 
chain of the inequalities: 
W-T7 0 | l2m-l + „ < F-(70 | |2 m  +  „ < 
<C\\L(U-Uo)L = 
= C| | /V( - ,u ,  Du Z) 2 m - 1 1/)  -  Pv(- ,«o ,  Duo,  . .  ,  D 2 ™" 1  t i 0 ) | |„  ,  (9)  
from which the continuity of F follows immediately. Now from [9], p. 47, 
and estimation (9) the compactness of F follows. 
Let us convince ourselves that the operator equation Fu = и is equiv­
alent to (2). Suppose that i/(0) = (õ(0,,ü(0)) is a solution of (2) and 
A(0) = A(i<10'), VW = T(u«»). Then 
9 D-"'-'u,0>) = Lu { a )  G E .  
from which (see (7)) 
(y(.. н. ( 0 ), Si/ 1" 1  D-m™ 1».( 0 ,). iVi)  = 0 , 
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i.e. A<0> = a, |0) for all i = 1,..., k. In addition 
V>(;U<0>,Du<0>,...,£>2m-Iul0>) = Lu<°> = L(ä(0),ü(0>) = 
= Lu<°> = Ll7<0) .  
Since L is an injective operator on the complement with respect to ker P 
we conclude that ii*0' = Thus 
Fu< 0 )  = F (a ( 0 ) ,77 , 0 ) )  = («<°\7Г , 0 )) = u'°)  .  
Conversely, if u|0) is a fixed point for F,  then A,'°' = — 1,..., к), 
i.e. (see (5) and (7)) 
v (-У°), 2Э«<°>,..., В 2" 1- 1« 1 0') = Pv> (., «(»>, Z>uf0>,..., B2m-lu(0)) = 
= Lt7 ( 0 )  = Z(ä ( 0 ,,ü<°)) = Lu' 0» .  
Now to complete the proof let us denote by $ r the sphere in E with 
radius equal to r and center coinciding with the origin. Estimation (4) 
guarantees the existence of го > 0 (see [9], p. 49), such that for all г > го 
the vector f ie ld (I -  F)\E G  Л S r  i s  non-degenerate and homotopic to I.  
Let us now suppose that for some п > r 0  problem (2) does not have a 
solution on the sphere S n  • This means that the vector field I - F is non-
degenerate on Sr, and thus the Leray-Shauder degree deg(Id — F, Sn, 0) 
is defined correctly for it. Then on the one hand deg(/ — F, 5r,, 0) ф 0 
according to Lemma 2; on the other hand an image of I — F has a non-zero 
со-dimension (since к > d) and hence (see [9,10] deg(7 - F, 5 r,, 0) = 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
In order to prove that the obtained solution belongs to C°° (ŠT, R') one 
can use standard arguments of [9], p.50. This completes the proof of our 
Theorem. 
4. An Example 
Here we construct an example, illustrating our result. 
9 
2 
Let fž be the open unit disk on the plane and .r = (x\,xi). Let us 
consider a system 
Aiii(J) = exp (-(II,(.T) + + £iU)2 + ИЦХ) + (G^F-) 2  + (G^F) 2) , 
Au2[X) = и2(x) • exp( 1/1 (.r)) , 
ui(x)  = 0 . 
Iff = о , x e an 
(10) 
and show that it satisfies the conditions of our Theorem (here A is the 
Laplacian). 
Let us define an action of group Z2 on the space R 2-range of values of 
the vector function и = («1,112)  -  by means  of  formula:  5 ( 1 (1,  " 2 )  =  
= ("1,-uz)-
The equivariance of operator В which is defined by the boundary condi­
tions (10) is obvious since д(—иг)/дх\ — —dxi^/dxi and g does not change 
the coordinate иi. It is clear that the linear operator L, which is defined 
with the help of the Laplacians, is also equivariant. Let us convince our­
selves that ip is equivariant. We have: 
V>{g(u1.И2)) = <r>(«i, -«2) = 
= (exp(—(«1 + ^  + ^)2 + ( - 2 ) 3  + (-§žf)2 + (-^f)2,-«2 • exp(ui)) = 
= (exp(-(«i + & + f^)2 + »I +(gff)2 + (|^)2,-«2 exP(u,)) = 
=  ? ¥ > ( «  1 . U 2 )  •  
Now let us calculate the index of the linear problem associated with 
(10). It is clear that the desired index is equal to the sum of the indices 
of the Dirichlet problem and the problem with the direct derivative. It is 
well-known that the first of them is equal to zero (see, for example, [7], 
§10.5); the second is equal to 2 — 26. where S is the winding number of the 
vector field induced by the direct derivative (see [7], p. 266). In our situation 
condition dui/dxi = 0 implies Л = 0. Thus the index we are interested is 
equal to 2 > 0. 
It is necessary to note that the со-kernel of the liner operator which is 
associated with (10) is trivial. 
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At last let us verify estimation (4). The set E consists of functions 
of the form of («i(.r).O). So the relevant restriction of 9 has the following 
form: 
(  dui  diii ..Д 
v  =  
e x p ^ _ ( „ 1  +  _  +  _
)  j  .  
Since 
I  (  I _L 5 , 1 1  .  D"1  VA I /  1 Л J, I 9" 1  I _L I 5" 1  L) 1 / 2  
| ex pV <«* + d^ + ^) )\<l y-L + ld77l + fe|J 
we can conclude that (4) is trivially true. 
To finish the proof it is necessary to note that the invertibility of the 
operator P\EG is obvious because we are dealing with the Dirichlet problem. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
1) It is clear that if u(0' is a solution of (2), then gu,0) is also a solution 
for every g € G. Thus on the relevant spheres we can guarantee at least r 
solutions of (2), where r is the minimal length of the non-trivial orbits. 
2) We have established our result under the assumption that estimation 
(4) holds. But from the proof it follow.s that it is sufficient to require that 
(I—F)\EG C\Sr is homotopic to the identity filed for arbitrarily large r. One 
should note, however, that this condition is less observable than estimation 
(4). 
3) Using a scheme from (10) it is easy to estimate the genus of the set 
of solutions of (2). 
The authors would like to thank P.P. Zabrejko for useful remarks. 
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Produktsätze für Potenzreihenverfahren 
und verallgemeinerte Nörlund-Mittel 
Simson Baron und Hubert Tietz 
1. Einleitung. Es sei {pn} eine Folge nichtnegativer reeller Zahlen 
mit po > 0 und Pn := po + • • • + pn —» oo, für welche die Potenzreihe 
P{x).= J2pnXn (1.1) 
n=0 
den Konvergenzradius 1 hat. Die Folge a = {.s„} komplexer Zahlen heißt 
Jp-limitierbar zum Wert о (J p-lim s„ = er), wenn die Reihe 
P'(X) '•= ^PnSnX" (1.2) 
n=0 
für 0 < x < 1 konvergiert und 
Jmp,(x)/p(x) = er 
gilt. Neben diesem Potenzreihenverfahren Jv betrachten wir auch das 
Potenzreihenverfahren Jq, dessen zugehörige Folge {qn} die gleichen Ei­
genschaften haben soll wie die obige Folge {p„}, und wir verwenden die 
entsprechenden Bezeichnungen wie für {p„}. Die bekanntesten Potenz­
reihenverfahren sind das verallgemeinerte Abel-VerJahren A\ mit p„ = 
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(П+п~') für Л > 0 (Ах ist das klassische Abel-Verfahren) und das loga­
rithmische Verfahren L mit p„ = l/(n + 1). Schließlich sei {r„} eine 
Folge nichtnegativer reeller Zahlen mit Rn := r0 + • • • + r„ und 
(p * r)n := porn + 1- p„r0 Ф 0, 
für welche die Potenzreihe 
Ф) := £ r"z" 
n=0 
mindestens den Konvergenzradius 1 hat. Die Folge {sn} heißt dann Nrp-
limitierbar zum Wert a (Nrp-\\m s„ = er), wenn für die Folge {(Wrps)„} 
mit 
1 " (Nrp$)n *= 7 г У ]p^rn.„s„, (1*3) 
lim (Nrps)n = er gilt. Dieses verallgemeinerte Nörlund- Verfahren Nrp 
geht für pn = 1 über in das Nörlund-Verfahren Nr (darunter für rn = 
(n+n"!) m't f> > 0 das Cesäro-Verfahren Ca) und ergibt mit rn = 1 das 
Verfahren Mp der bewichteten Mittel (darunter für pn = l/(n + 1) das 
logarithmische Verfahren l und für p„ = 1 das Cesäro-Verfahren Ci). Für 
pn — ("*'*) mit ß > — 1 und r„ = (n+°-1) mit а > 0 erhalten wir das 
verallgemeinerte Cesäro-Verfahren Caß. Zu diesen Verfahren vergleiche 
man etwa [2] und [23]. 
In Nr. 3 dieser Arbeit geben wir hinreichende Bedingungen dafür 
an, daß aus Jp-lim sn = a stets J,-lim (NTVs)n = er folgt. Satz 3.1 
enthält viele bekannte Resultate als Spezialfälle. In Nr. 4 bringen wir 
einige Anwendungen auf Tauber-Sätze. Ahnliche Ergebnisse lassen sich 
für entsprechende Verfahren zur Limitierung von Doppelfolgen gewinnen. 
Wir werden an anderer Stelle darauf zurückkommen. 
2. Bezeichnungen und Definitionen. Der Folgenindex soll, 
wenn nichts Besonderes gesagt ist, von 0 an laufen, und Folgenglieder 
mit einem negativen Index sind gleich 0 zu setzen. Die Landau-Symbole 
О und OL haben ihre übliche Bedeutung. 
Die Folge {//„} heißt totalmonoton, wenn 
:=£(-!)*({W+*>° für j,n = 0, 1 , . . .  (2.1) 
k=0 ^ ^ 
14 
gilt. Bekanntlich ist (2.1) äquivalent dazu, daß es eine auf [0,1] definierte, 




= J x"da(x). (2.2) 
о 
Gilt (2.2) mit einer auf [0, lj definierten, reellwertigen Funktion von be­
schränkter Variation, so heißt {^„} eine Momentenfolge. Man vergleiche 
hierzu etwa [5, Chapter XI]. 
3. Produktsätze. Der folgende Produktsatz enthält viele bekannte 
Resultate als Spezialfälle. 
SATZ 3.1. Ist {qn/(p*r)n} totalmonoton, so folgt aus Jp-lim sn = a 
stets J,-lim (NTps)n = o. 
Beweis. Ist Jp-lim s„ = er, so genügt es zu zeigen, daß für jedes 
x 6 (0,1) die Reihe 
Е?„(ЛМ„х" (3.1) 
n=0 
konvergiert und, mit einer auf [0,1] nichtabnehmenden Funktion a, die 
Darstellung 
^ E 9*(Nr Ps) nx» ~-L.J ,.(u)p(u)r(u)<4§) (3.2) 
n
=0 о 
gilt, wobei hier ir,(z) := p.(x)/p(x) für 0 < i < 1 gesetzt ist. Mit 
{s„} = {1} folgt aus (3.2) dann nämlich 
1 = W) J p(u)r(u)dQ® = ixj /*"М«)1«Ц|)1, (3.3) 
о 0 
und wegen q(x) —> oo für x —» 1— weiter, bei festem у 6 (0,1), 
I I  
-r—r I p(u)r(u)da ) —> 0 für x —» 1 — . 
q(x) J x 
о 
Die durch die rechte Seite von (3.2) gegebene Integraltransformation von 
jTj(x) ist somit permanent, d.h. aus der Voraussetzung v,(x) —> er für 
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x —• 1— folgt J,-lim (NTps)n = <7 (vgl. [5, Beweis von Theorem 6]). Sei 
also x € (0,1) fest. Da {qn/{p * r)„} totalmonoton ist, gibt es eine auf 
[0,1] nichtabnehmende Funktion a mit 
(P 
j^-x" = xn J tnda(t) = J unda(f) 
für jedes n = 0,1,... . Demnach gilt für jedes v = 0,1,... wegen der 
gleichmäßigen Konvergenz der Potenzreihe für r(u) 
Ž u»«/a(|) = J u"r(u)da(§), (3.4) 
n=" ^ о 0 
insbesondere also 
-<*(<>)], (3.5) 
so daß die Doppelreihe 
тг" (3-6) 
i/=0 n=i/ v r  y" 
absolut konvergiert. Vertauschung der Summationsreihenfolge zeigt aber, 
daß der Wert der Reihe (3.6) gerade der Wert der Reihe (3.1) ist, insbe­
sondere die Reihe (3.1) also konvergiert. Weiter ergibt sich aus (3.6) mit 
(3.4) 
E g„(MPs)„x" = / u"r(u)da(f ) =  [p,{u)r(u)da(|), 
-=o "=o о о 
wovon man (3.2) abliest. Die in der letzten Gleichung enthaltene Vertau­
schung von Summation und Integration ist wegen (3.5) und der gleichmä­
ßigen Konvergenz der Potenzreihe für p,(u) auf [0,x] erlaubt. 
Für Satz 3.1 genügt es natürlich, wenn {qn/{p * r)„} erst von einer 
Stelle an totalmonoton ist. Ferner wird diese Voraussetzung nur für die 
Bedingung 
-L jp(u)r(«)|<Mf)| = 0(1) für X -> 1- (3.7) 
0 
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voll ausgenützt, die implizit in (3.3) enthalten ist. Man kann diese Vor­
aussetzung deshalb durch 
(3.7) Л {q n/{p * r)„) ist eine Momentenfolge 
ersetzen. Ein Resultat dieser Art (mit p„ = 1) findet sich bei Hoischen 
[6, Satz 1]. 
Wir betrachten einige Spezialfälle von Satz 3.1. 
KOROLLAR 3.2. Ist {Яп/Рп} totalmonoton, so folgt aus J p-lim a„ = 
a stets Jg-lim (Mps)n = er. 
Dies ergibt sich aus Satz 3.1 mit r„ = 1. Mit qn = 1 erhalten wir aus 
Korollar 3.2 folgende Verallgemeinerung eines Resultats von Mikhalin 
[17, Lemma 1]: Ist {1 /Pn] totalmonoton, so folgt aus Jp-lim s„ = a stets 
Ai-lim (Mps)„ = er. Ein Spezialfall hiervon stammt von Kokhanovskii 
[12, Lemma 2], nämlich: Aus L-lim sn = er folgt stets Ai-lim (ls)n = er. 
Dies folgt aus dem voranstehenden Ergebnis, da, mit 
К := ± (3.8) 
die Folge {1/An}totalmonoton ist. Für jedes n ist nämlich 
Д
1 
— = _i L * (3 g) 
hn n + 2 hn h„+i V ' 
Ferner gilt: Bei beliebigen Folgen {z„}, {y„}, {z„} ist für j, n = 0,1,... 
stets 
AW»*n) = £(J Wn-XY-7"" "Wy„+, (3.10) 
i/=o V'V 
м==
о V /* / 
Da nun die Folge {l/(n + 2)} totalmonoton ist (vgl. [5, Seite 253]), ergibt 
sich aus (3.9) und (3.10) durch Induktion nach j, daß {1/Zt„} totalmo­
noton ist. 
Aus Korollar 3.2 erhalten wir mit q„ = pn das 
KOROLLAR 3.3. Ist {p„/Pn} totalmonoton, so folgt aus Jp-lim s„ = 
<7 stets Jp-lim (Mps)n = er. 
Da die Folge {l/hn}, mit h„ aus (3.8), totalmonoton ist, steckt in 
Korollar 3.3 folgendes Ergebnis von К wee [16, Lemma 3]: Aus L-lim s„ 
= er folgt stets Z,-lim (/.?)„ = er. 
3 
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KOROLLAR 3.4. 1st {l/Ä,,} totalmonoton, so folgt aus Ai-lim ,s„ = 
er stets Ai-lim (Nrs)n = o. 
Dies ergibt sich auch aus einem Resultat von Hoischen [6, Satz 1]. 
Da die Folge {l/("*a)} für a > 0 totalmonoton ist (vgl. etwa Borwein [3, 
Seite 348]), enthält Korollar 3.4 insbesondere folgenden Satz von Amir 
(Jakimovski) [1, Theorem 2.1 mit a = 0] und Szäsz [18]: Ist a > 0, so 
folgt aus Ai-lim sn = er stets Arlim (C0s)„ = er. Der Fall ot = 1 findet 
sich schon bei Zygmund [24, Seite 189]. 
Für a > 0 und ß > — 1 erhalten wir mit pn = (n^f) und r„ = (n+°-1) 
das zu Korollar 3.4 verwandte Resultat: Ist {g„/("+°+'?)} totalmonoton, 
so folgt aus Ay+i-lim s„ = <r stets J,-lim (Caips)n = er. 
KOROLLAR 3.5. Ist {qn/Pn} totalmonoton, so folgt aus Jp-lim s„ = 
a stets Jg-lim sn = a. 
Dies folgt aus Satz 3.1 mit r0 = 1 und r„ = 0 für n > 0. Varianten 
und Verallgemeinerungen zu Korollar 3.5 finden sich in den Arbeiten 
von Borwein [3, Theorem A], Hoischen [7, Theorem 1] und Fischer [4, 
Satz 3.1.2]. Insbesondere gilt also: Ist {1 /p„} totalmonoton, so folgt aus 
Jp-lim s„ = er stets Ai-lim s„ = u, und: Ist {?„} totalmonoton, so folgt 
aus Ai-lim sn = a stets J,-lim s„ = o. 
Wir beschließen diesen Abschnitt mit einem Resultat anderer Art. 
Dazu sei, bei gegebener Folge {sn}, die Folge {£„} durch 
6„ := sn - (Mps)„ = P~x £ Pv.x{su - s„_,) (3.11) 
U =  1 
definiert. Ist nun {pn/P„} totalmonoton und Jp-lim s„ = er, so ist nach 
Korollar 3.3 auch Jp-lim (Mps)n = er. Wegen der Linearität von Jp ergibt 
sich also das 
KOROLLAR 3.6. Ist {p„/P„} totalmonoton, so folgt aus Jp-lim sn = 
er stets Jp-lim 8n = 0. 
4 .  Tauber-Sätze. Die Ergebnisse aus Abschnitt 3 gestatten die 
Herleitung von Tauber-Sätzen für Jp aus bekannten Tauber-Sätzen für 
J,. Wir zeigen dies nur an wenigen Beispielen. 
SATZ 4.1. Ist {qn /Pn} totalmonoton und gilt 
Qn/Qm -» 1 ßr  1 < n/m -+ 1 (m —too), (4.1) 
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so folgt aus Jp-lim s„ = er und 
lim inf { { M p s ) n — ( M p s ) m }  > 0  f i r  Q n / Q m  -» 1 (n > m -+ oo) (4.2) 
stets  Mp-lim = <7. 
Beweis. Nach [20, Satz 3.9] folgt unter der Voraussetzung (4.1), aus 
J,-lim s„ = <7 und 
lim inf (s„ - sm) > 0 für Qn/Qm -»1 (n > m -* oo) 
stets lim s n  = a. Somit ergibt sich Satz 4.1 aus Korollar 3.2. 
Ein Spezialfall von Satz 4.1 findet sich bei Kokhanovskii [12, Theo­






ersetzt werden, da (4.2) aus (4.1) Л (4.3) folgt. Wegen (M ps)„ —(Afps)„_i 
= PvP~2i6„ für v > 0 folgt mit (4.3) nämlich, daß es eine Konstante 
К > 0 gibt mit 
(M ps) n  - (M ps) m  = E [(Afps)„ - (Afps)„_,] 
= E  > -к E  ^ > - щ ^ - 1 ) .  
v=m+l f=m-f 1 
SATZ 4.2. Ist {p„/P„} totalmonoton und gilt 
Pn/Pm —• 1 /u> 1 < n/m —» 1 (m oo), (4.4) 
so folgt, mit S„ von (3.11), aus Jp-lim s„ = <r und 
lim inf (6„ - 6m) > 0 /«r P„/Pm ->1 (n > m -t oo) (4.5) 
stets lim s„ = o. 
Beweis. Es sei Jp-lim s„ = a. Nach Korollar 3.6 erhalten wir dann 
Jp-lim 6n = 0. Daraus folgt mit (4.4) und (4.5) nach [20, Satz 3.9] sogar 
lim <5„ = 0. Dies aber ist nach [21, Satz 3.2] eine Tauber-Bedingung für 
das Verfahren Jp. 




In [19-21] finden sich weitere Resultate, die zur Gewinnung von 
Tauber-Sätzen der voranstehenden Art geeignet sind. Auch die nach­
folgende Auswahl neuerer Arbeiten könnte in dieser Weise ausgenützt 
werden: Tietz, Trautner [22], Kratz, Stadtmüller [13-15] sowie Kiesel 
[10] und Kiesel, Stadtmüller [11]. 
Als letztes Beispiel bringen wir eine kleine Anwendung auf Lückenum­
kehrsätze. Ist {&„} eine feste Indexfolge mit 0 < k0 < fc] < ... , so heißt 
- sn_i = 0 für n ф fco, *i,... (4.6) 
eine Lückenbedingung. Lückenbedingungen für Potenzreihenverfahren 
J4, für die {</„} totalmonoton ist, werden zum Beispiel von Jakimovski, 
Meyer-König, Zeller [9] untersucht. 
SATZ 4.3. Ist {<?„} totalmonoton und gibt es eine Konstante A > 1 
mit 
QkHi > ^Qk, für 1 = 0,1,... , (4.7) 
so folgt aus Ai-lim sn = о und (4.6) stets lim s„ = er. 
Beweis. Da {^n} totalmonoton ist, folgt, wie nach Korollar 3.5 be­
merkt wurde, aus Ai-lim s„ = a auch J,-lim s„ = er. Nach [22, Satz 6.1] 
ergibt sich wegen (4.6) und (4.7) dann lim s„ = er. 
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Korrutisteoreemid aetmerldade menetluste ja 
üldistatud Nörlundi keskmiste korral 
S.Baron ja H.Tietz 
Resümee 
Olgu J aetmerldade menetlus, mis on defineeri-
P 
tud avaldiste (1.1), (1.2) Ja 
lim P S ( X ) / P ( X )  
x-H-
kaudu, J teine samasugune menetlus ning N illdie-q rp 
tatud Nörlundi menetlus, mis on defineeritud keskmis­
te (1.3) kaudu. Näiteks kehtib järgmine 
TEOREEM 3.1. Olgu {q^/(p * r)n} totaalmonotoonne 
Jada. Siis 
J -lim(N s) = а 
q rp n 
alati, kui J -lim s -а. p n 
Teoreemist 3.1 järelduvad erijuhuna paljud tun­
tud tulemused. Rakendustena on töö neljandas oaas 
esitatud mSned Tauberi teoreemid. 
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ACTA ET COMMENTATIONES UNIVERSITATIS TARTUENSIS 
1S93, 960, 23-28. 
Weak wedge spaces 
and theorems of Mazur-Orlicz type 
Johann Boos and Toivo Leiger 
A known theorem of Mazur-Orlicz type due to the authors (see [5, Theorem 4.5], 
[3, Theorem 1] and [4, Theorem 2.2]) says that the implication 
(*) M П W E  с F =4- M П W E  С W F  
holds for every Z^-space F (in particular for each separable FK-space), for any 
FK-space E containing the set tfi of all finite (real or complex valued) sequences, 
and for each sequence space M having suitable factor sequences, for example, 
Af := m; thereby WE denotes the set of all elements of E being weakly section-
ally convergent. In his thesis [7] D. Seydel has shown that M bs, where bs is 
the set of all sequences having bounded partial sums, does not satisfy the men­
tioned assumption to the space of all factor sequences of M. However, he has also 
proved that (*) remains true if E is an FK-space containing Co , F is a separable 
F/С-space and M := Z(m), where Z is a matrix method being regular for null 
sequences; note, if E is the summation matrix then Z := E~l is regular for null 
sequences and bs — E_1(m). 
In Seydels proof the assumption that E contains Co is essential. The main re­
sult of this note (see Theorem 5) is that the above theorem of the authors remains 
true if M := bs and E contains (in comparison to Co) the smaller space cs. In 
the proof we use the notion of weak wedge spaces due to G. Bennett [1] and the 
mentioned theorem of the authors in case of M := m . 
Let ш denote the linear space of all scalar (real or complex) sequences. By a 
sequence space E we mean any linear subspace of w . A sequence space E carrying 
a locally convex topology ТЕ is called а К -space if the inclusion map i : E —» ш is 
continuous where u> has the topology of coordinatewise convergence. А К -space 
E with a Frechet topology is called an FK -space. If, in addition, the topology is 
normable then E is called а В К -space. 
If E is any sequence space then the ß -dual of E is given by 
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£^ := |z 6 ш I 53z*j/i converges for each у € £ | . 
For any x = (xi,) 6 ш and n € IN the n'k section of x is 
xM-.= £xkek 
fell 
where e* := is the ktk coordinate vector. 
If (£, T E ) ii а К -space containing у, the space of finitely non-zeros sequences, 
we set 
E' := {(/(e')) t € l N  I / 6 E'} , 
Be := {z 6 £ | {z'"' |n 6 IN} is bounded| , 
£fi := {z € £ | (z[n,)„elN is »(£,£')-Cauchy} , 
И-ж := {ze£ I zM-vz(cr(£,£'))}, 
Sg := {z € E I z'-I - z (rB)} 
where E' denotes the topological dual of (£,Tg) and tr(£,£') denotes the weak 
topology. 
Let m, с, Co, bu, iwo, 6» and cs denote, respectively, the В К -spaces of all 
bounded, convergent,... and summable sequences with their natural topologies 
(«ее [9]). А К -space E containing с is called conservative. We say that E is 
conull if e := (1, WE . А К -space E containing у is called a weak wedge 
space if e* —> 0 (<r(£, £')). 
If 5 = (i„t) is an infinite matrix the (convergence) domain 
ев := |z € iv I Bx := (£ b„tzt)„elN 6 c| 
of В is an FK -space (see [9]). Furthermore, if <p С eg we write We instead of 
Let (£, T) be a locally convex space with algebraic dual E'. For any subspace 
S of E' we use the notations 
5 := {g 6 £* I 3 (y„) in 5 : y„ — у (<r(£', £))} , 
S := n(V< E " I S C V = V | .  
If £ is a K-space containing у then it is called L, f  space if Л £' = £'; for 
details see [5] and [2). 
Throughout this note we consider K-spaces containing cs . If cs is continuously 
embedded in £ then we have the inclusion E! С cs' = bv. In particular this is 
true for each FK-space £ including cs. Moreover, by [8, Theorem 4] we get for 
each £K-tpace £ the equivalence 
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E1 С bv <S=> ЕЭ cs. 
Assuming E 1  П (bv \ bv 0) ф 0, we get a 2 := (/(e*)) G bv\co where / 6 E' and 
the series J2k xkzifc converges if and only if z 6 cs. This statement is contained in 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 1 . For each z 6 bv \ bvo we have {2}^ -- cs. 
Proof. Without less of generality we may assume 2j, / 0 (fc € IN). By Abels 
partial summation we have 
(1) £ xkzk = 52 53 Xi + 2" Ž xi • 
В = (b n k) := 
к 
Using the notations у := Ex := ( £ ®i)t and 
/2, ' \ 
Д21 2, 0 
Az, Az 7  23 
\ 
this identity means £ z*zt = (By)« (n 6 IN). The matrix В is a modification of 
t=i 
Mazurs matrix (see [9, Example 1.8.12]), thus eg = с (see [6, Lemma]). Therefore, 
53 z*2* converges if and only if у 6 с, that is z € cs. D 
t 
Proposition 2 . For any FK-space E containing cs the following statements 
hold: 
(a) bsClE С B E  • 
(b) If E' £ bv0 then F E  = WE  = S e =  C S .  
Proof. Let f E E' and г := (Де*)). By (1) we get that for each x € bs П E the 
sequence of the partial sums of £ xi,zk is bounded. Thus z 6 BE . The statement 
(b) comes from Lemma 1 and the monotonicity of FК-topologies. • 
Let E — (E, Т Е ) be a K-space containing cs and let ТЕ  be generated by 
a family {p„}ae> of seminorms . Then £e-I = £[£] endowed with the family 
of seminorms {p„ о is a conservative Ä'-space. Therefore the -spaces 
TgL l) and (E, те) are topologically and algebraicly isomorphic with respect 
to the map E_I : E^-I —> E. Obviously, we get 
k-l 
Ke* = e-53 e' (k € IN) 
i=l 
implying 
E '  * 0 (a(E,E')) <=* е = £>1И£E-,,(£E-,)') <=s> e 6 WE. . 
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By that we get the 
Proposition 3 . A K-apace E containing <p is a weak wedge space if and only 
if the K-apace E^-i is conull. 
Proposition 4 . Let E be a K-space containing ip. Then E is a weak wedge 
space if and only if 
(2) S [bs П WE ] = m П . 
Proof. Let e k  —> 0 (<r(£, E')), x 6 bs П E and у := £z € m Л Et-1 • Note 
yW у ( a(ES-*,(E E->Y)) *=> E-'yW — E-1y = x (*(£,£?)). 
For each m e IN we get 
£-iyH = (ii,..., im , — ^  Xj, 0,0,...) = £ ite' - £ z,e" , + 1, 
i=l k=l i=J 
whereby J2 цет+1 "LZS° 0(<r(£, £')). By that we obtain 
£—_x(cr(£,£')) «=> * lm] —>x(<r(E,E')), 
that is: у 6 <s=> x 6 Wg. To prove the converse direction of the 
statement, we assume the validity of (2). Thus we obtain always e = Ee'f mfl 
WEz_, as e1 6 bs П WE. On account of Proposition 3 £ is a weak wedge space. 
О 
Now, we are going to formulate the main result of this note. 
Theorem 5 . Let E be an FK-space containing cs. Then the implication 
bsr\W E  С F => 6s П W E  С . 
holds for any L v-K-apace F. 
In case of £/f-spaces E containing со and separable FK-spaces F this result 
is due to D. Seydel [7, 3.21]. He has also shown that his result -and therefore the 
statement in Theorem 5- is not contained in [5, Theorem 4.5]. 
Proof of Theorem 5. First of all, let £ be a weak wedge space. Then fan He С F 
implies mfl We e_i С Fe- 1  on account of Proposition 4. Since F$-1 is also an L v  -
space (see [2, Theorem 4.5]), we get тП^., С WFc_I by [5, Theorem 4.5] thus 
bs fl WE С Wf by Proposition 4. In case of e* -/> 0 (<r(£, £')) we obtain WE = cs 
by Proposition 2. Because of [5, Theorem 4.2] this gives us 
bs П WE  = cs С F => cs С Wp. D 
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The proof of Theorem 5 shows us that the theorem holds in case of weak wedge 
F/f-spaces E containing if. Therefore, the question arises whether it is true in 
general for F/f-spaces E containing . 
Proposition в . Let E be an F К -space containing сз. If E is a weak wedge 
space then the following statements hold: 
(a) An L^-K-space F containing bs Л WE  is a weak wedge space. 
(b) fcmWEŠ". 
(c) (кь, o(bvo, bs П WE)) is sequentially complete. 
(d) If E is an L v  -space, then bs(~\E = б.ч Л WE  if and only if (h>o, <r(bvо, &»Л£)) 
is sequentially complete. 
Proof, (a) Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5 the inclusion bs Л Wg С F 
implies m Л W^, С W>c-, , thus e € W>E_, . Thus, F is a weak wedge space by 
Proposition 3. 
(b) By Proposition 4 the identity bs Л WE  = cs is equivalent to m П = с. 
However, that contradicts Theorem 4.5 of [5]. 
(c) This statement is an immediate corollary of Theorem 6 and [5, Theorem 4.4]. 
(d) In case of 6лП£ = bsC\W E  the sequential compkteneee of (Ьоь,»(кт,Ь»Л£)) is 
immediately implied by (c). For a proof of the converse implication we remark that 
on account of [5, Theorem 4.2] the sequential completeness of (k#, a(hv v, bs Л E)) 
implies the continuity of the embedding 
i: (As Л £, <r(bs Л £, kj,)) —* (E, a(E, E')). 
Because of z'"' —» x(<r(bs Л E, ke)) we obtain —» x (<r(£, E1)), that is 
z 6 Wjt for each z 6 Ьа Л E. • 
Remark 7 . If an FJC-space E with £ Э cs is not a weak wedge space, 
then in general, in Proposition 6 the statements (a)-(d) do not remain valid. In 
that case we have bs Л WE = cs, where (bv, o(bv,cs)) is sequentially complete, 
however, the subspace ко is not sequentially closed (since e'"l —> e (<r(bv,cs)), 
e'"l € bvo and e 6 bv \ bvo)) thus not sequentially complete. Indeed, for each 
matrix В we get the implication а С Ci о С Wg by the monotonicity 
of the F/f-topologies; applying [5, Theorem 4.4] by that we obtain the <r(k, cs)-
sequential completeness of bv = cs". To prove that kfo is not sequentially closed in 
(k,<r(k,cs)) we consider a normal matrix A = (a^) being a regular series to series 
transformation. For each x € cs we have (a'"', i) := Y_ a„*zjt —• £ z* = (e,z), 
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4* 
that is A'"' := (A„T)T 1^? e (cr(6v, CS)) . Consequently, there exists A sequence a'"' 
in  bvo  converg ing  in  (bu , i r ( i>v ,c3) )  to  e  G bv \bv 0 .  
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Nõrgad kiilruumid ja Mazur-Orliczi tüüpi teoreemid 
Johann Boos ja Toivo Leiger 
Artiklis [5] tõestatud Mazur-Orliczi tüüpi teoreemi kohaselt kehtib iga FK -ruumi E 
ja Lif-tuumi F korral implikatsioon 
( * )  Л #  П  W g  с  F  = >  M  П  t f s  С  W F ,  
kus M on jadaruum, mille faktorjadad rahuldavad teatavaid tingimusi. D. Seydel (7) 
naite*, et j*hei U :ж be (tõkestatud oeasummadeg» ridade ruum) ei ole naaiaitud 
tiafweeH täidetud, beid viide (•) kehtib eekteeet i Dc®. Käesolevas artiklis tõeita-
taket viide (») V := te korral, kui E D сг Setjeere» kaeetatakse autorite eelpoolmaini­
tud teoreefei jehel Ы := m ning G. Ben letti [1] poolt defineeritud nõrkade kiilruumide 
omadusi. 
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ALMOST COMMUTATIV СTY OF SPECTRALLY BOUNDED ALGEBRAS 
Arne Кок к 
Int rod I ir Linn. It is well—known that in any 
rompl ex commut ati ve uni tal Banarh al gebr a A the 
spectrum of an element a <=: A is J ust the range of 
the correspondinp f5elfand map a, so that the spectral 
r adxus f- of A is submul ti pi icat i ve and, equi v-
alently, subadditive on A. Besides, it. is also 
well-known that each of these conditions separately 
implies a given complex uni tal Ban ach algebrr. A to 
be commutative modulo the Jacobson radical and, as a 
matter of fact Сsee, for example . С 2,Э.20ЛЭ* the fol­
lowing conditions on a complex uni tal Banach algebra 
A are equivalent: 
CID the spectral radius г^ of A is submulti-
piicative, i.e. there exists К > О such that 
r Cab; £ К Г ся)г С b) for all а, b in A; A  A  A  
<2 j Lb spectral raJi us r of A is subadditive, 
1  A  
i.e. there exists К > О such that r Ca + b> < A  
KCr i э) г г С BJ у for all a. b in A; A  A  
C=C aVcjebra A ir- almost commutative, i.e al gebr» 
A is comn.ut at i ve modulo the Jacobson radical. 
A? first sight it would seem that many of the 
proofs oi the equivalences Cl)-C 3D strongly relay on 
the existence of Banach algebra norm on A because they 
use the E. Vesentini theorem for subharmonir func­
tions [173 or an improvement for Banach alg«bras of 
the classical Jacobson density theorem obtained by 
29 
A. M. Sinclair [16, p. 36). 
However, as we obtained in СЮЗ, nearly the same 
happens to be true under weaker hypotheses on A. More 
precisely, by means of the Hirschfeld-Zelazlco theorem 
[83, we showed in 14.03 , among other things, that if A 
is a spectrally bounded algebra with an identity such 
tjiat 
C I г  С  a b )  <  г  C a ) r  C b )  C a . b  e  A 3 ,  
А  A A  
then A is almost commutative. 
The main object of this paper is to proceed 
along the line and to prove even more. Namely, we show 
that the conditions С ID-С 33 are still equivalent 
within the context of Gelfand-Mazur Q-algebras. 
CPrecise definitions will follow below). It is perhaps 
worth pointing out that there exist Gel fand-Mazur 
Q-algebras which by no means can be made into Banach 
algebras. Take, for example, the complex algebra of 
all complex-valued infinitely differentiable functions 
on an interval С 4, p. 953. 
1. Preliminaries. Throughout the following all 
algebras are assumed to be associative and over the 
field C. 
If A is an algebra without identity, then A^ 
stands for the algebra formed by adjoining an identity 
e to A; and if A has an identity, then At = A. 
For any linear subspace В of an algebra A, B* is 
the algebraic dual of В equipped with the weak 
»«-topology, HomA is the subset of all non-zero multi­
plicative functionals of A and сСАЭ is the set of all 
n-tuples a = Ca ,a a) of elements of a. e A with 
K  l  2 r> i  
arbitrary finite length n. If HomA is non-empty and 
a = Ca ,a , . . . , а Э is an n-tuple in cCA), then the l  2  n  r  
Gel/and transform, a of a is a function on the space 
30 
HomA with values in C": 
at Л) = СДСа Э,ДСа23.. . . .ДСа^ЭЭ СД e HomA). 
For each subset S of A, LCS) Cresp. <S>) is the linear 
span of S Cresp. the subalgebra of A generated by SD, 
and we write in the sequel LCa) in place of LC<a>3 and 
<a .a > in place of <<a , a >>. 1 2  1 2  
Further, the set of all quasi-invertibie el­
ements of A is denoted by q-InvA, RadA is the 
Jacobson radical of A, and algebra A is said to be 
almost commutative if [a,b] = ab - ba is contained in 
RadA for all a,b in A. 
The spectrum <7
д
Сa) of an element a of an 
algebra A is 
О
д
Сa) = <a € С: а - ae is not invertiЫe in A^> 
and the spectral radius of a is 
г
д
Са) = sup< I X I : X e <7
д
Сa) > , 
where r^Ca) =0 if с
д
Са) is empty. 
An algebra A is said to be spectrally bounded if 
the spectrum of every element in A is bounded or, 
equivalently, if the spectrum of every element in A is 
compact [143. 
If В is a linear subspace of A we let SC В,A) de­
note the set of all spectral states of В with respect 
to A, that is 
SCB, A) = <f e В : fCb) e convC(7
Д
Сb)Э for all b e B> 
С here convCc С b)5 stands for the convex hull of а С b) 
A A 
in О. SCB.A) is a convex subset of В and the set of 
all its extreme points is denoted by extSCB,A). Tt is 
a routine matter to verify that if A is spectrally 
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The L&t'L Сгрзр. right? t > i .• < l  spec trum c/xa2> 
Сresn. rt Сa32 r»f an n -tuple a — <" <* > a , . . . »a D CCАЭ A  1 2  n  
with respect to A is def i nc-d Ln Ъч* the set o;f all 
t h o s e  C a  -  О  ,  .  .  -  , ä  )  i n  С "  I  o r  which the n-tuple i  2  n  
С»• . . • а " et e) generates a proper 
left Cresp, right? ideal in A . The Наг to Joint 
spectr-am. <7" l аЭ of a •== с С ЛЗ with respect to A is the 
set аЭ U <7^ С аЭ .  
In what follows с wi1J denote one of the joint 
I r If A  
spectra a > <7 » n : and /7 is said to have the 
A A a * A 
projec i  ion proper t.y if 
Я С о
- Ca , a , ...»a j У = er С a »a , . . . , а Э 
>  A  1 2  Г .  A  1  2  к  
for ever у Ca , a * . . , , a J ^ cC A3 , where 1 < к < n and 12 r> 
n r, V 
71, .3.5 the projection of С onto С given by 
я'ССХ , . ..,X )) - CA». . . ,\o ccx, X э € с Э. kl n lk 1 r> 
By a topological algebra we mean an algebra, 
which is also a Hausdorff topological vector space in 
such a >/ay that the ring multiplication, considered 
as a bilinear map of A x A into A, is continuous. 
A topological algebra A is called a Q-algebra if the 
set q-InvA is open in the topology of A. 
We recalJ that every Q-algebra is always spec­
trally bounded til, p. 60]. 
Furthermore, a topological algebra A is said to 
be local I v bounded if A has a bounded neighbourhood of 
the zero element. and if that is the case, the 
topology of A can be defined by a submulti pii cati ve 
Ot-norm CO < a ^  1Э С11, p. 421. Finally, -a Gel fand-Hazxir 
algebra is a topological algebra A such that for every 
proper closed two-sided maximal С maxi mal as a left or 
32 
as a rightO modular ideal M of A the quotient al­
gebra A/M is topological!у isomorphic to <C; and if т 
is a topology on an algebra A such that С А, тЭ is a 
Gelfand-Mazur Q-algebra, then we say that т is a 
Gel fand—MCLZUT Q-topology on A. For different classes 
of Gelfand-Mazur algebras see, for example, [1,111. 
In particular, every locally bounded algebra is 
Gelfand-Mazur algebra [11, p. 3081 . 
2* Main result. Now we are ready to prove the 
fol1owing theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a spectrally bounded al­
gebra. The following assertions are equivalent: 
1) if a € A and a € <y^CaS> then there is Л e 
A satisfying A<TOL> = a and \CbS> <= о^СЬУ for any 
b € A; 
cr^ C'aJ) ~ < \(a): Д e HomACa € АУ; 
35 а^СаЬЭ Q a j(a>oдСЬЭ Ca,b e Al>; 
4-> Cf^Ca + bJ> Я <у^Са2> + &^CbS> Ca,b e AS); 
5_> r^CcO ~ sup< j Д<Га^ j : Д e Ca e 
6J> r is submul tipi ic at i ve on /4, i.e. there 
А  
Г  
exists К > О such that г СаЪУ < Kr СаУг CbS> for all A A A 
a, b in A; 
7J> r is subadditive on A, i.e. öftere ext sis A 
К > О such thai r Ca + ЬУ < ACCг Сa> + г СbJO for all 
A A A 
a, b in >4 ; 
algebra A is almost commutative? and A/Rad A 
can be equipped with a Gel fand-Ma&ur Q~topology; 
1 -  г  CXA<faJ> £ (7дСа-> /or any а € cC/O and ,4-
can be equipped wi t/г a Gel fand-Мая иг О topology; 
i 0J> <7
д
Са> = if a<" Д.>: Д e HnmA > С a € cf ; 
/ t  У о^ admi t. s t he pro Jec t ? an proper t у; 
33 
/£2 if S с A and X e LCSJ>* satis/ies sC\.~> e а^С^У 
for all s e cCSS>, then \ has an extension X e HomA ; 
132 £/ a e A and X e LCa2* is such that. \Ca2 <= 
а
д
СсО then X has an extension X e HomA; 
142 for any subalgebra В с Л , sharing the ident­
ity of , each f e extSCB, A ^2 admits an extension 
f e HomA; 
152 for every a e A each f e ex t SC <a, e>, A^2 
admits an extension / e HomA . 
' l  
Proof. Implications 2D 3D , 2D ^ 4D , 2D -» 3D, 
3D => 6D , 4D * 7D , 5D => 6D , lOD -» HD , 12D -> 13D, and 
14D ^ 15D are evident. Moreover, 11D => 12D and 
2D 4 14) are valid by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 from 
[103 and by [10, pp. 126-1273 respectively. 
ID »2D. Put S = <Л e A*: ACaD e <7ACaD for each 
a e A>. An easy calculation shows that we need only to 
establish S с HomA . To this end let Д be an arbitrary 
functional in S. Then \C a + cteD is contained in the 
spectrum of a + ae for any a e A and a e C. Thus, S 
is precisely HomA^ [143 and this proves the 
equi valence ID «• 2D . 
6D *• YD. Recall that in any Banach algebra A the 
spectral radius r^ is submultipiicative if and only if 
it is subadditive Сsee, for example [33 D. As a matter 
of fact, the same argument remains true in any 
spectrally bounded algebra as well. 
6D & 7D •* 8D. We begin with the following 
preliminary result, well-known for normed algebras 
[153 . 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a locally bounded algebra with 
an identity. Then [a,b] cannot be the• identity of A 
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for any а, Ь in A. 
Proof of L&mna 2. If there were a,b in A with 
[a,b) = e, then tan,b) = na" 1 Cn = 2,3,. ...3. By 
hypothesis, A is a locally bounded algebra, and so, 
as we mentioned earlier, there' exists a submulti-
plicative a-norm j| || CO < a ^  13 on A defining the 
topology of A. Hence 
"V'll s 2IHU IK 1« HbII 
for every n e (N, which clearly is impossible because 
an 1 x О Cn = 2,3,. . . 3. Lemma is proved. 
To prove 73 •+ 83 we need only to consider the 
case A X RadA. 
Let В = A/RadA and denote by л the quotient 
homomorphism of A onto B. Clearly г^СяСаЗЗ = г
д
СаЗ for 
any a in A and. since г
д 
is submulti pii cati ve on A, 
RadA = Ca e А: г^СаЗ = 0>. Now it is easy to check 
that the sets 
U = Cb e В: г Cb3<£> Cfr>03 £  в  
define a local basis of a topology т on В such that 
С В,тЗ is a locally bounded Q-algebra £11, p. 59] and, 
consequently, r is a Gelfand-Mazur Q-topology on В 
Moreover, we can define a topology т' with the same 
properties on as well [11, p. 35]. 
Next we shall show that [a,Ы e RadA for every 
a, b in A. 
So, let a,b € А, с = лС t a,b]3, and consider the 
subalgebra <c> in В generated by c. If г^СсЗ > О then 
the spectral mapping theorem yields that an algebra 
norm Л Л on <c> can be defined by ||d|j = r^Cd3 
Cd e <c>3, Let D be the completion of <c> and consider 
<c> as a subalgebra of D. Then 
5* 
35 
rDCc) = lim /flcn|| = г^СсЗ 
and, therefore, there is a e о^СсЗ with | a i  =  г ^ С с З .  
Thus, setting d = c/a. we have 1 e cz^Cd3 and r^d) = 
1. By well-known properties of Banach algebras [4, p. 
173 we can now find a sequence <x > Cn > 13 of 
elements of <c> with г Сx 3 • 1 Cn —• oo3 and 
в  n  
г С dx - x 3 » О Cn —• coD. But this, in turn, implies 
• n rt  
that the element d - e generates a proper two-isided 
ideal in В . In fact, if there were m e [N> 
*k> b^, h, g e В Ck = 1 ,2 nü and X e С sati sf ying 
Г а  Cd - »3b + hCd - еЗ + С d — еЗ g + XC d - еЗ = e 
. " k k  
к =1 
then, using the fact that г^СхуЗ = г
в
С ухЗ Cx, у e ВЗ 
and that r( is, by hypothesis, subadditive and 
submultipiicative on B, we would obtain 
e3b^ + hCd - e3 
+ Cd - e3g + XCd - еЗ3x 3 > О 
С n » oq3 . 
This of course contradicts the fact г Cx 3 • 1. 
В n 
С h « ооЗ . 
Consequently, because CB , т'З is a Q-algebra, 
there exists a proper closed two-sided ideal I in 
Bt containing the element d - e til, p. 67]. Now, as 
it is easy to be seen, the quotient algebra В /I is 
a locally bounded Q-algebra under the quotient 
topology, and the I-coset of t nCа/«Э, nCЬЗ 3 is 
identity in В /I . But this is impossible- by the above 
lemma. We conclude that г^СГа.ЬЗЗ = О for every a,b 
in A. In other words, every commutator is in RadA 
which is what we wanted to prove. 
r B C C  £ a k C d  -
k = l  
36 
8) ^  95 Let a=Ca,a,...,aD е cCAD and take 1 2  n  
any n-tuple Ca iO О 3 e а CaD. If A X A and 1 2  n  A  1  
ak = О for all к = 1 , 2, . . . , n then Ca(. a^, • • • . a^D = 
аС Л 5. where Л e HomA -is such that кегЛ = A. 
О О 1 о 
Otherwise there exists a maximal left or right ideal 
M in A^ containing the elements a^ - с^е С к = 1,. . . , nD 
such that J = M П A is a two-sided maximal regular 
left or right ideal in A t12, § 73. Moreover, as 
every commutator of elements of A is in the Jacobson 
radical of A, J is two-sided. If л is again the 
quotient homomorphism of A onto В = A/RadA, then 
nCJD is a maximal regular ideal in B, and so there 
is X e HomB with TiCJD = kerX. Now A = Х = ГГ e HomA and 
J = kerA Define ACa + aD - ACaD + a for all a in A 
and a in C- It is easy to be seen that A e HomA and 
that 
\CC& k  - c^eDaD = ACa^a - O^aD = 0 
for every a e A and к = 1,2,. . . ,n. Therefore CACa^D -
O^DACaD = О Ca € А, к = 1,2,... ,nD, and because kerA * 
А, С a 3 = аС AD . Thus <7**CaD S crrCaD. 1 2  n  A  A  
9D 10D Note that for each a in cCA ) the left l  
Joint spectrum of a is contained in the right Joint 
spectrum of a with respect to the algebra A . Hence 
every maximal left ideal in A( is two-sided £63. The 
rest of the proof is analogous to that of 8D .» 9D. 
13D =* 2D Let a e A and a e <7^C aD be chosen 
arbitrarily. The spectral mapping theorem yields that 
a = XCaD for some X e LCaD . Now, by hyphothesis, X 
has an extension X e HomA^ and thus 2D follows. 
15D -» Sj Let a e A. If a e erACaD then, again by 
the spectral mapping theorem, a = XC aD for a suitable 
X e SC - a , e> . A^ D and so, according to the Kr ei n-Mi 1 man 
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theorem, 
г Ca) = sup< IfCa) | : f e extSC<a,e>,A )> = 
. A  1  
sup<|ACa3|: Л e HomA^D . 
The proof of the theorem is completed. 
We conclude with some additional remarks. 
REMARK 3. The equivalences given in Theorem 1 
are known for Banach algebras Csee [ 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 9 ,  
13,18,20]5 . 
REMARK 4. There exist almost commutative spec­
trally bounded algeoras, which cannot be made into 
Gelfand-Mazur Q-algebras under any topology. 
Consider, for example, any commutative division 
algebra which is not C-
REMARK 5. In [193 it is proved that if A is a 
Banach algebra and a e A, then [a.bl <= RadA for all 
b e A'if and only il 
sCaD = sup<r Ca + b) - r Cb): b e A> < со , A A 
Thus, a given Banach algebra A is almost commutative 
if and only if 
С4Э sCa) < oo for any a in A. 
It would be of interest to know whether this is still 
true within the context of spectrally bounded 
algebras. 
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Spektraalselt tõkestatud algebrate peaaegu kommuta-
ti i vsus 
Arne Kokk 
Resümee 
Käesolevas töös antakse 15 tarvilikku ja piisa­
vat tingimust spektraal sel t tSkestatud algebra peaaegu 
kommutatii vsuseks. 
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ON STRONG BOUNDEDNESS AND SUWABILITY WITH 
RESPECT TO A SEQUENCE OF MODULI 
Enno Kolk 
1.Introduction. Let X be a Banach space over the 
field IK, where K=R or К = С. By e(X), m(X), c(X) 
and c0(X) we denote the vector epacee of all X-valued 
eequencee x = (x^.) = (*k)ke0^ -of all hounded sequen­
ces in X, of all convergent sequences In X and of all 
convergent to null sequences in X, respectively. In 
the case X = IK we write e, m, с and cQ instead of 
s(X), m(X), c(X) and cQ(X). 
Let X and ц be two subspaces of s and A = (a ^ ) 
an infinite matrix with ank « К. If for each u = 
(u^) e X the series 
0 0  
V  =  Е  C n « W )  
к к s l  
converge and (Afiu) e ц then we say that A maps X into 
p. By a theorem of Hahn (see [8]) A naps m into m if 
and only if 
(H) sup £ jankj = M < oo. 
к  
We denote by 9f+ the set of all such matrices A with 
a  >  0 .  
nk 
A matrix A is called regular if A maps с into с 
and lim Anu = ljLm for all u « c. The well-known 
Silvermann-Toeplitz theorem (see [8]) asserts that 
A is regular if and only if lim anfc =0 (к e IN), 
lim £ ank = 1 and the condition (H) is satisfied. We 
41 
6 
use the notation for the eet of all non-negative 
regular matricee. For example, the Ceearo matrix , 
defined by a . = 1/n for к 5 n and a , = 0 other-
nk ^ r»k 
wise, belonge to T . 
For К с N let 3f(K) be the characteristic sequen­
ce of K. Let A « T+. Following Freedman and Sember 
[3], a eet К с IN will be said to have A-density 
a A(K) = lim An*(K) 
when (Anx(K)) « c. In [5,6] the notion of statistical 
convergence, originally introduced in [2], was exten­
ded in the following way. For A « T* a sequence x = 
= (xfc) « e(X) is said to be A-statistically conver­
gent to xQ « X if for every с > 0, 
<5д({к : - x0l > c>) = 0. 
Connor [1] defines thie notion for number sequences 
in tarms of strong A-suemability. The sets of all A-
statistically convergent to null and A-statistically 
convergent sequences in X are denoted by st0(A,X) and 
st(A,X), respectively. 
The class of sequences which are strongly 
Burnable with reepect to a modulus was introduced by 
Maddox [7] and extended by Connor [1], In [4,6] a 
further extension of these definitions was given by 
replacing one modulus with a sequence of moduli. We 
first recall the notion of modulus. 
DEFIMITIO* 1. A function f : [0,oo) -• [ 0 , ® )  j e  
called a modulus if 
(i) f(t) = 0 if and only If t = 0, 
(ii) f(t + u) 5 f(t) f(u) for all t ž 0, и ž 0, 
(iii) f 1в increasing, 
(iv) f 1в continuous fron the right at 0. 
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The notion of strong suomability with respect to 
a sequence of moduli was given in [4,6]. 
DEFINITION 2. Let p > 0 and A « T"4-. For a sequ­
ence of moduli F = С f ) ive define 
w£(A,F,X) = {x e e(X) : lim E ank [fk(lxk«)]P = 0} 
and 
wp(A,F,X) = {x с s(X) : 3xQ« X, (xfc-x0) « wp(A,F,X)}. 
Jf (x|c - xQ) « wp(A,F,X), we say tAat x la strongly 
Pi-виттаЫе to xQ with respect to the sequence of mo­
duli F. 
Similarly we define strong boundedness with res­
pect to a sequence of moduli. 
DBFINITION 3. Let p > 0 and A « *+. For a se­
quence of moduli F = (fk ) «re define 
w£(A,F,X) = {x « sCX) : sup E ,xic'> 3P < ®>-
к 
A sequence x e wp(A,F,X) is called strongly k-bounded 
with respect to the sequence of moduli F. 
We write f instead of F if ^  = f (к e IN) and we 
omit F in the special case f^t) = t (к Ш W). In the 
case X = IK we omit also X. Thus w^CA.X) = w£(A,F,X) 
for ^(t) = t (к e IN), w^(A) = wJcA.K), et(A) = 
= st(A.IK ), and so on. 
A sequence space X с s is said to be normal if 
(vk) e X whenever |vk| < (k « IN) for мм 
(t^)  e x .  For example, the sequence spaces m, cQ, 
wp( A) and wp(A) are normal. For at normal sequence 
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6* 
space X and for a sequence of moduli F = (fk) we can 
consider the sequence spaces 
X(F) = (u« e : (f^ JUjJ ) e X> 
and 
X(F,X) = {x e s(X) : (fk(«x|cl )) e X>. 
It is clear that above defined sequence spaces 
W£(A,F,X) and w (^A,F,X) are of- type X(F,X), where 
X = w^(A) and X = w^(A), respectively. 
The results of Connor [1] about the connections 
between st(A) and w1 (A,f) were generalized in [6]. In 
this note we investigate the relations between X(X) 
end X(F,X) where X e {m, cQ, wP(A), w^ (A)}. We give a 
correction to [6] and extend some results of [13. 
2. Strong boundedness with respect to a sequen­
ce of moduli. Let F = (fk) be a sequence of moduli. 
Our main results will be formulated by means of the 
conditions 
(Fl) inf f (t) >0 (t > 0), 
к 
(F2) вир f (t) < ® (t > 0), 
к 
(F3) lim sup f. (t) = 0. 
t-Ю* к 
We start with two lemmas. 
LBMA 1. The condition ( F L )  holde if and only if 
there exiete a tQ > 0 euch that inf fk (tQ) > 0. 
к 
Proof. Let inf fk(tQ) > 0 where tQ > 0. For all 
t < tQ there is a n € IN such that .t 2 t0/2n. By 
Definition 1 we have fk(tQ/2n) ä (l/2n )fk(tQ ). Hence 
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inf f. (t) > 0 for t < t . Further, elnce f. increases, 
к 
fk (t) 2 fk (tQ ) for each t > tQ. This shows that 
inf f. (t) > 0 also for t > t . 
к 
LEM4A 2. The condition (F2) holde if and only if 
there is a tQ >0 euch that sup fk (tQ) < oo. 
Proof. Let sup fk (tQ) <oo . For all t > 0 there 
к 
is a natural number n such that t 5 ntQ and so by 
Definition 1 we have f^t) 5 n^(tQ ). Consequently 
sup f. (t) < 00. 
к 
REMARKI. By Lemma 2 it is clear that (F3) 
implies (F2). 
We now prove some theorems about the inclusion 
MX) с X(F,X) for various sequence spaces X. 
THEOREM 1. Let к be a normal eequence apace with 
e e X, where e = (1,1,...). Then X(X) с X(F,X) whe­
never (F2) holde. 
Proof. If (F2) is true then sup f. (1) = L < oo. 
к 
Let (*^) с X(X). Using the inequality 5 
[1^1 ] + 1, where [t] denotes the integer part of t, 
by Definition 1 we get 
fbdV ) < ([1^1] + l)fk(l) < Ld^l + 1) (k « IN). 
Thus, since e « X, by linearity and normality of X we 
have (f^lx^.1 )) e X giving x e X(F,X). The theorem is 
proved. 
In the case X = m from the inclusion m(X) с 
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с m(F,X) it follows that (f (1)) « m and so by Lemma 
2, (F2) ie true. Thus, for X = m, Theorem 1 gives 
the following .tension of Theorem 2 of [4]. 
COROLLARY 1. The inclusion m(X) с m(F,X) ie true 
if and only if (F2) holds. 
Let X = w^(A), where p > 0 and A e 9f+. Clearly 
w^(A) is normal and by (H), e e w^(A). Thus by Theo­
rem -1, (F2) is sufficient for the inclusion 
wp(A,X) с wp(A,F,X). (1) 
Conversely, let (1) holde for all A e Л, where Л с Я?+. 
If Л contains the unit matrix E, then (1) is true for 
A =  В and, by W £ ( E , X )  =  m ( X )  and w £ ( E , F , X )  = m ( F , X ) ,  
Corollary 1 shows that (F2) must hold. Consequently 
we have proved the following version of Theorem 4 [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let p > 0 and Л* с Sf+ with E e Л. The 
inclusion (1) holde for all к € Л if and only if (F2) 
ie satisfied. 
Let f by a modulus. For every constant eequence 
F with fk = f (к e IN), (F2) is automatically satis­
fied and we get 
OOROLIAHY 2. Let p > 0 and A e 9f+. The inclusion 
wp(A,X) с w^(A,f,X) ie true for any modulue f. 
Maddox [7] proved Corollary 2 in the case p = 1, 
A = Ct and X = K. 
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3. Strong sunmability with respect to a eequence 
of moduli. For p > 0 and A « 9e+ the space w^(A) is 
normal. So Theorem 1 is valid for X = wJ(A) if 
e e (A), i.e. 
lim E a = 0. (2) 
к 
In the case A = С , the condition (2) is not 
valid, but Maddox [7] proved that w*() с (Cf,f) 
for any modulus f. Connor [1] showed that this is 
true for any A e 2"+. Here we prove the following ex­
tension of these results. 
THEOREM 3. Let p > 0 and Л с 9Г+ with Es-*. Then 
the following statements are equivalent for all A « Л: 
(i) W£(A,X) с W£(A,F,X), 
(ii) w£(A,X) П m(X) с wp(A,F,X) П m(X), 
(iii) (F3) is satisfied. 
Proof. The implication (i) •» (ii) is obvious. 
For A = E we have wp(A,X) = cQ(X) and wp(A,F, X) = 
= cQ (F, X), so (ii) gives cQ (X) с cQ (F, X). If we now 
suppose that (F3) fails, then there exists a number 
eQ> 0, an infinite index sequence (k) and a positive 
sequence (t. ) e cQ such that 
fk (t ) > £0 (i e IN). (3) 
For a fixed element z <e X with IIzfl = 1 we define the 
eequence (xJf) by Xj^ = tz and xk = 0 for к * к 
(i e IN). Then (xfc) e cQ (X) which implies (x^ e cQ (F, X). 
But in view of (3) we have 
fk (»xk t ) = fk (t ) > £0 (i e IN), 
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contrary to (э^) e cQ (F, X). Thus (F3) must hold and 
eo (11) + (ill). 
Finally, if (F3) is true then for every e > 0 
there ie a number 6 such that 0 < 6 < 1 and f^t) < e 
(к m IN) for t S 6. For a sequence (^) e w^(A,X) let 
cn = E a^lx 1^5, eo that lim cn = 0. We split the stun 
£ a^ [f^lxj )3P into two sums and 2^ over 
к 
{к : lx.1 5 6} and {к : lx. 1 > <5}, respectively. Then 
by (H), 
< eH. (4) 
Further, since sup f (6) = G < oo by (F3) and Lemma 2, 
к 
for lx|(l > õ we have by Definition 1 that 
fk(lxkl) < ^((1 + tExkl]/6) 5 (1 + lxkl /6)fk(0) 5 
< (26"1G)lxkl (k € IN). 
Hence (26~*G)P on, which together with (4) yields 
(*k> e «^(A.F.X). Coneequently (iii) (i) and the 
theorem is proved. 
For M = {E> from Theorem 3 we deduce the follow­
ing exteneion of Theorem 3 of [4]. 
COROLLARY 3. The inclusion cQ(X) с cQ(F,X) holde 
If and only if (F3) ie satisfied. 
From Theorem 3, using the definitions of wp(A,X) 
and wp(A,F,X), we immediately get also an exteneion 
of Proposition 3 of [13 -
COROLLARY 4. Let p > 0 and E « Л с ЯГ+. The ln-
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elusion w^A.X) с wp(A,F,X) holde for all A e Л if 
and only if (F3) is satisfied. 
REMARK 2. Theorem 3.3 of [6] assert that the 
condition (F3) ie necessary in order that etQ(A,X) с 
с wp(A,F,X) (p > 0, A e WT+), but the proof in [6] ie 
incorrect. In fact the necessity of (F3) can be 
obtain for the matrix class -7"+, for example, from 
Corollary 3 in view of equalities stQ(E,X) = cQ(X) 
and wp (E, F, X) = cQ (F, X). Thus Theorem 3.3 [6] holds 
for the matrix class 5"+ instead of 1tT+. 
In [1] it ie proved that the equality w1 (A, f) 
nm = w1(A)flm holds if A « and f ie a modulus. 
By Corollarlee 3.8 and 3.7 of [6] we extend this re­
sult in the following way. 
COROLLARY 5. Let p > 0, let f be a modulus and 
let F - (f. ) be a eequence of moduli. Then for all 
A « 
wp(A,f,X) П m(X) = w^A.X) Л m(X) 
and 
wp(A,F,X) П m(X) = w^CA.X) П mCX) 
if and only if (Fl) and (F3) hold. 
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Tugev tSkeetatus ja summeeruvus moodulite jada euhtee 
Enno Kolk 
Resümee 
Artiklis uuritakse Banachi ruumis tugevalt tS-
kestatud ja tugevalt eummeeruvate jadade hulkade ning 
moodulite jada suhtes tugevalt tõkestatud ja tugevalt 
sunmeeruvate jadade hulkade sisalduvust. Siin tõesta­
tud teoreemid sisaldavad erijuhuna Connori [1] vaa­
tavaid tulemusi arvjadade kohta. 
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OH GORES OF SUtMABILITY METHODS GKMKRATKD 
BY WEIGHTED MEANS 
Leiki Loone and Epp Tohver 
Let A = (amk) be a matrix with amk e IR. A se­
quence x = (£k) is said to be A-eummable to a if 
Xmm F a"k ?k = *' 
Let Am = (&mnk) (m = 0,1,...) be a sequence of matri­
ces with amnk e (R. 
A sequence x = (ffc) is called a-summable to a if 
lim E amnk ?k = a uniformly in n. 
In the sequel we need the following notations: 
to := {x = (?k)| <k e Ю 
(the set of all sequences); 
m := {x = (<k) « co| sup|?k| < oo} 
к 
(the set of all bounded sequences); 
с := {x = (? ) e ы| 3 lim £ = a) 
к 
(the set of all convergent sequences); 
°A := <x = «k> « Ц Э llm Г »mk <k> 
m к 
(the set of all A-summable sequences); 
i 'O RAAMATUKOG 
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cQ := {x = (fk) € (оI x ie a-summable>; 
mA : =  { X  = <?k.) 6 w| 3 M > 0 : |E amk < M> 
(the set of all A-bounded sequences); 
cQ := {x = (?k) e с I lim fk = 0} 
(the set of all null sequences); 
coA { x  = ( (к> € "I (E amk?k) * c0> 
(the set of all A-null sequences). 
The set m is a feanach space with a norm 
1x0 = sup |f J . 
к 
Let K° be the set of all linear continuous 
functionals on m satisfying the following conditions: 
1° <ek , f> = 0 = 0,1 
2° <e,f> = 1, 
3° Ifl = 1. 
where e. = (0,...,0,1,0...) and e = (1,1 1,...). 
L v •> 
к 
This set K° determines the Knopp' s core on m. It 
means that for every x = (f ) « m the set 
K°(x) = {<x,f> : f « K°} 
is the Knopps core of x, i.e. 
K°(x) = [lim f., lim ( ] 
IT 
(see [4]). 
Well-known necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the inclusion 
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K° (Ax) с К° (х) Vx е m (1) 
are as follows 
1. lim ank = 0 Vk = 0,1 (2) 
2. lie J a : 1, (3) 
К 
3. lim E |ank| = 1, (4) 
л k 
(see [1]). Let lA be the conjugate matrix to the 
matrix A. The set 
К
д 
= {lAf : f e K°> 
determines the A-summability core on m (see [1]). 
Let (N = {0,1,2,...} and let Q be the set of all 
operators q : IN -» (N and let В = (a , ). The set q mq(m>k 
К = clco U {lB (K°) : q e Q} (5) 
et q 
defines the core which determines a-summability in m. 
Here "clco" denotes the close and convex hull of the 
set (see [2;6]). 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
inclusion 
KQ(x) с K°(x) Vx s m (6) 
are as follows 
1. lim sup j amnk | = 0 Vk = 0,1,..., (7) 
2. lim £ I amnk I = 1 uniformly in n, (8) 
3. lim sup E Iamnk j = 1, (9) 
(see [6]). 
Let L be the set of all Banach functionslb on m, 
i.e. 
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L = ff € K° j <Sx - x,f> = 0 Vx e m>, 
where S = (6kk ) and 6nk is Kronecker'в eymbol. 
The eet L determines almost convergency core on 
The lnclueion 
K°(Ax) с L(x) Vx e m (10) 
holds iff (1) and 
^ m F | a - k " a ^ ' =  0  ( 1 1 )  
(eee [6]). 
The lnclueion 
К (x) с L(x) Vx e m A 
holde iff (3) and 
E K n k  - «„nk. l l  = 0  ( 1 2 )  
(eee [6]). 
Let (pk ) сы and Po = 1, Pk > 0 Vk = 1,2,. . ., 
with 
Pm = E Pk - °°-
The weighted mean summability method (R>Pk) i e  
defined by Rieez matrix P = (amk), where 
&mk 
f Pl I — , if k 5 m, 
Г-
if k > m. 
Ae Pm -» O D, thie method ie regular (eee [3]). 
Let P = (R.Pk) and Q = (R.%)  be two regular and 
positive Rieez matrices. 
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The inclusion 
K°(Px) с K°(Qx) Vx e mg (13) 
holde iff the inclusion (1) holde for the A = PQ 1, 
where 
-[ pk Pk>l 1 if 0 < к < 
Pm 1 Š ~ 9k>l J 
4» Pm 
if к m. 
0 if к > m 
(see [3]). 
One can easily check that from the conditions 
(2) - (4) imply the following 
LEWA 1. The Inclusion (13) holde iff 
1  m - l  P k  P k + 1  .  
l i m  
~ [ E о, I - - — I + Qm г J = !• (14) 
m  m  k  =  0  к  4 k t l  J  
It follows from the form of the condition (14) 
that for the inclusions of type (13) is important the 
ratio of p, to p. . This motivates the characteriza-k+1 к 
tion of the Riesz-matrix (R>Pk) by the means of the 
sequence (i^), where 
This sequence (u^) is called ratio-sequence of (R,pfc). 
It is obvious that if p = 1 then between the sequ­
ences (Pk) and (u^) is one-to-one relation and 
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П (1 + U_ ) = (1 + UQ)(1 + .u ) . . . ( 1 + u^). 
t  = o  
Because of pfc > 0 we have > -1 for every к. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let u = (L^ ) and v = (vfc ) be the 
ratio-sequences for the matrloee P and Q respecti­
vely. If 
u^ 5 vfc for every к > kQ 
then (13) holds. 
Proof. Because of 5 vfc it holds that 
and therefore (14) turns into the following 
1 p m- 1 , Pk Pk + 1 . Pm -g 
Ii» T I E — J + 9m-T- J = 
m ra L k=0 *• к к tl ' Tn J 
1 Г m-1 Pk m Pk Pm -t 
= lim -у- I E 0,— -  E + Q — j  = 
m m *- к = О к к = 1 к rn J 
lm Pk Pm Pm 
= lim T E 4 - Ч-1 ) _Г " Q-nX 4  Qm™r = 1-
m m k=0 к Tn Tn 
Example 1. Let lim u^ = a > -1 and let vfc -
к 




where К := К
л 
and Q = (R,(l + а - с) ). 
а-£ W -
The weighted mean a-method (Rm,pfc) ie defined by 
the sequence of matrices (A ) where A = (a . ) and 
тп w mruc 
k - n 
if n 5 k £ m + n, 
0. if k < n or k > m + n. 
The core of x determined by this a-method is denoted 
by Ka<p>(x). 
THEOREM 2. The inclusion 
Ka<P>(x) c K (®x) Vx 6 °Q 
holde i ff  
(15) 
1 Q ie  Mercerlan i .e .  с- = c. ti 
n * m-1 ®k Pk - n Pk - n * i 
2 lim sup £ 
m n k=n m k + 1 
= 1 ( 1 6 )  
Proof.  Let Gm = AmQ . The inclusion (15) holds 
















if к = n + m. 
if к = n - 1, 
0 if к < n - 1 or к > n + m. 
The condition (8) is valid. Indeed, 
4 { 
lim sup I gmnk j = lim max < 
n < к I 
pm 




because P - » o o .  
It is easy to check that for every m and n 
E emr>k 1' 
к 
therefore (9) holds. As 
I ®mnn-l I ~ q P 
Q p 
n- 1 *o 
then for 
lim sup^ £ Jemrlkl = 1 !17) 
is necessary that 
Qn-1 
sup ™ < oo. 
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i.e. Q ie Mercerian (see [3]). If Q ie Mercerian then 
(17) ie equivalent to (16) as Pm •* oo. 
COROLLARY 2-l-/f Q is Mercerlan and for every к 
max u 5 vk 
o<n<k n 
then (15) holde. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 in a manner 
analogous to Corollary 1.1 following from Lemma 1. 
Example 2. If lim u. = a > 0. Then for every 
к 
£ > 0 
Ka<P> c Ka+£ ' 
where K-,„ := Kn and Q = (R,(1 + a + £)k), i.e. 
a+£ ti 
v. = a + £ Vk e IN. k 
COROLLARY 2.2. The lnclueion 
L(x) с K°(Px) Vx e m (18) 
P 
holde i ff  
1° P is Mercerlan 
1 n+m-l - 1 1 
2 lim ^  sup E Pkhr-^r7| = 1 (19) 
m n k = n 1 k k * t 
Proof  follows from Theorem 2 using the fact 
that L = Ka(p where PQ is the matrix of arithmeti­
cal means. 





Proof  follows Immediately from the fact, that 
for the Mercerlan P 
1 Pk 
l i m  e u p  E  Kl = 0  
•p 
n к =n к• 1 
if limluj = 0. 
THEOREM 3. The inclusion 
K°(Px) с L(x) Vx e m (20) 
holds i f f 
Pm 
1° lim = 0, (21) 
2° I u I e cQp, where | u | =(|  ). (22) 
Proof.  Ae P is positive then the necessary and 
sufficient condition for (20) is (11) which in this 
case has the form 
Pv Pv * Ч P™ m-1 - к Ч»1. 
lim E hp 
m к = О ' m m ' 
+ p" = o. 
Therefore (20) holds iff (21) holds and 
Pv Pv m-1 * к к + t * 
Г- = 
m к =0 1 m m • 
The last equality is equivalent to (22) as 
m-l I Pk Pfctl I Pm m-1 Pk 
lim E hp 5— = lin (1 - J~) E "p КI 
m к =0 ' m m * m m k=0 m-1 
_ . Pv 
= lim E 5 |uj P 
к = О m- 1  
COROLLARY 3.1.2?ie inclusion 
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K^U) <= L(x) Vx e m (23) 
holds i f f  holds  the inclusion (20).  
Proof.  As P Ie positive then (6) holds. The 
condition (12) turns into the condition (11) for 
every a-method a(P), as 
Pm 
sup E I "5 5 I + d~ = 
nfm-i в K-n к гl-na 
3UP \~§ p 
n k =n 1 m m • 
= E 
. P P P k =0 1  m IT — 
COROLLARY 3.2. 1 .If  11m |uj > 0 then (20) is  
k 
not  valid,  
2. If  lim |u. I = 0 then (20) holds i f f  holds  (21), 
k 
3. If  £ |u I <oo then (20) holds.  
k 
Proof.  1. The matrix P is positive and regular. 
Since such matrices are core-regular, 
K° (P j u I ) с K° ( I u j ) 
holds. If (20) is valid then (22) holds and therefore 
(01 = K°(PIuI) с K°(IuI). 
It means that 
lim lUjJ = 0. 
k 
2. As P is regular this statement is an immedi­
ate corollary from Theorem 3. 
3. Let nd + x^) = (1 + u0)(l+ u±)...(! + u^.). . . 
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It ie well-known that 
If £ ju j < a> then fj (1 + u. ) < oo. 
к к 
Ae 
п <i + v  = W 
k = 0  
we have the case when exists 
lim pn = с < oo. 
Due to the assumption Pm -» oo follows (21). Therefore, 
because of |u| e cQ, the inclusion (20) holds. 
THEOREM 4. The inclusion 
Ka(p)(x) = K°(Px) Vx e mp (24) 
holde i ff  there exists  
lim u = а > О (а * oo). (25) 
к 
Proof. Since for every regular matrix P the 
inclusion 
KP c Ka(P) 
holds, it is sufficient to show that (15) holds for 
P = Q iff (25) is valid. 
1. If (15) then by Theorem 2 P is Mercerian and 
f P P j ri + m-1 к к - n 
lim SUP I £ - ' -7— K_ntl - 4^1 + 
P 
As 




it ie necessary that 
Pro# n Pm 
lim sup — • p- = 1. (26) 
ro rt m*-n m 




iim — = - , 
m rr. 
and therefore it follows directly from (26) that 
Pm 
lim = c, where с e (0,1]. 
Now statement (16) has turned into statement 
lim eup E - * — К.
м1 - = 0. (27) 
Because of (26), the statement (27) is valid iff 
lim sup J - umI = 0, (28) 
i.e. there exists a e R such that 
lim u^ - a. 
Now it remains to show that a > 0. As 
1 = lim r • ~ = lim 
P , p p 
m m-t-1 m m rr 
- lim (1 + u )(1 - с ), 
( ' - б )  
therefore 
с 
lim um = , where с e (0,1], 
i.e. a > 0 (As a e R we get in addition that с < 1). 
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2. If (25) holde then by Example 1 the Inclusion 
Ka-£ C KP 
holde for с € (0,a). Ae matrix (R,(l + a - e)k) is 
Mercerian therefore matrix P is Mercerian. 
In addition 
P„,, Pm Pm,, Pm u p m* i m m+ i m mm 
p p - p p p 
m>l m m+ 1 m+ 1 m*-l 
> o. 
pm 
It means that the sequence p—j is monotonous and 
consequently has limit с > 0. Therefore (26) ie valid 
and accordingly from (28) followe (27), i.e. the 
inclusion (15) holds. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If lim = a > 0 then 
K°(Px) = Ka(x) Vx € m , 
where K& := Kq and Q = (R,(l + a)k). 
Proof.  If limuk = a>0 then we use from the 




Ш ^ = 
and obtain 
ä Р T i i 1 ,»* 1 11 Р m m [( a + 1 ) — 1 ] m 
lim ;r~ • ~~ = lim 
%n m a • (1 + a) 
= lim 
a + 1 Pm 
= 1-
a(l + a) 
As Q is Mercerian and (25) holds then 
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(CV = К - al) e °o-
x k + i '
Matrix P ie Mercerian therefore (o^) « c0p and by 
Lemma 1 
K°(Px) с К (x) Vx e m. 
а 
The inverse inclusion follows from Leuna 1 using the 
facte that n 
Pm %n 
1rnm ^ ' Pm = 1 
and (ftv) e cQ = cQy , where 
Pk 
IK = 5~K - »I-
REMARK. It follows from the corollaries 1.1 and 
2.2 that for any e « (0,1) 
K
-£ 
c KPo s Lc V 
Therefore the core-inclusions in the case of 
a = 0 are dependent on the sequence (um) not only on 
the limit a (see also Corollary 3.2). 
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Rieezi kaalutud keskmiste abil defineeritud summeeru-
vuemeetodite tuumasisalduvueest 
Leiki Loone ja Epp Tohver 
Resümee 
Käesolevas töös vaadeldakse erinevate Rieszi me­
netluse baasil defineeritud tuumade vahekorda. Sisal-
duvuei kirjeldatakse kasutades suhete-Jada (u^), kue 
pk*i 
u^ : = — 1 Vn = 0,1, . .. 
Ja kue (pk) on Rieezi menetlust (R>Pk) määrav jada. 
Kasutades töödes [4-6] saadud üldisi tulemusi leitak­
se tarvilikud ja piisavad tingimused sisalduvusteks 
(15), (18), (23) ja (24). Osutub, et 
Kc(P) = KP(X) Vx e mp 
parajasti siis, kui 
lim u. = a > 0, 
k 




Siin hulgad Kp, Ka(P) da K& on vaetavalt Rieszi me­
netlust P, a-menetlust a(P) ja Rieezi menetlust 
(R,(l + a)k) defineerivad tuumamäärajad. 
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A CLASS OF DUAL SEQUENCE SPACES 
Ivor J. Maddox 
Dedicated to the memory of Professor Brian Kuttner (1908-1992) 
Introduction. In the theory of sequence spaces and infinite matrix 
transformations the properties of generalized Kõthe-Toeplitz dual spaces 
are important. 
A number of results on these dual spaces may be found in Maddox [4]. 
Let us recall  the definitions of the a- and ß- duals.  Suppose that X and Y 
zire Banach spaces over the complex field C, and that (At) = (Ai, A3,...) 
is a sequence of bounded linear operators Ak on X into Y. Denote by spf) 
the linear space of all sequences x = (xk) with xk in X, and with the usual 
coordinatewise operations. If J? is a non-empty subset of s(X) then the 
usual a- and ß- duals are defined by 
Unless indicated otherwise, £3 without limits denotes a sum over 
к 6 N := {1,2,3,...}, the natural numbers. 
In case E is also a linear subspace of s(X) then we say that £ is a 




Now suppose that F  is a non-empty subset of s ( Y )  and let us define 
[ E , F ]  =  { ( A k ) : ( A k x k ) e F  for all z e E } .  
Then it is clear that the dual space [£, F] is a natural generalization 
of E" and Ee. For, if we define 
МУ) = {!/=Ые 8(У):£>||<оо} (1) 
and 
l ( X )  =  {f = (V*)  6 e ( Y )  :  53 Vk  converges in У} 
then 
Ea  = \E,tx  (У)] and E> = [Ял(И)]. 
Suppose now that p  =  ( p k )  = ( p i , Pi. • • •) is a given sequence of strictly 
positive real numbers pk, which is not in general assumed to be bounded. 
Numerous authors have studied, mainly in the scalar case, the sequence 
space 
t [ p , Y )  :={иез(У):Х>*|Г* <°o>. 
In case p k  = p i  for all Jt С N and Y  = C ,  the complex field, then t ( p ,  Y )  —  
t P l ,  w h i c h  i s  a  c l a s s i c a l  B a n a c h  s p a c e  w h e n  p L  >  1 ,  a n d  a  c o m p l e t e  p t -
normed space when 0 < p t  <1. 
In case 0 < pk < 1 for all к 6 JV, and У = C, the space 
<(p) := <(P, C) = {y:J2 W" < °°} 
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has been investigated in some detail by Simons [5], and others [1], [2], [3], 
have considered (pk) without the restriction 0 < pk < 1. 
Main results. Our main object is to characterize completely the dual 
space [<1(Х),<(р,У)] |  where £, (X) is defined by (1), being the case pk = 1 
for all к € N. We suppose that p = (p t) is an arbitrary strictly positive 
sequence. Thus we shall determine necessary end sufficient conditions for 
(A t) to be such that 
53 < 00 for  a11 x  € M*)-
As an interesting consequence of this result we deduce necessary and 
sufficient conditions on positive sequences r = (rfc) and a = (sk) in order 
that 
l (r ,X) = Hs,X).  
THEOREM 1. Let p = (pt) be an arbitrary strictly positive real 
sequence and write 
S = {к e N : pt >1} and T = {k € N : p k  < 1}. 
Then (A fc) € [Zt (X), t(p,  У)] if and only if 
SUP 11 At И < oo, (2) 
s 
and 
there exists M € N such that ^3 li^* |Af~ '» < oo, (3) 
T 
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where ck := pk / (1 — p*) for к ET. 
Proof. For the sufficiency, let x 6 (X). First, consider only those 
к € S, so that pk > 1. By (2) there is a positive constant H such that 
||A t  II < H for all к € S. Now choose n € N such that 
Ё1М< Я _ 1 -
k  —  n  
Then ff||x*|| < X for all к > n, whence 
(Я||х*||)" <Я||х»||, for к>п-,ке S. 
Consequently, 
<Р*П1**Г <я||*|| 
for к > n and fc € S, whence 
53P*Sill" < °°- (4) 
s 
Next, consider only those к £ T, so that p t  < 1. We shall use the 
inequality 
by <b'  +y r ,  (5) 
valid for 6 > 0, у > 0 and r > 1, with 
1 + 1 = 1. 
r s 
Take the M 6 N which occurs in (3) and define 
& = ||ЛГМ-", у = мр'|ЫГ', 
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with г = 1/p*. Then (5) yields 
11 A*** IГ < Ь у <  (||A» H/W)"* + MHz,, II, (6) 
and spk  = l/(r — 1) = p k /(1 — p, j) = c k .  Hence (3), (4) and (6) imply that 
(A fc) € |£!(X),£(p,У)], which proves the sufficiency. 
For the necessity, let (A*) e |<, (X),l(p, У)|. If 5 is empty we shall 
regard (2) as being satisfied automatically. Otherwise, if we suppose that (2) 
is false then there is a natural number sequence (fc(i')) with ЦАщоЦ > 2i 2  
for all » € N, whence there exists z t( i) € X with Цгц,-) || = 1 such that 
||A f c(,К > t 2. If we define x k  = i~ 3  z k  for к = k(t),i = 1,2,..., and 
x k  = 0 otherwise, we have 53 ll z*ll = т 3/6 and for к — fc(i), ||A fcxk\\ = 
t-2 | |A fcz*II > 1, whence ||А*1*||Р* > 1 for infinitely many k, contrary to 
the fact that (A*x k) € <(р,У). Hence (2) is necessary. 
If Г is empty we regard (3) as satisfied. Otherwise we suppose (3) 
fails, and without loss of generality we assume that T = N. Thus we may 
determine integers n(0),n(l),... with 0 = n(0) < n(l) < n(2) < ... and 
for s = 0,1,...; the sum in (7) being over 1 4- n(s — 1) < к < n(s). For 
simplicity, we have written A instead of A k  and с instead of c k. 
Now take any к with 1 + n(s — !)<*< n(s).  If ||A*|| = 0 we define 
xk = 0. If 11 A t  II > 0 we choose zk e X, | |z fc  | | = 1, with 2||A tZt II > || A fc  | |, 
and then define 
M(5) := Y, l|A||'(a + !)->! (7) 
г(|А|| с  (8) 
+ I)I/P(i-P) ' 
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In (8) we have written A instead of А*,с instead of c k, etc. with M for 
M(s). 
Using the facts that M > 1 and p < 1 we find that 
£>*ii<(*+i)-3, 
the sum being over 1 + n(e — !)<*< n(s). Hence x G (X). Also, 
continuing to omit the subscript k: 
ш г  
> ИГ'"" 
But p(l + e) = e,2~" > 2~ 1  and 1/(1 — p) = с + 1, whence we have 
E l |A,x t|r > 2 - ' ( »  +  l ) - 1 ,  
l=l + e(«-l) 
from which it follows that 53 l|A*x»||Pl diverges. This proves the theorem. 
Next, we employ the result of Theorem 1 to determine exactly when 
two spaces t(r, X) and 1(в, X) are equal, for arbitrary positive sequences 
r = (r t) and в = (з к). 
If p, q and t are any positive sequences then we define pt (p k  t k), and 
likewise for other products. Also, we write p~~ 1  := (p k  1). First we observe 
that 
Z(p, X) С i(q, X) if and only if t(pt,X) С t(qt,X). (9) 
For, if l(p, X) С t(q,X) and x € £(pt,X), let us define yfc = 0 if ||x*j| = 0 
and 
Ук IIй/II*» II.if Iktll >°-
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Then у e l(p,X) С Z(g,X), whence 
and so I G t(qt,X). Similarly for the converse. 
THEOREM 2. Let r = (r t) and s = (a*) be arbitrary positive real 
sequences. Then 
Z(r,X)=Z( S,X) 
if and only if there exists (M, H) 6 N x N such that 




where c k  = r t  /(s k  - r k) for r k  < s k  and d k  = s k/{r k  - e t) for r k  > s k . 
Proof. Let us define p := rs~ 1. Then using (9) and the result of Theo­
rem 1 we see that the statements (11), (12), (13), (14) below are equivalent: 
<(r,X)=Z(a,X) (11) 
t{p,X) = t1(X) (12) 
Z, (X) С 1{р, X) and (X) С Z(p- 1, X) (13) 
there exists (M, H) 6 N x N such that (10) holds. (14) 
We remark that the statement <i(X) С l(p,X) is equivalent to the 
statement that (A*) G [Z,(X),Z(p,X)], where for all Jb G N,A k  = I, the 
identity operator on X. Since ||/|| = 1, the requirement that sup s  ||/|| < oo 
is satisfied automatically. This completes the proof. 
In the special case in which X = C, the complex field, and with the 
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restriction that 0 < pk < 1 for all к £ N, Theorem 2 shows that t(p) = t i  
if and only if there exists M € N such that 
У
л  
M~c" < oo, 
p»< 1 
where ek  = pk /(1 — p k ).  This special case, which is due to J.H. Conway and 
H.T. Croft, appeared in the paper of Simons [5], though the proof there is 
quite different from ours. 
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A NOTE ON М-IDEALS OF COMPACT OPERATORS 
Eve OJa 
1. Introduction. By now, many examples of those 
Banach spaces X are known for which K(X) is an 
M-ideal in L(X) (recently this list of examples was 
enlarged by [7]). Therefore it would be interesting 
to know how to obtain, departing from Banach spaces X 
such that K(X) is an M-ideal in L(X), new classes of 
M-ideale of compact operators. 
In Section 4 of this note, we show that if K(X) 
and K(Y) are M-ideals in corresponding spaces of 
bounded operators, then K(X,Y) is an M-ideal in 
L(X,Y). More generally, we prove that in this case 
K(E,F) is an M-ideal in L(E,F) if E and F are closed 
subspacee of quotient spaces of X and Y, and В has 
the metric compact approximation property. 
Our note is inspired by the recent paper [73 of 
Kaiton. In [7] (cf. also [6]) a complete classifica­
tion of those separable Banach spaces X with 
separable dual is given for which K(X) is an M-ideal 
in L(X).The above-mentioned results of Section 4 are 
based on an extension of Kalton's classification to 
the non-eeparable case, obtained in Section 3, and 
also on Corollary 2.3 from [10] giving sufficient 
conditions for a eubepace E of a Banach space X to be 
an M-ideal in X. The results of Section 3 are 
prepared by those of Section 2 on strong variants of 
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10* 
Kalton's properties (M) and (M*) from [7]; we shall 
call them properties (sM) and (sM*). 
Let us fix some notation. For (real or complex) 
Banach spaces X and Y we denote by L(X,Y) (L(X) if 
X = Y) the Banach space of all bounded linear opera­
tors from X to Y, and by K(X,Y) (R(X) if X = Y) its 
eubspace of compact operators. Let 1^ or I denote the 
identity on X. For A^ e L(X), where a is an index, we 
put Aa = I - А
д
. 
A closed Bubspace E of X is called an M-ideal 
in X if its annihilator E is complemented in the 
dual X by a eubepace G such that for each x € X 
И x*ll = HgH 4 tl hü 
* i. 
whenever x = g + h, geG, h e E . 
We denote by B^(a,r) the closed ball with center 
a and radius r in X, and by B^ the closed unit ball 
of X. 
* 
2. Properties (eH) and (aM ). We introduce 
strong variants of Kalton's properties (M) and (M*) 
(cf. [7]) as follows. 
We say that a Banach space X has property (eM) 
if 
limsup Ix + x^l ž limsup Iу + х^И 
whenever Ixl ^ llyl and (x^) is a bounded weakly null 
net in X. 
We say that X has property (sM ) if 
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limsup «x* + x*H 5 limsup fly* + x*ll (1) 
whenever IIx*II 5 Ну*II and (xf) is a bounded weak*-
* 
null net in X . 
Replacing nets by sequences in the above defi­
nitions gives us respectively the notions of proper­
ties (M) and (M*) [7]. 
PROPOSITION 1. If a Banach space X is separable, 
then properties (sM*) and (M*) are equivalent for X. 
If X is separable, then properties (sM) and (M) 
are equivalent for X. 
Proof. We consider only the case where X is 
separable. If X* is separable, the argument is simi­
lar . 
Evidently (sM*) always implies (M*). To prove 
the converse, suppose X has property (M*). If X has 
no (sM ), then 
limsup IIx* + x^H > 1 imeup ly* + x^l 
• • Ж # * 
for some x , у e X with Ix I ^ lyl , and for a 
weak*- null net (x^) in some В #(0,г). By passing to 
a subnet, we may suppose that 
a = lim 8x* + x^l > lim Ну* + x^H = b 
(and both limits exist). Since В *(0,r) is metrizable 
* X 
in its weak -topology, there is a neighbourhood base 
of zero (U ) such that U => U_ z>.. . . For n = 1,2, ... , 
* n 12
pick Xv }  « Un so that 
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|»x* + х£ ( п 1И - a| < l/n 
and 
I " У *  +  i , "  -  b l  <  1 / n -
^ >k Ф ^ 
Then X« *• 0 weak , lim lx + x., I = a and A.<ri> n n \<n> 
limn8y* + x*m)II = b. Hence a 5 b by property (M*). 
This contradiction proves that X has property (sM*). 
Similarly to [7, Prop. 2.3], one can prove 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a Banach space with 
property (sM*). Then X has property (sM) and X is an 
M-ideal in X**. 
Since for a reflexive Banach space X, property 
(sM) means property (sM ) for X , and (sM) for X 
means (sM*) for X, we have 
COROLLARY 3. For reflexive Banach spaces, pro-
$ 
perties (sM) and (sM ) are equivalent. 
Similarly to Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 in [7], one can 
prove the following lemma which extends Lemma 2.2 of 
[7] to the two spaces case. 
LEM1A 4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let 
T e L(X,Y) have ITI < 1. 
If both X and Y have property (sM), (u^) and 
(v^) are relatively norm-compact nets in X and Y res­
pectively with Вv^l 5 lu-^ll for each X, and (x^) is a 
bounded weaJcly null net in X (all three nets defined 
on the same directed set), then 
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ltmeup I+ Tx^l 5 limsup lu^ + x^B. 
If both X  and Y  have property ( в М * ) ,  ( )  and 
(v*) are relatively norm-compact nets in X and Y 
reepectlvely with Bu^# 5 lv*l for each X, and (У*) is 
a bounded weak*-null net in Y* (all three nets defi­
ned on the вате directed set), then 
limsup Bu^ + Т*у*й 5 limsup lv* + y*# . 
3. Characterization of Banach spaces X for which 
K(X) is an M-ideal in L(X). The following Theorem 5 
together with its Corollary 6 extend Theorems 2.4 and 
2.6 of [7] to the non-верагаЫе case. Note that our 
p r o o f s  a r e  s o m e w h a t  e a s i e r  t h a n  t h o s e  o f  [ 7 ] .  
THEOREM 5. The following statements about a 
Banach space X are equivalent. 
( a )  K ( X )  is an H-ideal in span K ( X )  U < I ^ > . 
( b )  There is a net ( K Q )  in K ( X )  such that 
K*x* -» x* for all x* e X*, limsup "Kg' - 1 (and 
consequentely lim ЖдВ = 1), and 
limsup IS + К 0! < 1 VS e 
a  M A )  
( c )  X  has property ( s M * )  and there is a net ( K a >  
in such that K^x -» x for all x e X , and 
limsup tKn + К 0! < 1 4 f t .  
a ' 
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(d) X has property (sM) and there is a net (KQ) 
• ж ж ж * 
In Вщх) BU°h that Kax -» x for aii x e X , and 
limsup limsup IL + K°l S 1. (2) 
f t  а  1 1  
(e) KtX) is ал M-ideal in L(X). 
Proof, (a) * (b) follows immediately from [15, 
Prop. 2.3] by using a convex combinations argument to 
obtain from a net of adjoint compact operators, con­
verging to I # in the weak operator topology, a net 
X 
X" 
converging to I # in the strong operator topology. 
(b) •» (с). To prove that X has property (sM*), 
we first suppose lx*H < IIу*I. Let (x*) be a bounded 
weak*- null net in X*. Then 
1im I К* x^ К =0 Va. 
Now choose у e X so that y*(y) = 1 and lx*l < 1/lyl. 
$ if if * 
Denoting S = x » у, we have S e ^^, x = S у and 
lim lS*x*l = 0. Hence, for all a, 
limsup Ix* + x^H - limsup #S*y* + K a*x*# 5 
< limsup IS*(y* +  x*) +  K^Cy* +  x*), +  I^Vl * 
< IS + K°l limsup ly* + x*l + IK°V« 
X X 
and (1) follows by taking 1imsupa. 
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If Ix*I 5 ly*l, then lx* l  < lty*l for all t > 1. 
Coneequentely one has for all t > 1, 
limsup lx* + x^l 5 limsup ly* + x^l + (t - l)ly*l. 
Letting t -» 1 yields (1). 
Finally, to get a net of compact operators 
satisfying (c), it is enough to norm the operators KQ 
in (b). 
(c) •* (d) is clear since (sM*) implies (sM) (see 
Proposition 2). 
(d) •* (e). As easily follows from Corollary 2.3 
of [10, p.38], it is enough to verify the condition 
limsup IS + TK01! < 1 VS e BR(X), VT e BL(X). 
But since 
limsup IS + TK0! < IS - SL« + limsup ISK, + ТК°1 
a ' a 1 
for all indices ft, and IS - SK^I -*ß0, it is suffi­
cient to prove that 
limsup limsup ISK- + TK°I 5 1. (3) 
ft a 
For fixed ft, let xa « be such that 
limsup КSK„ + TK0! = limsup #SK„x + Tl^x I. 
A ß A a 
As (SKf)xa*a and (Kßxaаге relatively norm-compact 
11 
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nets in X with llSK^x^H 5 йК^х^й, and K 0x a  -+ a0 weakly 
in X (thie is obvious), we have by Lemma 4 
limsup II SK„x a  + TK01 x II 5 limsup IIК „у. + К 1" 1  x II < 
A ' a  A ' 
5 1 imsup # К, + K aII . 
a ' 
And thus (3) follows by taking limsup^. 
(e) •» (a) is obvious. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 6. Let X be a Banach space. Then K(X) 
is an M-ideal in L(X) if and only if X has property 
(sM) and there is a net (KQ) in K(X) such that 
K*x* -» x* for all x* e X*, and lim II - 2K I = 1. A a 
Proof. If K(X) is an M-ideal in L(X), then X has 
property (sM) by Theorem 5, and the existence of (Ka) 
follows from [5, Th.V. 5.4]. Such a net of compact 
o p e r a t o r s  m a y  b e  o b t a i n e d  a l s o  f r o m  t h e  n e t  ( )  o f  
Theorem 5, (b), proceeding similarly to [7, Th.2.4. 
* ** * (4) •* (5)] (note that here X ® X is dense in K(X) 
because X* has the Radon-N ikodym property [8]). 
To prove the converse, we shall appeal to (d) of 
Theorem 5. Clearly lim II К
у
й = 1. Thus, by norming the 
К , we may suppose К e B„, v.. Then condition (2) is 
cx a гц л j 
also satisfied because, similarly to [7, Th. 2.4, 
(5) •» (3) ] , we have 
linkup ttK^ + K0» < max {1,111 - 21^11} 
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for all ß. 
4. М-ideals of the form K(X,Y). In this section 
we need the following result which is an immediate 
consequence of Corollary 2.3 from [10, p.38]. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let X and Y be Banach врасез. 
Let (K^) be a net in 
If K*x* -» x* for all x* e X*, and 
limsup IIS + TK0» i 1 VS € В^^ у у VT e В^
х  
у ^ , (4) 
tAen K(X,Y) is ал M-ideal in L(X,Y). 
If Kx -» x for all x « X, and CX 
limsup IIS + К 0!» $ 1 VS s BK(Y X)' ^ € ®L(Y X)' 
then K(Y,X) is an M-ideal in L(Y,X). 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a Banach space such that 
K(X) is an M-ideal in L(X). Then K(X,Y) is an H-ideal 
in L(X,Y) for all Banach spaces У with property (sM), 
and K(Y,X) is an M-ideal in L(Y,X) for all Banach 
spaces Y with pioperty (sM*). 
Proof. By Theorem 5, X has property (sM*) (and 
also (sM)). Let (К
д
) be the net from condition (с) of 
Theorem 5. 
To prove the first assertion, it suffices to 
verify condition (4). And this can be done extending 
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11* 
verbatim the proof of the implication (d) •» (e) of 
Theorem 5 to the two epacee case. 
To prove the second statement, note that in the 
inequality of (c), may be replaced by any convex 
combination of operators KQ. Therefore, as К д  -» 1^ in 
the weak operator topology, we may suppose, using a 
convex combinations argument,that K^ -» 1^ in the 
strong operator topology. Thus, it is enough to 
verify condition (5). But since 
limsup IS + Л| < IS - LSI + limsup #S*Kt + T*!^*!! 
a  ' a  *  
for all ft, and IIS - K^SlI it suffices to prove 
that 
limsup IS*K* +  TV*!! < 1 
A 1 
for all ft. This can be done eimilarly to the proof of 
condition (3) appealing to the second assertion of 
Lemma 4. 
REMARK. It is clear that in the case where X is 
separable, (sM) and (sM*) in Theorem 8 may be repla­
ced by (M) and (M*) respectively. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 8 is 
COROLLARY 9. Let X and Y be Banach apacea auch 
that K ( X )  and K ( Y )  are M-ideals i n L ( X )  and L ( Y ) .  
Then K ( X , Y )  ia an H-ideal in L ( X , Y ) .  
REMARK. Corollary 9 extends Corollaries 2.3 and 
2.4 from [121. 
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As every modular sequence space X = l.„ , (see 
*  к  
[9] for the definition and properties) with separable 
dual can be equivalently normed so that K(X) is an 
M-ideal in L(X) [7, Prop. 4.1], we have 
COROLLARY 10. Let 1,_ . and 1,„ . be modular 
(Fk} (CV 
sequence spaces with separable duals. Then 1,- , and (f k) 
1 , can be equivalently normed so that K( 1,- . , 
(Gk} (Fk) 
1(G ^) is an M-ideal in L( 1^F ), 1(Q^)). 
REMARK. In particular, the same is true for 
Orlicz sequence spaces lp. and lg with separable 
duals. 
Now our aim is to extend Corollary 9 (and thus 
also Corollary 10) by replacing in its assertion X 
and Y by their quotients of closed subspaces. Note 
that the notion of a quotient of a closed subspace 
and that of a closed subspace of a quotient coincide 
(see e.g. [93, p.85). We need the following extension 
of Proposition from [11]. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let X be a Banach space and 
Z с Y с X its closed subspaces. Suppose there are 
bounded nets (Ka) in K(X) and (T^) in K(Y/Z) such 
that lim K*x* = x* and lim T^u* = u* for all x* « X* 
* * *• 
and u € (Y/Z) . If (X/Z) or Y has the 
Radon-N ikodym property, then there are nets (Ly) and 
() (defined on the same directed set) of convex 
combinations of () and (), respectively, such 
that 
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l i m  l l Q I ^ j  -  i S ^ q H  =  0 ,  
where Q : X -» X/Z, q : Y -» Y/Z are canonical suz— 
jections, and j : Y -» X, i : Y/Z •* X/Z are canonical 
injections. 
Proof. Let A(a ^ = QKaJ - iT^q, where {(a,/?)} 
is directed by the product ordering. Then ^(a ß) 
** * * 
a bounded net in K(Y,X/Z) euch that у (A^ q  ^U ) •» 0 
for all у e Y and u e (X/Z) . Consequently (cf. 
[2], Cor. 1.2), A ( a  f t )  - 0 weakly in K(Y,X/Z). 
Therefore we have a net (B^ )^ e  л  (with 
л  = {(a,/?)} X IN) of convex combinations of (A^ q  ^) 
which converges to zero in norm. The net (B^) clearly 
defines () and (S^) as desired. 
THEOREM 12. Let X and Y be Banach spaces such 
that K(X) and K(Y) are M-ideals in L(X) and L(Y). Let 
E and F be closed subspaces of quotient spaces of X 
and Y. I/ E Aas fcAe metric compact approximation 
property, then K(E,F) is an M-ideal in L(E,F). 
Proof. By Theorem 5, X and Y have (sM*). Since 
(sM*) passes to quotients, (sM ) implies (sM), and 
(sM) passes to closed subspaces, both E and F have 
property (sM). Mow, if we can find a net (S^) in 
•  » • C  i f c  Ж  ^  
satisfying S^e -» e for all e e E , and 
1 imsup 1 imsup II S + SX II S 1, (6) 
V \ 
then K(E) will be an M-ideal in L(E) by Theorem 5, 
(d), and therefore K(E,F) will be an M-ideal in 
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L(E,F) by Theorem 8. 
To this end. suppose that (by a canonical iden­
tification) E = W/Z for some closed subspaces 
Z с W с X. By [8], X is M-ideal in its bidual, and so 
do X/Z and E [4]. Therefore (X/Z)* has the Radon-
N ikodym property [8], and there is a net (T^) in 
BK(E) 8 U C' : l  that T^e* -» e* for all e* e E* [3, p.679]. 
Let (К ) be the net from condition (с) of Theorem 5, A 
and let (1^) and () be the nets of convex 
combinations of (K^) and (T^) provided by Proposition 
11. It is immediate that the properties of (K Q) are 
shared by (ly). 
Note that e B^^. For e* e E*, pick 
u* e (X/Z)* euch that e* = i*u*. Then 
„X* * *„X*. * * _ *» X*~* * U S  e l = B q S ^ i u B 5 « j L  Q  u  И  +  
+ »QLXj - iSXqll Itu*« - 0. 
X 
* * # ^ ^ 
Hence S^e -» e for all e e E . Since 
IIS^ + 5х« = Bi(S^ + S X)q» < Я Q( L^ + L X  )j 8 + 
+ IIQL^J - iS^qll + IIQL X  j - iS Xqll , 
we have 
limsup IIS + S XII 5 1 + IIQL j - iS qll 
X м  M M  
for all (j, which implies (6) and completes the proof. 
RB1ARK. Theorem 12 improves Theorem 2 of [11]. 
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It is well-knovm that a Banach space E for which 
K(E) is an M-ideal in L(E) necessarily must enjoy the 
metric compact approximation property [4]. Therefore 
we immediately have 
COROLLARY 13. Let X be a Banach apace euch that 
K(X) is an H-ideal In L(X). Let E be a closed 
subspace of a quotient space of X. Then K(E) is an 
H-ideal in L(E) if and only if E has the metric 
compact approximation property. 
REMARK- Corollary 13 extends Theorem 2.5 of [73 
to the non-separable case. It also provides an 
affirmative answer to the question (mentioned in 
[133) whether the property of X that K(X) is an 
M-ideal in L(X) passes to quotients and closed 
subspaces of X having the metric compact approxi­
mation property. 
Finally we apply the ideas of this section to 
obtain a characterization of (M^l-spaces. Recall that 
a Banach space Y is an (M^)-apace if K(Y Y) is an 
M-ideal in L(Y Y). It is proved in [133 that each 
of the following two conditions is equivalent to the 
condition that Y is an (M^)-space. 
(a) K(X,Y) is an M-ideal for all Banach spaces 
X. 
(b) There is a net (KQ) in BR(Y) such that 
Kay "* y and Kay* "* y* for а 1 1  У € Y and y* « Y*, and 
1 imsup sup {В K ay t  + K ay 21 : y^, y 2  « By > ^ 1. 
a 
Inspired by Theorem 3.10 of [7], let us 
introduce the following property which is related to 
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the (Mm)-space property but does not involve the com­
pact approximation property like (М
ю
) does. 
We say that a Banach space Y has property (sK^) 
if 
limsup Iу + y^l i 1 
whenever lyl = 1 and () is a bounded weakly null 
net in Y with limsup ly^l 5 1. If the above inequali­
ty holde only for sequences, then we say that Y has 
property (Kgg). 
Similarly to the proof of Proposition 2.5 in 
[12], one can prove that every (M^)-space has pro­
perty (sK^). 
THEOREM 14. Let Y be a Banach apace with proper— 
ty (sK ). Suppose there la a net (К ) in B„, v. auch 
o o  C t  M I )  
that K*y* -* у* for all у* « Y*. Then K(X,Y) haa pro­
perty (U) in L(X,Y) (I.e. every g « K(X,Y)* haa a 
unique norm preaervlng extenaion to an element of 
L(X,Y )*) for all Banach apacea X. If moreover 
limsup It K^B 5 1, then Y la an (M^)-space. 
Proof. Since the case of finite dimensional Y is 
trivial, we assume that Y is infinite dimensional, 
and therefore limsup IK0! >0. By a convex combina­
tions argument, we may also suppose that Kay -» у for 
all у e Y. Thus, as immediately follows from Co­
rollary 2.3 in [10, p.38], to prove the first 
assertion, it suffices to verify the condition 
limsup IS + cK*T. < 1 VSeBK(X Y), VTeB^^, 
for some с > 0. 




limsup OS + cKaTl = limsup ВSx^ + cf^Tx^tl . 
A A 
Note that = cI^Tx^ -*^0 weakly and limsup Ry aW i 1. 
Note also that (Sx a) is relatively norm-compact. If 
limsup б Sx + у
а
» > 1, 
A 
then, by passing to a subnet, we should have 
limsup II z + у I > 1 
A 
for some z e By. Let z = ty for some t « [0,1] and 
у e Y with lyl = 1. Then 
limsup Iz + y^l S 
A 
5 t limsup ly + y Ql + (1-t) limsup 1у а8 - 1. 
A A 
This is a contradiction, and we are done. 
If limsup HK 0« 5 1, then с = 1 in the above 
inequality, and the second statement follows from 
Proposition 7. 
Taking into account the remark before Theorem 14 
and the definition (b) of (M^)-space, we have 
COROLLARY 15. A Banach space Y is an space 
if and only if Y has property (sK^) and there is a 
net ( K  ) in B v , v ,  such that K*y* -» y* for all 
а MI ) а 
у* e Y*, and limsup IIК 0II 5 1. 
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It is clear that if in Theorem 14 (Ka> is а 
sequence, then the assumption of the (sK^)-property 
may be replaced by that of the (K )-property. This 
* 
remark implies e.g. to the case where Y is separable 
and hae the approximation property, because then Y 
has the metric approximation property [1, p.247], and 
so there is a sequence of finite rank operators 
К  e  В „ , у .  s u c h  t h a t  K * y *  • *  y *  f o r  a l l  y *  «  Y *  [ 1 4 ,  
Г» N.( I ) RT 
p . 3 2 1 ] .  T h e r e f o r e  w e  h a v e  
COROLLARY 16. Let Y be a Banach apace with 
• property ( K ^ ). If Y  ia aep&rable and hae the 
approximation property, then K(X,Y) hae property ( U )  
in L ( X , Y )  for all Banach арасев X .  
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INCLUSION THEOREMS FOR STRONG SOtWABILITY 
Virge Sooner 
1. Introduction. Let a = (A t  ) be a sequence of 
matrices A t  = (a^). A sequence x = (x^) ie called 
a-summable if there exists 
11Ю E *k = a (X )  
n  к  
uniformly in i. Let a n i k  ž 0 and p = (pk) be a se­
q u e n c e  o f  p o s i t i v e  n u m b e r s .  A  s e q u e n c e  x  =  ( x k )  i a  
called strongly a-summable (to 1) with exponent p if 
l l m  £  a n i k  К  -  =  0  
n  к  
uniformly in i (notation [c a] p-lim x = l). The sets of 
a-eummable, a-summable to zero, strongly a-summable, 
strongly a-eummable to zero sequences are denoted, 
respectively, by c a, (c Q  ) Q, [c Q] p  and [c Q]£. In the 
case а = (A), A = (a n k) we have c Q  = Сд (the summabi-
lity field of matrix method A) and [с
а
] р  = [Сд] р  (the 
set of all strongly A-summable sequences). 
The spaces of all convergent, all convergent to 
zero and all bounded sequences are, respectively, de­
n o t e d  b y  с ,  с  a n d  m .  L e t  f t  -  ( В .  ) ,  В  =  ( b  ,  ) ,  
О v i ntk 
b n i k  - - 0. The purpose of this paper is to study the 
inclusions [с
а
] р  с [с^З 4, tc a] p  П m с [c^] 4, tc Q] с 
с  c f t ,  Г с а ] р  Л  m  с  C ß .  
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2. The inclusion [cQ]p с [c^] 4, p f c  > q k- We 
write [с
а
] р  с [c^] q  (reg) if [c Q] p  <= [c^] 4  and 
[ c a 3 P - l i m  x  =  [ c ^ ] q - l i m  x  f o r  e v e r y  x  e  [ c a ] p .  
THEOREM 1. Suppose tha t 0 < < Pk • 
= sup — < 1, X = inf ~ > 0 and b * 0 implies 
Pk Pk nlk 
&nik * 0. If the conditions 
and 
n Uf ? b-k "X a-X X_1 < " (2) 
are fulfilled then [с ] p  с [с
й
] 4  (reg). 
Proof. Let x = (x k) e [c a] p  and [c a] p-lim x = 1. 
Pk 4* 
Put w k  = |x J t  - 11 and X f c  = —. Then 
1  
к  
lim Ea.. w, = 0 (3) 
. nik к 
n к 
uniformly in i. Define 
" k  =  
and 
_ f w k '  w k  -  ! '  
1  ° -  4  k < 
1 
F WK ,  w k  <  1 ,  
'
k = l  0 ,  w k  >  1 .  
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к к к к г 
Then w k  = ^ + v k  , S w k, v k  ~ w k' "k - 4 8 1 1 ( 1  
X .  x  
v k  -  v k -  B y  H ö l d e r ' s  i n e q u a l i t y  w e  o b t a i n  
с 
bnik К - M 4* = E b n t k  w k k  = 
к к 
\ \ 
= E b m k  u k k  +  E b n t k  v k  < 
к к 
b n L k  
5  E < a„tk V" r + E < апиЛк 
к  
a n i k  
1  r  
< (i: a w. ) r  ( E b . i - r  а - г" 1  ) 1 - г  + 
• nvk к У mk ntk 
к к 
i  X  




k) (  Е b n i k  a nUc 1  
к к 
Now it follows by (1), (2) and (3) that (x k) s [c^] 4  
and [c^] q-lim x = 1. This completes the proof. 
REMARKS. 1. By Hölder's inequality it is easy to 
show that in the case sup E anik < 00 condition (2) 
follows from (1). 
2. In the case (ca)Q с (c^) Q  the assumption 
q k  < P k  may be replaced by q k  S p k. Indeed, then we 
obtain (see the proof of theorem 1) 
£ bmk ukk < E bmk u, < E b^lx, - l|Pk - 0 
b nik  
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(n -» oo, uniformly in i) for every (x^) e [ca]p as 
(cQ )0 с (Cß )Q. Then for a - ft we have 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 < aS p., — = 0(1) and 
9 k 
sup E anik < oo. Then 
[ca]p с [c a] 4  (reg.) 
For a = (A) this result is proved by Maddox in [3]. 
If с с c Q  and a(x) = lim x for every x e с we 
w r i t e  с  с  c Q  ( r e g ) .  
p k  
THEOREM 3 .  Let c c c  ( r e g )  and lim — = oo. Then 
к к 
[° a] p  * [ca]q. 
Proof. It is known that if ° c ca (reg) then 
there is a bounded sequence z = (z^) consisting of 
0' s and 1' s во that z e c a- Let x = (x J c), x k  = 
i  
z +1 — 
n q. 
= ( —— ) where * > 2. Then (xk) e [cQ] but 
( x k )  e  [ c a ] p  a s  l i m  | x k |  k  =  0  a n d  с  с  c Q  ( r e g ) .  
3. The inclusion Гс
а




5 q j c- Let 
а = (A), A = (a n i k), a n. k  > 0 and 
«к = = u p  a nik '  
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LEMMA 1. Let pk £ г > 0. If (з^) е Сс а]£ then 
1  
«Л  KI  = о « " -
This assertion is proved in [4]. Let ft - ( В . ) ,  
B t  = ( b nvk>' FTY = = U P Чнк" 
THEOREM 4. Suppoee that 0<r5pk<qk<M<co, 
b . . /9. 
n  1  к  1  к  
b * 0 impliee a .. x 0 and 5 —. 
n  L  к  к  
If 
I i  
/?
к
к  * «к Pk  = 0 ( 1 )  (4) 
then [с
а
] р  с [c^] 4. 
Proof. Let (x^.) e [c a] p. Then by lemma 1 and 
condition (4) we have 
£ b ntkK -  1 | 4 k  = 
к 
ь  L  p  n i k  q . - p ,  
= С »ntkK - ч гт К - и * 




a nik К - 11"" ^  С  ° ( 1 > ] V P k  = 
1  1  
=  O d )  Е  am k  К -  м " "  с  < V "  V  Л  =  
Р
к  




Hence [c0]p с [c^] q  (reg.). 
In the case a  = f t  we have 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose tha t 0 < r 5 pk 5 qk 5 
— M < OD. 
Then 
4 k p k 
= ОТ 
Implies [c a] p  с [c Q] 4  (reg.). 
Let a = (A), ft =  ( B ) .  I t  i s  k n o w n  t h a t  i n  s o m e  
restrictions for A and В condition (4) is necessary 
for [Сд] р  с [Cg] q  (reg.) (see [1]). For example, if 
A = В the following theorem is valid. 
T H E O R E M  5. SuppoBe that A ie regular, = 





]4 (reg.) hoida iff 
= 0(1) 
REMARK. Let а = (A), ft =  ( B ) .  A  a n d  В  b e  n o r m a l ,  
b . b . b. . ft. n k  t .  п к  к к  к  
а „  I ,  —г I  , as п Т .  Then < < — . 
пк an к 1  а , а. , а, 
пк к к к 
4. The inclusion [с ] q  Л m с [с
л
] р. The follow-
а  f t  
ing theorem was proved in [9]. 
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THEOREM 6. Let lim Inf — >0 then 
q k  
[ca]4 П m с [c a] p. 
Then by theorem 2 and theorem 6 we have 
pk 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let ^  <  p f c ,  —  =  0 ( 1 )  and 
sup E &nik < 00 • Then 
[ca]4 П m = [c a) p  П m. 
For p = (1) we denote [c a] p  = [c^]. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let 0<r<qk < M <oo and 
вир E anik < oo. Then 
[c a] q  П m = [c a] D m. 
Proof. Let fj = (M). Then by corollary 6.1 we 
have 
[c a] q  П m = [c a] p<  П m 
and by theorem 6 
[c Q3^ П m = [c Q] П m 
coneequently 
[c a] q  П m = [c Q] П m. 
Pk 





< oo and (ca)Q с (cft)Q. Then 
13* 
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[СдУ П  ш = [cßf Л  т. 
5. The inclusion [с
а
] р  с с^ . It is shown in [8] 
that if there exists lim E a n L k  = a * 0 (uniformly in 
n  к  
i) and 1 5 p k  5 M < о» then [c a] p  с с . For 0 < p f c  < 1 
the inclusion might not hold. Let a = (A), A = (С,1). 
W e  d e n o t e  [ С д З Р  =  w ( p ) ,  i . e .  
I n  p  
w ( p )  =  {  x  =  ( x | £ ) |  3  1 ,  l i m  ^  E  I * , , .  -  1 |  =  0  }  
П  k = 0  
The following theorem wee announced in [6] 
THEOREM 7. Let X be a FK-apace and 0 < p k  = 
=  p  <  1 ,  к  = 0 , 1 , . . .  .  Then w ( p )  с  X  Implies m  с  X .  
Let X = Сд, A = (С, 1), then matrix method A is 
regular and it ia well known that for regular me­
thods m г Сд. In this case by theorem 7 we have 
[cA] p  «= Сд. 
Applying theorem 2 we may prove the following 
generalization of theorem 7 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a FK-space and q = (q^) 
where 0 < r £ q J c ^ P < l .  Then w ( q )  с  X  Implies m  с  X  
1The matrix method A is called regular if с  с  с
д  
and 
A-lim x = lim x for every x e c. 
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p  p  
Proof. Let p = (p) then — S ~ and by theorem 2 
% G  
we obtain that w(p) с w(q). Now w(q) с X implies 
w(p) с X and by theorem 7 we have m с X. 
It is well known that if X is a coregular FK-
space 2  then m г X and hence we have 
COROLLARY 7,1. If X is a coregular F K-space then 
w(p) <z X. 
6. The inclusion [c a] П m с c^. Let IN be the set 
of natural numbers and f> z  = (f> k  ) be the characteris­
t i c  s e q u e n c e  o f  t h e  s e t  Z  с  I N ,  i . e .  
The next theorem characterizes bounded o-summable se­
quences . 
THEOREM 9. [9] The sequence (xJc) e [cQ3 П m iff 
there exists a set Z  с  ( N  so that l i m  x k  =  1  and 
Using theorem 9 we will investigate the inclu­
sion [ca] Л m с Ср. Let с с c^ then there exist 
limits lim b n i k  = b k  uniformly in i, к = 0,1,... , 
MN\Z 
<P E ( c  )  .  
y z  а  о  
( s e e  [ 5 ] ,  t h e o r e m  3 ) .  
ZThe FK-space X is called coregular if the sequence 
Ч> - e - £ e ie not convergent to zero in X. 
k = o  
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THEOREM 10. Let a = (A), a n- k  > 0, ft = (B.) and 
с с Ср. The inclueion 
Гс
а
] П m с o ß  
holde iff 
l i m  
Л 
, bnik - b J  = 0  < 5 )  
n  k € Z  
uniformly in i for every Z с IN where <p <E (с ) . 
z а о 
Proof. Sufficiency. Let x = (x^) e [с^З П m and 
Cc a] p-lim x = 1. By theorem 9 there exists a set 
Z e IN such that the sequence t = (t f c), where t k  = 
= * >
к
'^ Х ч 2| х
к  
- 1| is convergent to zero and f> z  e (c ) Q. 
L e t  у  -  ( С  ) ,  С .  =  ( с  . .  )  w h e r e  с  =  f > ?  I b . .  -  b . l  t v mk nik к 1  mk к 1  
and fi = (В), В. = ( lb -b.l). Then m с (с )_ (see 
t 1  mk к 1  Y О 
[ 5 ] ,  t h e o r e m  4 )  a n d  c Q  с  ( C j , ) Q  ( s e e  [ 5 ] ,  t h e o r e m  3 ) .  
Hence we have 
l i m E  | b n U  -  b k |  К  -  1 |  =  
л к 
= И» E c n t k  К - 1| + lim E |b n. k  - bj t f c  = 0 (6) 
n к n к 
uniformly in i. As с <= it follows from (6) that 
( x k )  *  O p .  
Neceaeity. Assume that there is a set Z <= IN whe­
re (*> ) « (c )_ but (51 does not hold. Then there 
z а о 
exists a bounded sequence (z f e) such that the limit 
lim E (b - b. )z. does not exist uniformly in i 
n kez n l  
( s e e  [ 2 ] ) .  
Let x = (x f c), x k  = p k  • zk then (x,^) e cß but 
(*, ) e [c L П в. This completes the proof. i t  А о  
Let b n L k  Ž 0 and с £ c^ (reg. ) then b fc  = 0 and 
we have proved that (5) implies [c^] П m с [c^]. As 
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[с^З с Cß then (5) is necessary for [ca3 П m с [c^]. 
Hence we have 
COROLLARY 10.1. Let с с c- (reg.) and b .. ž 0. ft ntk 
Then [cQ] П m с [c^] Iff 
E b n t k  = о 
Г. keZ 
for every Z e IN where *>z e (ca)Q. 
For core-regular a-methode this result is proved 
i n  [ 7 ] .  
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Sisalduvue tugeva summeeruvuee korral 
Virge Soomeг 
Resümee 
Olgu а - (A) maatriksite A t  = (a n U t) jada. 
Jada x = (x k) nimetatakse ot-summeeruvaks, kui 
lim £ anik xk = a(x) ühtlaselt i suhtes. Olgu 
antk > 0 ja p = (pk) - positiivne arv j ada. Jada (x^) 
nimetatakse aetmega p tugevalt a-summeeruvaks (arvuks 
1), kui ( |x - 1| ) on a-eummeeruv nulliks.Tähistame 
sümbolitega cQ ja [ca]p vastavalt kõigi a-summee-
ruvate ja tugevalt a-summeeruvate jadade hulgad, 
sümboliga m kõigi tõkestatud jadade hulga. 
Käesolevas artiklis on uuritud sisalduvusi 
[ca]p с [c^] 4, tc a] p  П m с cp, [c a] p  П m с [c^]. 
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A C T A  E T  COMMENTATIONES UNIVEfcSITATIS TARTUENSIS 
1993, 960, 105-116. 
EINE UNIVERSALE BEWEISMETHODE FUR TAUBER-SATZE 
Tamara Sõrmus 
1. Ee eei А = (a n k) eine Dreieckematrix (d.h. 
а . = 0 für к > n) mit reellen Elementen. Eine Reihe 
nk 
OD 
E ^  (l) 
k=o 
komplexer Zeilen, wobei 
u n  =  с  ^  
к =0 
iet, heißet A-eummierbar zum Wert U, wenn 
U = E a „U. 
n ,  nk  к 
к =0 
und lim U n  = U gilt. Die Folge (U n) heiset dabei 
A-limitierbar zum Wert U und man schreibt 
A-lim U^ = U. Definitionemäeeig iet dae Verfahren A 
permanent, wenn A summiert jede konvergente Reihe (1) 
(limitiert jede Folge (Un) айв dem Raum с der konver­
genten Folgen) zum Wert lim Un. Unter geeigneten 
zusätzlichen Bedingungen für die Reihe (1) (oder 
Folge (U^)) kann man jedoch von A-lim Un = U auf 
lim Un = U zurückechlieeeen. Solche Bedingungen bele­
sen Tauber-Bedingungen (TBn) vom А -» c-Typ, entspre­
chende Aussagen helesen Tauber-Sätze (kurz: T-Sätze). 
F ü r  d a s  A b e  1 - V e r f a h r e n  A f e  ( s i e h e  [ 1 ]  ( S a t z  8 5 ) ,  [ 1 3 3  
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(Satz 20.5)) gelten folgende wohlbekannte Sätze von 
Tauber [V] und Littlewood [4]. 
SATZ A. Die Bedingung 
kt^ = о (1) (2) 
ist eine TB vom -» о-Typ. 
SATZ B. Die Bedingung 
ku^ = 0(1) (3) 
ist eine TB vom -» о-Typ. 
Für dae Ceearo-Verfahren (С,1) gilt der folgende 
T-Satz [13. 
SATZ C. Die Bedingung (3) ist eine TB vom 
(С,1) - c-Typ. 
Be gibt aber wichtige nichttriviale Summierunge-
verfahren, die keine divergenten Reihen summieren. 
Ein ertftee Beispiel dazu gab Mercer [63. 
SATZ D. Ist a > 0 und konvergiert die Folge (Un) 
mit 
u '  =  a U  +  ( 1  -  a ) (  E  U .  ) / ( n  +  1 ) ,  
k = o  k  
so konvergiert auch (ö n) • 
Unter vielen Verallgemeinerungen des Satzes D 
stellen wir noch einen Satz von Love [53 vor. 
SATZ B. Ist Verfahren A = (&nk> permanent, а e [R 
mit 
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A - 1  
< ( lim E I aj Г1 
n к =0 A 
(4) 
und konvergiert die Folge (Un) mit 
U = aü Ml - a) Е а A 
n n "  nk к 
к =0 
( 5 )  
во konvergiert auch (U^). 
Aussagen dieser Art heiseen Mercer-SStze (kurz: 
M-Sätze). Offensichtlich kann man aus keinem T-Satz 
einen M-Satz ableiten, weil ein T-Satz gewisse TBn an 
Reihegliedern anlegt. 1st es aber möglich vermittele 
irgendeinee passenden M~Satzes einen T-Satz zu bewei­
sen? 
In Teilen 2 und 3 der vorliegenden Arbeit wird 
eine, in gewissen Sinne, universale Methode zum 
Beweis verschiedenartigen T-Sätze beschrieben. Im 
wesentlichen müssen dabei gewisse M-Sätze angewandt 
worden. 
2. Der Folgenindex soll, wenn nichts weiteres 
gesagt ist, von 0 an laufen. Bs sei (pk) eine Folge 
nichtnegativer Zahlen mit pQ > 0 und 
permanent. Wohlbekanntlieh ist es ein Riesz-Verfah­
ren (R,pk). Wir wollen für das (R,pfc)-Verfahren 
gleichzeitig zwei T-Sätze beweisen. Man vergleiche 
dazu auch die Resultate von Tietz [8,9] und Tietz und 
Trautner [10]. 
P  =  p „  +  . . .  +  p  - » o t >  
n О n 
(6) 
Damit ist das Verfahren А = (а , ) mit 
nk 
( 7 )  
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SATZ 1. Gilt (6) mit pQ > 0 und iet (p fc) eine 
nichtnegative und nichtwachsende Folge, so ist 
Р
Л = °<V < a )  
eine TB vom ( R ,  p f c  )  -  c - T y p .  
SATZ 2. Gilt (6) mit p Q  >  0  und ist ( P k )  eine 
wachsende Folge mit 
P n 
lim -5— = 0, (9) 
so ist ( 8 )  eine TB vom ( R , p k )  - »  c - T y p .  
Beweis , Zuerst stellen wir die (R,pk)-Trane­
format ion der Reihe (1) fоlgendermaeeen vor: 
E = t« Un + (1 - в) E b n kü k] - an, (10) 
к  = 0  k = 0  
wobei 
n P k 
^ = E a n k  —  Ä U k  ( 1 1 )  
k  =  l  к  
und Д U k  = ^ gilt. Zum Beweis unserer Behauptun­
gen führen wir in (10) die Verfahren В = (b . ) und 
* * A  =  ( a n k )  s o  e i n ,  d a s s  
l o  
P k / P n (k = 1, ,П) ,  ( 1 2 )  
(k > n) 
ist. Wegen (11) und (12) gilt 
о = -£- (P U -pU - ... - p U - Pü ). (13) 
n p  n  n  n  n- i  2  1  10  
Dae Verfahren В ist jetzt durch (7) und (10)-(13) 
eindeutig bestimmt, so daee 
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( к  =  О ) ,  
( к  =  1  , п - 1 ) ,  ( 1 4 )  
( к  =  п ) ,  
( к  >  п ) .  
ist. Wegen unserer Bedingungen ist А = (R,p k) perma­
nent. Daraue schlieest man unter (14) nach dem Satz 
von Toeplitz und Schur [11,12,13], dass auch В per­
manent ist. Wegen der Permanenz von (R,p ) und (12) 
* ist ebenfalls auch A permanent. 
E s  s e i  ( U n )  e i n e  A - l i m i t i e r b a r e  F o l g e .  W e g e n  ( 8 )  
gilt 
A*-lim(P /р ) Д U = lim с =0. 
n n n n n n 
1-a ( апо P }  
к  •  1  
4* = 1-a ^ ank 
1-a (ann - « + 1) 
Aus (10) folgt damit die Konvergenz der Folge (5) 
(mit В anstatt A). Um zu zeigen, dass (8) eine TB 




E  I b n k |  =  
к = О 
oder 
£ I4J = 
k  =  0  
zu beweisen, dass das B-Verfahren der 
(4) genügt. Unter (7) und (14) gilt 
|l-a| ( | 1  -  а  +  — I  
n-1 
+  E  
k = l 
I  I - P j  
| l - « l  
1  
( I i  -  а  +  
( I l  -  а  +  
p n  
Pn 
~ F  
"T ( 2 p i  - P n>' 
P n 
D ) » 
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wobei die erste Zeile für nichtwachsende (Pk>. die 
zweite ft 
aus (15) 
ür wachsende (pfc) mit (9) gilt. Deshalb folgt 
1  
l l m E  I 4 J  =  T I ^ p l 1  - « 1 = 1 -  ( 1 6 )  
n  к -О 1  1  
W e i l  b e l i e b i g e s  а  >  1 / 2  d i e  B e d i n g u n g  ( 4 )  m i t  ( 1 6 )  
erfüllt„ so existiert i 
womit alles gezeigt ist. 
   n a c h  M - S a t z  E  a u c h  l i m  U n ,  
BEMERKUNG 1 . 1 .  D e r  S a t z  1  z e i g t ,  d a s s  m i t t e l e  
der gleichen Methode auch Satz С mit TB (2) bewiesen 
ist, weil die Voraussetzungen des Satzes 1 für pfc = 1 
e r f ü l l t  s i n d .  W i r  e r i n n e r n  d a b e i ,  d a s s  ( С , 1 )  =  ( R , 1 ) ,  
P n  = n + 1 und a n k  = (n + 1) 1. 
BEMERKUNG 1 . 2 .  D i e  g l e i c h e  M e t h o d e  e r l a u b t  a u c h  
den T-Satz С mit der O-Bedingung (3) zu beweisen. Zu 
diesem Zweck genügt es im vorigen Beweis nur das Ver­
fahren A* so zu bestimmen, dass A* jede beschränkte 
Folge limitiert. Zum Beispiel kann man 
*  .  1  
a nk = — V ( k  = 
n  
mit p > 1 nehmen. 
BEMERKUNG 1 . 3 .  I s h i g u r o  [ 2 , 3 ]  h a t  g e z e i g t ,  d a s s  
Uj. = o(l/(k + 1)ln(k + 1) ) 
eine TB vom (1) c-Typ ist, wobei (1) das permanen-
1  
te logaritmieche Verfahren ist. Weil (1) = (R,). 
wobei 
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1/fk+l) n  1  
lind ln(n + 2) _ £ » 
ank ~ ln( П+2 ) 
so erfüllt die Folge pk = l/(k +1) die Bedingungen 
des Satzes 1. Damit ist auch der T-Satz vom (1) -» c-
-Typ vermittels unseren gleichen Methode bewiesen. 
Das sogenannte Zygmund-Verfahren (Z,p) (siehe 
z.B. [13]) ist wieder ein Sonderfall des (R,pk)-Ver­
fahrens mit 
Pk = (k + l)p - Vf, Pn = (n + l)p (p > 0), 
dabei ist (Z,p) permanent. Es ist klar, dass (Z,p) 
den Bedingungen des Satzes 1 genügt. Man soll noch 
hinzufügen, dass TB (8) mit pk=(k+l)p-kp die 
hat und äquivalent zur TB (2) iet. Wenden wir Jetzt 
den Satz 1 auf (Z,p)-Verfahren an, so ergibt eich 
unmittelbar 
KOROLLAR 1.1. Die Bedingung ( 2 )  i s t  e i n e  TB vom 
( Z , p )  - •  c - T y p  ( p  >  0 ) .  
Das Verfahren (R,ak) mit a > 1, also (R,p ) mit 
П +  1  -
к _ а — 1 
Pk= a und Pn = —, ist permanent. Alle Voraus­
s e t z u n g e n  d e s  S a t z e s  2 ,  a u s s e r  ( 9 ) ,  s i n d  e r f ü l l t .  
A n s t a t t  ( 9 )  g i l t  
Form 
( k  +  l ) p  =  o ( ( k  +  l ) p  -  k ^ )  
P
, 
lim -j 1  
а  
1  
( 1 7 )  
Die TB (8) mit p k  = a k  ist aber äquivalent zur 
Bedingung = o( 1). Für das (R,ak )-Verfahren kann 
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man doch unsere Bewe i emethode anwenden, weil die 
im Beweie vorkommende Bedingung (16) (für a > 2 - ^ 
a 
mit (17)) gilt. Damit erhalten wir 
SATZ 3. Gilt a > 1, so ist u^, = o(l) eine TB 
(R,ak) -» c-Typ. 






( к  =  О , . . . , n ) ,  
(1 + q) 
О (к > n). 
(18) 
Bekanntlich [12,13] ist damit ein permanentes Euler-
Knopp-Verfahren (E,q) gegeben. Wir wollen zeigen, 
dass wir unsere Methode zum Beweie eines neuen 
T-Satzee wieder benutzen können. Dabei wird die TB 
vom (E,q) •» c-Typ eine O-Bedingung sein. 
SATZ 4. Gilt q > 0, so 1st 
VT = 0(1) 
eine TB vom ( E , q )  - »  c - T y p .  
(19) 
Beweis. Es sei (ön) eine (E,q)-limitierbare Fol­
ge. Wie im Beweis des Satzes 1, wollen wir von (10) 
auegehen, wobe i 







( к  =  1 , . . . , n ) ,  
( k  >  n ) .  
(21) 
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Wegen der Beziehungen a*k >0, lim a*k - 0 (k = 
n * 
=  1 , . . . , n )  u n d  l i m  E  l a  .  I  = 0  ( s i e h e  z . B .  [ 1 3 ] )  
n • nk1 
к =0 
)|t £ 
transformiert А = (* n k) alle beschränkte Folgen in 
cn (den Raum der gegen Null konvergenten Folgen). Aus 
(20) und (21) ergibt sich 
а - ^  U - - 1-
n П n 2 . 
П * =o 
rt - 1 
2 u ( 2 2 )  
Dae Verfahren В = (b n k) iet vermittels (10), (18) und 
(20)-(22) eindeutig durch 
bnk = 
( k  =  0 , . . . , n - l ) ,  1-a ^®nk 2 
n 
1-a (ann - a + n} (k = n)' (23) 
(k > n). 
bestimmt. Da А = (E,q) (q > 0) permanent ist, ergibt 
sich aus (23) nach dem Satz von Toeplitz und Schur 
die Permanenz von B. Genauso, wie im Beweie des 
Satzes 1, gilt wegen (19) 
lim = A*-lim V~n Д U n  = 0. 
Damit konvergiert auch die Folge (5) (mit В 
anstatt A). Nun bleibt es zu zeigen, dass В die 
Bedingung (4) erfüllt. Ist а > 2 , so gilt nach (23) 
|b 
a-1 (a - ) 
und 




) (k = 0,...,n-l), (n > N), 
weil es so ein N > 0 mit 
15 
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ank (1 - —L-^ ) < 0 (n > N) 
a , n 
nk 
gibt. Deshalb haben wir 
liü E |bj 
n  к  = 0  
= l. 
Dealt gilt (4) für jedes а > 2 mit lim E |b . | = 1 
n  k = o  
und nach M-Satz E existiert lim U n, womit alles ge­
zeigt iet. 
HBMKRKONG 3.1. Bekanntlich enthält die Klasse 
von Hauedorff-Verfahren (H,^k) [12,13] das (E.q)-Ver-
fahren. Weil der Satz 4 gilt, ist ее nichts Uner­
wartetes, wenn wir behaupten, dass man mittele der 
g l e i c h e n  M e t h o d e  e i n e n  T - S a t z  a u c h  f ü r  ( H , / u k )  
beweisen kann. Die oben beschriebene Methode zum 
Beweie von T-Sätzen hat sogar noch allgemeinere 
Anwendungen. 
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Artiklis esitatakse teatavas mõttes universaalne 
tõestusmeetod Tauberi teoreemide (T-t.eoreemide) 
jaoks. Meetodi ideeke on jada (Un) A-teisenduoe esi­
tamine kahe teatava uue teisenduse vahena, mis on 
alati teostatav. Uks neist kahest summeerib T-tingi-
musega antud jada, teine aga on jada (Un) teatav Mer-
ceri teisendus. See võimaldab jada (U^) koonduvust 
selgitada hoopib Merceri teoreemi abil. Meetodi uni­
versaalsus seisneb tema rakendatavuses paljude T-teo-
reemide tõestamiseks ja sealjuures ka erikujuliste 
T-tingimuste, näiteks o- ja O-tihgimuste, puhul. Uue 
meetodi demonstreerimiseks on tõestatud neli teoreemi 
märkuste ja järeldustega. Kahte viimast teoreemi pole 
käesoleva töö autor kirjandusest leidnud. On põhjust 
märkida, et selle meetodiga saab tõestada T-teoreeme 
ka üldiste maatriksmenetluste jaoks. 
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CONVEXITY CONDITIONS FOR FAMILIES 
OF SUMMABILITY METHODS 
A. Tall 
The present paper extends the authors reseach on 
convex families of suinr.iabi 1 i ty net nods started in 
[6-1Q3 • In the papers mentionea there were pr oved the 
theorems that give thtz sufficient conditions for the 
convexity of the families of summability methods. Some 
convex families of summability methods were found. The 
main results of the present Рлрчг are theorems 1.5 -
1.7 in section 1 that gi ,-e necessar« and sufficient 
conditions for the convexity of a family of normal 
matrix methods. The proofs of these theorems base on 
the Quotient Theorem of H. Baumann С see [13,Theorem ID. 
In section 2 and 3 the applications of general con­
vexity theorems to certain families are introduced. 
The convexity theorems for Nörlund methods CN, p^, q^D 
known from the paper«. Г3.5,6,7,103 can be inferred 
from the proved results as immediate corollaries. 
1. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
convexity of a family of normal summability methods 
1.1 Let us consider sequences x = with ? «= С 
Cor f 6 Ю for n = 0,1,2 Let A be a family of 
n A 
summability methods given by sequence-to-sequence 
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transformations of1 x e o>A into A x = С»"d where 
a oi n 
r)n e С Cor 7)^ «5 RD and en is a continuous parameter 
with values ot > cx . We denote, further, by cA the 
о <x 
summability field of method A , by mA the set of all A CT 
sequences x bounded by A^ and by the set of all 
sequences summed to zero by A^ . 
The family of summability methods A^ is said to 
be convex if for every « < ft and for every a. < у < ft 
the conditions 
mA с mA„ , cA с cA. CI.ID 01 ft 01 ft 
and 
cA^ 3 CmA^ п сA^D Cl. 2D 
hold С see [7Ю - The fa/nil у A is said to be zero-
& 
convex CO-corwexP if the conditions CI. ID and Cl. 2D 
hold with с instead of с in them Сsee [ 7)D. 
о 
We notice that if the family A is convex and all 
оT 
methods A are pairwise consistent, then the family A 
at en 
is О-convex also. 
The proofs of the convexity and O-convexi ty theo­
rems can be simplified by the next three trivial lem­
mas. 
LEHMA 1.1. If for euerji ы > and О < <S < 1 the 
ccndiIions 
mA с mA , , cA с cA , С1 . 3D 
Ol «+o ot ot+o 
and 
cA , 3 CmA ft cA D C1.4D 
А* О A a* i 
hold, then the family A is convex. 
1 We denote the transformation of x e ыА^ into A^x = 
= С n"D also bv A . The notation uA is used here for 
zn ot « 
the set where the transformation A^ is applied. As a 
special case the transformations A^ can be matrix 
transformations A^ - Ca^D. 
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LEMMA 1.2. If for every ot > otQ and О < 6 < 1 the 
conditions 
and 
mA с mA , , с А с с A -Of Ö+O О СЯ О CV+O 
с A , з> С mA П с А Э 
О CX+ О CV О 0<+ 1 
hold, then the family A^ is O-convex. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A^ be linear transformations for 
every ot > ot , transforming the sequence x' = with 
.  ,  ,ot^ 




lim T),0< = a X 0. C1.S5 
n n Of 
If the family A^ is O-convex then it is convex. 
In particular, for matrix transformations A^ = 
= Ca^D the condition С1.5Э is: 
lim T a . = a x 0. 
n . r nk Ot 
1.2. The idea of the techniques the author has 
used in her earlier research on convexity of families 
A follows immediately from Lemma 1.3 and the next 
ot 
theorem С see [7] , Theorem 13 that gives the suffi­
cient conditions for O-convexi ty of the family A 
ot 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose the following conditions 
hold. 
i S> mA с mA „, с А с с A _ for every ot < ft. С1.8Э 
ot ft о ot oft 
£2 For each ot, 0 < 6 < 1 and3 a < к < b there 
exists а с —» с matrix Q , = С , a matrix R _ = 
о о otox nk ott5* 
2 The author has used theorem 1.1 in her reseach on 
convex families of strong summability methods also 
С see C735. 
3 a and b are the real numbers fixed somehow. 
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oäfSst 
- С" -> and a nitf/tbti-r p Cx У > О satisfying 
I «+<5. . , _ c*5x Ö(+I , , , _ c<6x **, „ . 
К ! - lpni: \  I +  ic глк % \  С 1- 6 Э  
/or everv n * 0,1 . ?. . . . and every x e с А Л mA , and 
О OI* X OT 
— , c*5* , - «6 _ . . . otö. 
ч  
, £ |г j 5 р Сх-> , lim fp С*->=0. 
к х-Ь-
Then the fauni i v A is O-convex. 
ot 
The main idea of present paper is to better the 
conditions of Theorem 1.1 in order to get necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the convexity of the 
family A^. This will be done with the help of follow­
ing theorem of Baumann Сsee [13, Theorem ID. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A and В be regular matrix met­
hods. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
Ü cB 3 СсА П lö. 
2D For every £> О there exists a row-f ini te and 
column-finite regular matrix method and a matrix 
Suppose further that the methods A = Ca" D are 
at nk 
normal matrix methods. i.e. a"k = О for all к > n and 
а" Vе О Cn = 0,1 , . . . D. Then there exists the inverse 
matrix A^1 for every A^. Let us denote by the 
product A .A-1 of matrices A , and A™1 where 6 > 0, 
^ ex* 6 с* ы+о at 
i.e. D , = A ,A-1 .Next we will prove the theorem 
oto ot+o at 
that gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
convexity of a family of normal summability methods 
r- °< -4 A = Ca . D . 
at nk 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A - Ca" D be normal matrix met -
сч nk 
hods for all ot > <v_. Then the family A^ is convex and 
the methods A aure pairwise consistent if and only if OT 
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the following conditions hold for every ot > ot^ and 
О < 6 < 1. 
iThe matrix method D , = A ,A 1 is regular. 
оto at+o ot 
2Э cD^ CcD^n лО (with consistensy}. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that the family 
A 1s convex and methods A are consistent if and only 
ot ot 
if the conditions CI. 3D and C1.4D hold for every ot >at 
J  
о 
and О < 6 < 1. We notice that the condition ID and the 
condition CI.3D are equivalent here. Let us show that 
the condition 2D is equivalent to the relation C1.4D. 
The relation C1.4D can be rewritten in the form of the 
next implication: 
A x e m , A x e с —* A ,x e c. Cl. 7D 
ot at+o 
With the help of matrices D -=A »A * we get that 
oto ot+6 at 
A x = D CA xD and A ,x = D ,C A xD. Using the пот­
ом od at at+o oto at 
mail ty of methods A and the notation у » A x we can 
a ot 
present the implication C1.7D in the equivalent form: 
у e m , D у e с ^ D ,y e c. 
ca ot& 
It means that the relation C1.4D is equivalent to 
the condition 2D for every at > ot and О < 6 < 1. 
о 
Obviously, these considerations keep consistency. 
REMARK 1.1. As 11 can be seen from, the proof of 
Theorem 1.3, if we replace in the condition 1} of this 
theorem, the regularity of the method by its con-
servativity and take the condition 2У without the text 
in brackets, then we get the necessary and sufficient 
conditions and for the convexity of a family of 
normal matrix methods A (without the additional con-
ot 
di t ion of consistencyJ>. 
Thus we can state that the convexity of a family 
of normal matrix methods A^ depends only on connection 
matrices D^. Z-et us agree here that in the following 
part of our paper tue are intrested only in these 
16 
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convex families where the methods A are consistent. 
ot 
We see from the proof of Theorem 1.3 also that 
the restrictions on the methods A can be weekened so A 
that the conditions ID and 2D of Theorem 1.3 remain 
sufficient for the convexity of the family A . 
at 
THEOREM 1.4. Let the summability methods A and 
ot 
^ot+6 /ог every ot > and О < 6< 1 be connected by the 
row-finite matrix D , so that A = D ,CA xD for 
' оto ot+o oto ot 
each x e шА . 
ot 
Suppose the following conditions hold for every 
ot > ot and О < 6 < 1. 
о 
ID The matrix method D^. is regular. 
Ю cD^ э CcD^n пО С with consistencyD. 
Then the family A is convex and the methods A 
ot ot 
are pairwise consistent. 
Proof is analogous to the proof of sufficiency of 
the conditions ID and 2D of Theorem 1.3 and will be 
therefore omitted. 
The next result follows now from Theorems 1.3 and 
1.4 as immediate corollary and gives us an idea for 
constructing new convex families with the help of any 
convex family of normal matrix methods A . J ot 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let A = Ca" D be normal matrix 
ot nk  
methods with the connec t ion matrices D , = A , , A for 
oto ot+o ot 
all ot >ot and О < 6 < 1. Let В be a further family of 
о ot 
summability methods with connection matrices D_^, i.e. 
В ,x = D ,CB xD for all ot >ot , О < 6 < 1 and x e шВ . 
ot+o oto ot о a 
Then the convexity Cwith consistencyУ of the family 
A implies the convexity Cwith consistencyD of the OT 
family Ba-
We note that the different families with the same 
connection matrices can be easily constructed Сsee 
[6.73D. For example, if the family А
д 
С<x > of^D has the 
connection matrices and if A is any summability 
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method with Ax e шА for every x e OJA and оt > ot . then 
at J о 
the family of methods defined by the transformati­
ons В x = А САхЭ has the same connection matrices D ». 
ot ot oto 
In order to get for a family of normal matrix 
methods A the exact convexity conditions which would 
ot 
be more constructive than the conditions of Theorem 
1.3, we will use Baumann Theorem 1. S. By applying 
Theorem 1.2 to A = D and В = D , we can infer the Oil oto 
following result immediately from Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let A = faa 2 be normal matrix met -
ot nk 
hods for all ot > ot^. The family A^ is convex and the 
methods A^ are pairwise consistent if and only if the 
following conditions hold for every ot > ot^ and 0< <5< 1. 
iS> The matrix method D , = A -A 1 is regular. 
oto о(+o ot 
22 For each e > О there exists a regular row-
finite and column-f ini te matrix method Q , and a mat -
, otoe 
_ , otoe. . , , . 
rix R - = Cr J sat isfу ing 
ot6e nk  
D , = Q , D + R , CI. 8) 
oto otoe oti otoe 
and 
lim sup Elr<yfe| < c- CI. 93 
n  * "  nk  1  
к 
By weakening the condition 2) of theorem 1.5 we 
get the next theorem. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let A = С a" _> be normal matrix rmet-
o<  n k  
hods for every ot > оtQ. The fauni lу A^ is convex and the 
methods are pairwise consistent if and only if the 
following conditions hold for every ot >ot and 0< 6< 1. 
i2 The matrix method D r = A .A 1 is regular. 
oto oftö ot 
22 For each с > О there exists a row-f ini te 
с —• с matrix Q , and a matrix R , = Сr°l^'C 2 satis-
O  О СКОС СУО£  nk  
fying conditions С1. 82 and CI.92. 
Proof. Necessity of the conditions ID and 2) 
follows immediately from Theorem 1.5 because the con— 
16* 
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dltion ID is the same in both theorems ar.d the condi­
tion 2D in Theorem 1.5 is stronger than in the present 
theorem. 
Sufficiency. Suppose the conditions ID and 2D 
hold for every ot > ot and О < 6 < 1. The condition 2D 
о 
implies the relation cD.uCcD f| nO. The last 
r 
о oto о oa 
inclusion, in its turn, implies the relation cD^ :> 
D CcD^fl mD Cwith consistencyD because the methods 
and D are regular. Therefore the convexity of the 
Oi l  
family А
м 
Cwith consistencyD follows from Theorem 1.3. 
By weakening further the condition 2D of Theorem 
1.6 we come to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let A = Ca" -> be normal matrix 
ot nk  
methods for all ot > ot: . The family A^ is convex and 
methods A^ are pairwise consistent if and only if the 
fol lowing condi t ions hold for all ot > expand 0 < 6 < 1. 
ID The matrix method D , = A ,A * is regular. 
oto Oi+O ot 
2S> For each с > О there exists а с —• с matrix 
о о 
. Ot&£ . _ ot&£ _ , . . 
О , = Ca D and a matrix R , = Cr D satisying the 
абс nk  ot6c nk  
conditions С1. 9S> and 
I  = < ; < к  1 5 1  s - f r c « к  I *  I « к  I c i - 1 0 3  
к  к  и  к  
for every n =0,1.2,... and x e c^D^Л m. 
Proof. Necessity of the conditions ID and 2D fol­
lows immediately from Theorem 1.6 because the condi­
tion 2D of the present theorem is weaker than condi­
tion 2D of Theorem 1.6. 
Sufficiency of the conditions ID and 2D can be 
shown in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.6. 
REMARK 1.2. If u>e replace in the condition 2} of 
Theorem, t. 7 the inequaIi ty Сt.10У by the equivalent 
inequa Ii ty 
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, CX+6 ; , , _ Oi&C CK+1 , I _ OiÖS ot , 
I "n I - I p„k "k I + I Ernk »„ I 
С /or every n = 0,1 ,2, . . . and x e с А Л "lA D , then we 
о ot*t a 
gf>t the condition which is weaker than the condition 
£v с/ Theorem i . i . 
REMARK 1.3. The condition 2S> has three different 
constructive forms in Theorems 1.5-1.7. If we want to 
prove that a family A^ of normal matrix methods Csa-
tisfying the condition 12 of these theoremsУ is con­
vex, it is useful to know Theorem 1.7, but if we want 
to show that A is not convex, then Theorem 1.5 would OT 
be more useful. 
2. A method for constructing the quotient 
representations for certain connection 
matrices between summablllty methods 
Let А С where си > a 13 be summablllty methods gl-# о 
ven by sequence-to-sequence transformations of x e oiA^ 
into A^x = = Ст)^Э , respectively. Suppose for every 
oi > ot , 6 > О and x e uxA the relation* 
О CK 
он-6 
7) 1 •> У c°f b" л" C2. ID 
o (+o  ^  пк к  к  
к  = о 
is satisfied where Сс^З is a complex Cor realD matrix 
-  nk  
with с = 0 for к > n and с011 - c° г« О for к 5 n 
nk  nk  n  
С С c™3 is a sequence), and С b^D is a complex С or real5 
sequence with b^ * О С n = 0,1 .2, . . .Э. So we have for 
every A and A „ the connection Ot Ott о 
A -X  = D ,C A x3 
<v*o «о OI 
It will be seen in section 3 that the relation С2. ID 
is satisfied, for instance, for the families of gene­
ralized Nörlund summablllty methods. 
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where x e coA and D , = is matrix defined by the 
ot otö n k  J  
. . j ^ . .0(6 . o t  o t õ  v  ,  ooõ relation C2. 12), i.e. d = b с z b 
nk  к  nk  n  




D = Q ,  D + R ,  ,  С  a .  2 D  
oto otox on otox 
where * is any number from interval 3-.lt and Q , and 
2  OtÖX 
^o«5* are certain matrices Сdepending on «,б and xD. We 
need the quotient representation С2. 2D to get the 
sufficient conditions for the convexity of family A 
ot 
with the help of the general convexity theorems given 
in section 1. 
Let us fix any ot > о<q, any О < 6 < 1 , any complex 
Cor real D sequence у = С r> D and denote the sequence 
Dc*s y  ьУ C^ 3- 1- e-
сб 1 o<6 a „ 
= -5T6-) Cnk Ьь ^ • C2' 3) 
ь  b-o 
Let us fix also a ^ < * < 1 , denote by N = [ xn3 
the integer part of the number xn and divide the sum 
С2. 3D into two parts: 
N r> 
O*5 1 V «6 , o t  1 V-1 Ot6 ot 
"  7 * 5  2 _ c n k  n -  *  •  
n  k  =  0  n  к  =  N+ 1  
Transforming the first of the two sums on the 
right by Abel transformation we obtain that3 
1 V™* . ot& V™1 . о t 1 otö V™1 . л 
J Д с ) b n + T с ) b 7> 
ot+ö ^  к  nk  V  v  b cM nN £ _  v  L -
n  к  =  0 V=0  n  v=0  
n  
1 \ 0(6 .OT 
o t+ö  /  C n k  к  ^ k  
ь ' "" " k  
n  k=N+i  
3 . otö oiS Ac = с - с , 
к  nk  nk  n ,  k> l  
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Thus we have got for the sequence D^y = Ср^З 
the representation 
N- l  
ot6 \ . ot&,  o /> l  o t t  .  o f .  « + 6  otS.  o ( + i  o d  ,  c v  ot+6 , 
u = ) Д с b, л. / с, b + с b jj / с b + 
n  /  к  nk  k k  к n  nN NN Nn 
k = o 
+ У c^b"1 n УЪЫ*6 Cn = 0,1.2.... 3. C2. 43 
/  nk  к  ' к  П 
к = N>1 
Denoting by Q , = Cq"^*) and R „ = Cr°^*D the 
J ot6x nk o(6« nk 
matrices defined by 
. OtS .0(1-1 . oi oi* 6 
Д с b. / с. b if к < N. 
к nk к к n 
0(6 х 
q nk  
ыб .СИ* 1 _ о( . OI+6 , _ , ,, 
с b z с b if к = N. С2. 53 
nN N Nn  
О if к > N 
and 
if к < N. 
хбх = Г ° 
ik 1 о 
I с„ 
"6* - ' , , С 2. 63 
0,6 b" / b"6 if к > N. 
пк  к  
we can present the equality C2.43 in the following 
form: 
D ,y = Q , CD y3 + R , Cy3. 
oto otox Ott otox 
So we have constructed for the matrix D „ the 
otö 
quotient representation С2. 23 where the matrices <2^^ 
and R^x are defined by С2. 53 and C2. S3, respectively. 
It follows immediately from the representation С2. 23 
that the condition 
D ,CA x3 = Q , CD CA хЗЗ + R , CA хЗ 
оto Ot Otox Ott ot otox ot 
holds for every x e шА^. The last equality gives for 
° The idea of the method described above for const­
ructing the quotient representations was used by the 
author first in the paper [6] and further also in the 
papers [7.8,103. 
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the method the following representation: 
A ,x = Q , CA x3 + R , С A x3 Cxe o>A 3. 
оt+6 «о* ot+i otöx ot ot 
Therefore the inequality CI.63 is satisfied for 
every n = 0,1,2,... and x e шА , and the next result 
ot 
can be obtained as a direct application of Theorem 1.1 
to the family considered here. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the methods A and A , be con-
ot ot*ö 
nec ted by the relation A ,x * D „CA xJ> for each oi >oi , 
ot*ö otö ot о 
О < <5 < 1 and x e o>A where the matrix D .is defined 
ot otö 
by сг. l 2. 
Suppose the following conditions hold for every 
ot > ot , О < 6 < 1 and - < x < 1. 
о z 
12 The matrix D „ is а с —> с matrix. 
oto о о 
22 The matrix Q , = Cq"^*.) defined by C2. 52 is a 
otö к nk  
с —• с matrix. 
о о 
32 The matrix R „ = Сг°"^ж2 defined by С 2. 62 
otöx n k  
satisfies the condition 
otöx , 
rnk I 
k= N * l  
I PO,ÖC*> 
where N = [ xn3 and lim #>^C *3 = O. 
*—n -
Then the family A^ is 0-conuex. 
We remark that the conditions 13-33 of Theorem 
2.1 put the restrictions on the matrices D , not on 
the methods A The only restriction on methods A is 
ot ot 
the connection С2. 13. Different families A that sa­tu 
tisfy the same condition C2.13 can be easily const­
ructed Сsee [6,733. 
The next result can be inferred from Theorem 2.1 
with the help of Lemma 1.3 as an immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If the family A^ satisfy the 
presumptions and the conditions 13-33 of Theorem. 2.1 
and the presumptions of Lemma 1.3 Сwith a^ = l->, then 
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the frjni ty A_ convex and the methods are 
pairiaise contisi&nt. 
By app] ying Th-rc-. em t. 4 we get the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the methods A and A , См > a , 
« Oft о о 
О < iS < 1.D be connected with the matrix defined by 
<2.12.  If the matrix method is regular and satis­
fies the conditions 22 and 32 of Theorem 2.1 for »very 
1 
я > or О < 6 < 1 and - < * < 1 , then the family A is 
о z a 
cmi/ex and the methods A are oairwise consistent. 
a 
Proof. The representation С2. 2D together with 
conditions 2D-3) of Theorem 2.1 and regularity of the 
methods implies the validity of the conditions ID 
and ŽD of Theorem 1.4. Therefore the family A is con-
Ы 
vex Сwith consistencyD. 
In a special case if the methods A Co< > a D are 
А. О 
normal matrix methods, Theorem 2- 2 can be also taken 
for an immediate consequence of each of Theorems 1.3, 
1.6 and 1. 7. 
REMARK 2.1. The method for constructing the 
quotient representation for the connection matrix 
<and at the same time for the method A .2 described 
act 6 
above can be extended to the methods connected with 
the integral analogue of the transformation C2.12 Csee 
16] , Theorems 5 and 6, and [71 , Theorem в' 2. This 
method can also be extended to certain methods of 
strong summabiIity Csee 18), Theorem 5 and Lemma 12. 
3. Convex families of generalized Nörlund 
summablllty methods 
With the help of the convexity Theorem 2.2 Cor 
Corollary 2. ID sufficient convexity conditions for 




We state that the sequence СA^D is defined for­
mally by the power series 
f CxD = CI - xD*'wl>Clog-r^—3^ = V A^x" СЭ. ID 
atft 3 1 -x n 
where7 ex, ft, x are real numbers and e is the base of 
Napierian logarithm. Let us consider the generalized 
Nörlund summability methods A = CN.p^'.q D Csee 
ot n  n  
C101D defined by the relation 
< - -Ж Ip--» "» 
k = o 
where 
*?• - Y. s • 
к =0 
р
Ы^- - Г a" *"'*• p. . ft is the real number, p , q are 
n  n - k  к  о  n  n  k=0 
O10 the complex Cor realD numbers and R^ m*0 Cn=0,l,2,...D. 
REMARK 3.1. We notice that, in particular,if ft =0 
о 
then the methods С N, p ' •, q^D become the generalized 
Nörlund methods С N, p^.q^D Csee [51 and СЮ1Э. If 
besides the condi t ion ft = 0 there is q^ = 1 Cn = 
= 0,1 ,2, . . . D then we get the Nbrlund methods С N, p*) 
Csee [31 and CtOlJ>. In particular, if q^ = A^"0'» CyQ 
and crQ are fixed real numbersD and p^ = A^1,0 = A^1 
then the methods CN.p^'.q D become the guasi-CesÄro 
methods CC.ot, ft , Y >a D Csee f 47D. i / ft = a = О then 
' О О О  о  о  
the methods CC.ot, ft . Y , a D become the generalized Ce-
o о о 
sÄro methods CC.of.^D; i/ we add to the previous con­
ditions the presumption Yq = О then uie ^et the Cesiro 
7 In particular, if ft = О then A"'° = A" are the 
Cesiro numbers. 
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methods CC, oõ. 
As it was indicated in [103 the methods A , 
oi*o 
= CN.p1**^' , q 3 and A = С N, pU^ ', q 3 for every 
n  n  o t  n  n  
oi > oi and 6 > О are connected with the relation 
о 
= J__ V C3. 43 
n  c*+6,ß0 n - k  к  к  
R 
and the condi ti on 
Rc*>6.ft. =  £ A6-, R<xft. с3.53 
к  =  О  
is satisfied also. 
We notice that the relation С3.43 is a special 
case of the relation C2. 13 where = A*_* are the 
/уЛ 
Cesäro numbers for к < n and c^fc = 0 for к > n and 
b" = R"'3». Thus the family A = С N „ p01^0, q 3 С м > <y 3 
n  n  ot  n  n  о  
has the connection matrices D „ = Cd°"^3 C<x > « , 
oto n k  о  
6 > 03 defined by C3. 43. i.e. d0"5 = A6"* R01^0/ 
nk  n -k  к  n  
for к < n and d^ = 0 for к > n Cn = 0,1 .2, . . . 3 . By 
applying Theorem 2.2 Cor Corollary 2.13 we will get 
THEOREM 3.1. If for every ot > ofQ and О < 6 < t 
the conditions 9  
13 I R"'*- Z r"'*- I < N for every п. к = 0,1 .2. . . . 
n n* к at 
eThis theorem is formulated and proved in С ЮЗ С Theo­
rem 2.13. Here we present a different proof taking for 
starting point Theorem 2.1. 
° and are the constants depending only on <x or 
only on <x and 6, respectively. Further, in O- and e— 
conditions we also note the dependence of constants on 




2D I R"+<5' I 2 K^n'5 /or every n = 0,1,2,. . . 
hold then the family A = CN, p"^", q D is convex for 
ot n  n  
ot > ot and methods A are pairtvtse consistent, 
о ot 
Proof. We will show that the matrix method is 
regular and the conditions 23 and 3D of Theorem 2.1 
are satisfied for all ot > ot , О < б < 1 and - < ж < 1 . 
2  *6 Let us prove that the matrix method D , = Cd D A<5 nk  
defined by the relation С 3.4D is regular for every 
o< > ot and О < 6 < 1. Using the conditions ID and 2D 
°  6 - ,  
and the properties of the Cesäro numbers A ^ we get: 
d"6 = A61 Rafi' Z = О CID I A6"1 R^. Z R^6' ". | = 
nk  n -k  к  n  ot n-k  n  n  
= О „ClDn^Cn-k+lD6"1 = <r „ CID (n • ooD 
c x o  O t o k  
for ever у к = 0,1,2,... and 
'•".i = 
У I  d ° f  I  =  У I  A a > f . / ^ '  /  nk  /  n-k  к  n  
k  =  0  к  =  О  
= С CID IR""- Z R"*6'1*. |У А6-* = © ClDn~6n6 = О „CID. 
o (  n  n  /  n - k  o < o  c x o  
к  =0  
By the condition C3.5D we get 
У d"6 = У A6~* R^ZR1^ = 1 Cn = 0,1,2. 
/  nk  ^  n-k  к  n  
. D . 
k=0  
Thus we have realized that the method is 
г egul ar f or ever у o< > and О < 6 < 1. It f ol 1 ows 
from the conditions C3. 53 and ID that 
Ь ,  =  V  ,  11  J  1 К  - I  r  ^  
n -k  Otö  n  
k = 0 
|R<X'H5,f?- I < N Ir"'3- j У A6"* 0 „CID |r""  | n£ 
'  n  O t  n  ^  c r f O
and thus the condition 
Rct*6,ftoy Rotßo = о ClDn6 C3. 6D 
n  n  oto 




~ (•г^ defined by the relations CD. О Ai *d С 2. 5> 
сю* nk 
satisfy the conditions S> and 3v of theor^nt <2. .) , res-




A5'2 z Rwä 
n-k к n 
д
<5-1 Roiti.ß e  z R--<*6 
if « < »= tum, 
if к = N. 
i: I. > N 
is а с — * с matrix for every ot > ot , О < <5 < 1 and 
u о a 
-< я < I By the conditions 13 and С3. 63 we obtain 
оа5ж_ a<5-Z K 0  I.^„ / R «.6 = 0 RN|R»VRVN-K36-2 = 
«6 
= О X13Cn-N36"2n1-6 = a , C13 
«о* 
С n 
for each к = 0.1 »2, . . . and 
К N- 1 
7V f i -y I A 6" 2  Rf 1-". z Rw 6-' ?. / nk / n-k к n 
к = 0 
+ I A 6  Z R"* 6 , 1 1- I = © ОЗП^СП-Ю 6"^ + 
n-N N n  ОЮ 
+ О ,C13f п-НЗ 5" 1^" 6  
oto © , C13 + © , C13 = © , C13. otox otox otox 
Thus we have seen that Q , is а с -
otöx о с matrix 
о 
О < 6 < 1 and - < ж < 1. It remains 
z 
for every ot > ot 
о 
to prove that the matrix R , = Cr°"^*3 where 
otox nk 
otöx 
if к < N or if к > n. 
. б-1-.Otß , A R e / R ' о 
n-k к П if N < к < n 
satisfies the condition 33 of theorem 2.1 for every 
ot > ot . О < 6 < 1 and - < x < 1. By the conditions 13 
О 2 J 
and 23 we get: 
V^I сбх V™\ (5-1 
1|г"» 1  • I16-« ,*« 
«./?o Z R ,ot*6,ft 
k=N + l 
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= О CID Ir""-/ r***'6 '  " .  I у д 6 " *  = €> ClDn~6Cn-ND6 = 
ot п Г! ^ n-k ott5 
к  =  N+1  
= О ,ClDn~6 n6 C1-*D6 = О ,C1DC1-*D6. 
o«5 otö 
Thus we have realized that R , satisfies the 
condition 3D of theorem 2.1 with p ,C*D = L ,C 1 -xD 
oo cxo 
where is a constant depending on ot and 6 The 
convexity of the family Сwith consistencyD follows 
now from Theorem 2.2 because all its conditions are 
satisfied10. 
We notice that the condition ID of the proved 
theorem holds if all the sequences C|R<y^"|D are non-
deer easi ng. 
The next corollary follows immediately from Theo­
rem 3.1 С see also [ЮЗ, Corollary 2.1, 173 , Corollary 
1 and Remark 3 and С 63, Corollary 3D. 
COROLLARY 3.1. cO 1 f p > О, p > O. q > О for n = 
= О,1,2 and condition 2J> of Theorem 3.1 holds for 
ft * 0, « > 1 and 0 < 6 < 1, then the family = 
= CM, p ""•>. q D = CM, p", q^D is convex for ot > 1. 
bD If po > О. pn> 0, 4n = 1 f°r n = 0,1 ,2. . . . 
and condi t ion 2D of Theorem. 3. 1 holds for fto - 0, 
ot > О and О < 6 < 1 , t hen t he f ami l у A = С N, p°S t s 
at n 
convex for ot > O. 
cD The family A = CC.ot, ft ,r , a D is convex /or 
1 * Ot О ОО 
t* > ~Y . In particular , the family A^ = CC.a.^D is 
convex /or <x >xQ and the family A^ = CC.ot) is convex 
for ot > 0. 
Proof. In the presumptions of statements aD and 
10 All the conditions of Corollary 2.1 are satisfiedtoo 
and therefore the convexity of the family A can be 
concluded from Corollary 2.1 also. 
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bD the conditions R""» > О and R°'"»T hold. Therefore 
n n 1 
the condition ID of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied for a > 1 
and ot > O, respectively, and statements aD and bD 
follow from Theorem 3.1. For the families considered 
in statement c) the conditions ID and 2D of Theorem 
3.1 are satisfied for ot >-y and О < 6 < 1 Csee tlOJD 
о 
and thus the statement cD is true. 
As we realize from the proof of Theorem 3.1, the 
presumptions of Theorem 3.1 can be weakened so that 
the conditions of Theorem 2.2 stay satisfied. Thus we 
infer from theorem 2.2 the next result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the following conditions 
hold. 
ID I RM| I < N Cn.k =0,1,2,...D...D 
n n n* к ot 
for every ot > ot + 1. 
2D К ,n6< J R<*"5''3«/ R01'*- j < L ,n6 Cn = 1.2... .D 
Oto n n oftS 
for every of > ofQ and О < 6 < 1. 
3D The matrix method defined by С3. 45 is 
regular for every ot > ot^ and О < 6 < 1. 
Then the family A^ = CN,p""e, q^D is convex for 
at > ot and the methods A are pairwise consistent. 
О Of  
Immediately from Theorem 3.2 we can infer the 
next results first two of which are known from the 
papers [5,33. 
COROLLARY 3.2. cO If p > О, p > 0, q > 0 for 
о n n 
every n = 0,1,2,.. . and the condi t ion 25 of Theorem. 
3.2 holds for /?
о 
= О and ot =0 then the family 
A = С N, p™'*» , q D = CN, p", q 5 is convex for ot > О Csee CX r> П П П 
[515.  
b5 If pQ > О, p^> 0, q^ = 1 for every n = 0,1 ,2, . . . 
and the condition 25 of Theorem 3.2 holds for ß = О 
and o<0= —1 then the family A^ - CN, p**} is convex for 
at > -1 Csee [315. 
c5 The family A^ = CC, of, ß^, , cy^D is convex for 
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oi > -у  - l fee*? IUI  5 . Iri per Heßlar. the family A =  
•> y OI 
= CC, a,c 3 is convex /oj- /у > -к - 1 an<Z ' family 
о о 
A - CC,/<3 is сnnvex far с > — 1.  
« 
Proof. This corollary follows i mniediat el у from 
Theorem 3. J. In presumptions of every statement яЗ-сЗ 
all the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied as the 
matrix ;a&l.hod defined by С3. 43 is regular for 
every и > o<e) and О < <5 < 1, and the sequences tR^O 
satisfy lht> conditions 13 and 23 of Theorem 3.2. 
As a rer.ult we can say that the convexity theo­
rems for ' aniili es A = С N. p°<, q 3 and A - С N. р'Ъ 
ot n Ot n 
Droved by R. Si nha С t 53 3 and F.P.Cass С С 313, respecti­
vely, follow from Theorem 3.1 or 3.2 as immediate co­
rollaries Csee statements a3 and b3 of Corollaries 3.1 
and 3.23. It can be added that both of Theoi ems 3.1 
and 3.В state the convexity of these families in the 
weaker restrictions on methods A than the convexity 
ot 
theorems in the papers 153 and [33. The convexity of 
the family A = CC.ot,ft , у , a 3 follows from each of 
o t  o o o  
the Theorems 3. 1 and 3. 2 also Csee statements c3 of 
Corollaries 3.1 and 3.23. The convexity of the fa­
milies A - CC.ot,ft 3 and A = С С „ o(3 can be inferred 
ot о ot 
from the convexity of the family A = CC.o t , f t  .  у  ,  a  3 
J  a t  o o o  
as special cases С see statements c3 of Corollaries 3.1 
and 3.23. The convexity of the A^ = CC,o<3 was first 
proved by G.H.Hardy and J. E.Littlewood in 1912. After­
wards the convexity of this family has been proved in 
different ways by several authors. The references on 
these proofs can be found in [23. For example, J.Boos 
and R.Heuser С[23 3 proved the convexity of the family 
A = CC.ot) by using the quotient representations 
different from these that are used for summability 
methods in the present paper. Thus we conclude that 
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all convexity theorems11 for special matrix methods 
already published by other authors Сand which are 
known to the author) can be obtained from Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 as immediate corollaries. 
The proofs of above mentioned theorems for spe­
cial families in the papers [2-43 base on matrices 
A but the proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 2.1 and 2.2 
ot 
base on the connection matrices D , between methods A 
oto ot 
and С 6 > 03 С see C2. 133. Taki ng as starting point 
the connection matrices we can prove the more ge­
neral convexity theorems than can be proved by star­
ting from the matrices A . We point out once more that 
at 
the different families of summability methods connec­
ted by the same matrices D , can be easily constructed 
In particular, let the family A^ = CN, p^ °,q^D connec­
ted by the matrices satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1 and be therefore convex. Then every other 
family of summability methods connected by the same 
matrices D , is convex too С because the matrices D , 
otõ oto 
satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 1.43. For 
example, if A^ = CN,p^'Jo,q'3 is another family of 
generalized Nörlund methods with = С r?' "з , then the 
family В where В x = Cn'° R'" / R°b is convex. 
at ot ot n n 
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ON THE INCLUSION OF THE POISSON-ABEL ТУРЕ METHODS 
FOR INTEGRALS 
Frederik Vichmann 
Introduction. The classical inclusion theorem for 
Abelian summability due to G.Hardy CC21, theorem 283 
has been generalized in various directions. J.Hudak[103 
considered the inclusion between the Abel and Stieltjes 
methods. The variants for integrals were proved by 
K.Zhusipov [10]. The inclusion for absolute summability 
has been investigated for series by D.Rath [3] and for 
integrals by H.Diamond, B.Kuttner, L.A.Raphael [1]. 
Some new Abelian type methods were introduced by the 
author, and various inclusion theorems for them in 
the case of ordinary summability [4-6] and absolute 
summability of integrals [71 were proved. 
In Section 1 some inclusion theorems relating the 
summability of divergent integrals of the form /®aCu3du 
under various Abelian type methods are proved. As in 
[4-6] , the integral representations of the functions 
related to the summability methods play the decisive 
role in the proof of the theorems. 
In Section 2 the results of 17] for absolute 
summability are analysed. The notion of absolute 
summability for integrals entails the relations that do 
not hold in case of series. The given examples help to 
delineate the boundaries of the summability methods. 
1. Inclusion theorems for ordinary summability 
Let XCu) be a positive and non-deereasing func­




J aC uD du CID 
о 
we consider for a > О functions 
0CcO= J e aX<"u")aCuDdu, С 2D 
О 
+ C0 
у CaD=J" Cl+aXCuDD aaCuDdu , С 3D 
о 
-MX) 
pCoO=J" Cl+aXCuDD *e U"'aC uD du , C4D 
о 
• 00 
hCcö = f X"aCuDaCuDdu , CSD 
о 
+00 
, -ч г ч -<*„ _ -otXC uD „ „ ;t<cO = Г X CuDe aCuDdu . C6D 
DEFINITION 1. Integral CID is summable &y THE 
Poisson-Abel method PA<XCuD> С the Stieltjes method 
Te<XCuD>. ATe<XCuD>, the Mellin method PA<tnXCuD>, 
PA-C I nXC uD+XC uD > D to the sum z £/ the integrals С 2D С or 
the corresponding ones C3D-C6D D converge for all oOO 
and exists the limit 
1 i тфС oO =z С or 1 i my С oO =z , 1 i mp С oO -z, 1 i mhC oO =z , 
ct-t-юо ot-»-t-oo a-»»oo a-»-юо 
1 i тд< aD =z D . 
0(-»+00 
Clearly, all the methods are regular. 
In [4-6] some inclusion theorems related to the 
methods defined by C2D-C5D or their analogs for series 
were obtained. We will prove some results for the 
method defined by C6D. 
THEOREM 1. If integral C6D converges for all oOO 
then 
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KcO=-=i— f С t -oO а1фС О dt С cKl 3 . С 73 
Г<оо J 
А 
Proof. Let be given ft л such that 0< a< ft^t<T<+a>. 
Using С23, we get 
T T >00 
rhr X C  t ° " V  " d t  =  T ^ õ "  X е  L a _ 1  J e " ^ C  U )  а с  u3 dudt. 
ft ft о С 8) 
Representing 
•oo 
_ г r -оХСиЗ , . - Ca-t3XCu3 , , „ 0Ct3 = J Ce aC u3 ] e du, С93 
о 
»CO 
we see that integral fe ' aCuDdu converges and 
о 
factor e~ a *"^XCu3 is non-increasing and bounded for u. 
Therefore, integral С23 is uniformly converging in t , 
and the change of the order of integration in С83 is 
allowed. Hence, we have 
T +00 T 
ГС 
^-JCt-cO™ Vct3dt=jacu)du —±_ Jct-cO" *e dt. 
ft oft (ЮЗ 
Let ft+a and т-»+оо. On the right we can calculate the 
limit under the integral sign if the integrals 
, a~i_-tXCu3 . 
TCcõ." * 
о a 
A = JaC u3 du Je t-a3a *e t"^<"u"'dt С с > О 3 , 
+00 +CD 
В = JaCu3du Jct-a30<-1e-tXCu::,dt 
о т 
converge to zero as c-*0 and T-»+OO . 
Rewriting the first of them in the form 
A - Г -OTXCUD , 1 R С CT-T3 XC U) , . _ A-I 




X-аХС uD , . . , „ „ _ e gCu.a.cDdu, ClID 
о 
*°°-aXC uD 
we see that integral /е du converges and factor 
о 
gCu.a.cD is non-increasing and bounded for u. Thus, 
integral CUD converges uniformly in £. Now it is clear 
that A-»0 as c-»0+ .Analogously, B-+0 as т-»+со . 
Therefore, from CIOD we get 
+хю +00 +00 
-T^JCt-cö^VctDdt^aCuDdu Jct-oO^'e^^^dt . 
о oa 
whence, by the formula 
+00 
r, J. a~ 1  ~^V.. <-r ~ a  ~ a V  г < JCt-oO e dt = rCaDv e Cl 2D 
<x 
CC8], formula C9.132D D, the representation C7D follows 
immediately. 
Now we are able to prove the inclusion theorem 
for the methods defined by С2D and C6D. 
THEOREM 2. If integral CID is sxmrnatole by the 
method PACXCuDD to the svrn. z then it is swnmable to 
the same z by the method РАС InXCuD+\CuD>. 
Proof. Let 
lim^CtD = z . CI 3D 
t-»o+ 
Then for <5 > a 
+00 
|*CoD-z| = I Tl55/Ct-«D"-VtDdt-z| < 
Ot 
6 6 




+ |C y^gJCt-cü^VtDdt-lJzl + l -j^Jct-oü^^ctadt | = 
ot 6 
= A + A + A . 
12 3 
Since 6 
Ai- TTõõ Jc L -00 a_11 « -z I dt. 
a 
we can, due to CI 3D, choose & sufficiently small to get 
A < £/3 . Next, 
A = I - 1 I |z I < £/3 
2 1 iCot+lJ M I 
by the choice of a sufficiently close to О . As 
+00 
^"^t _ , ^ r -6C XC u3-XC ODD r . C6-tDCXC uD -XCODD^, w = J e aC uD • e du e 
о 
and the integral of the first factor converges and the 
second factor is non-increasing and bounded for all 
t>6, the integral is uniformly converging in С 6, +ac£>. 
Therefore, the regarded function is bounded, i.e. 
|еХССт <£СО I < M 
for all t>6. Now, due to limTCoO = oo, for sufficiently 
, , ot-*o+ 
smal 1 a 
A <• M f> i .a-i -XCOH M r, a-i r -XCOD t .. 
3 TcõõJ e dt-Tc5õc6""c° > dt = 
MC6-OÜ01 1 -XC CD 6 , 
л E < C/3 . XCCD ГС a) 
Finally, for sufficiently small a we have 
A + A + A  <  £, 
1 2  3  
i.e. 11 тд<cO = z. This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 3. I / for <x>0 int e>gra. i 
+C0 




oCoO= JCt-oO^hCOdt CO<oKl) . CIS) 
A 
Proof. It is obvious that the convergence of 
integral С14) entails the convergence of integral CS). 
Applying the procedure analogous to the one in the 
proof of theorem 1 we get the equality 
T +00 г 
-pfjg JCt-oOa"1hCt)dt = JaCu)duJCt-oO0,"VtCu)dt. 
ft oft 
As /3-+a and т-*+оо, it follows from this, due to Cl 2D, that 
+00 +00 +00 
-p^5 JCt-cO0<"ihCt)dt = JaC u)duJC t-a) a-1X-tC u)dt = 
a о oi 
+00 +00 
= JaCu)duJCt-oOa 'e t- ln>ll-u-'i:jt = c/CcO . 
о a 
THEOREM 4. If integral CI) is summable by the 
method PA<InXCu)> to the sxirn z then it is summable to 
the same z by the method PA< I nC XC u) I nXC u)  >. 
Proof. It is analogous to the proof of theorem 2 
with С14) in place of formula С7). 
THEOREM 5. If integral С14) converges and 
integral CI) is svmmable by the method T^CXCu)) or 
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AT CXCu3> to z then integral C13 is sumnable by the 
method PA< I nC XC u3 tnXC u3 3 3 to the same z . 
Proof. It follows immediately from theorem 4 and 
the integral analogs of theorems 4 and 6 in [4]. 
2. Boundaries of absolute summability for the 
Polsson-Abel type methods 
We will analyse our results in С 7] for absolute 
summability. We write fCoOeBVCo,c3 if fCo3 has bounded 
variation on СО.сЗ. 
DEFINITION 2 С 171, definitions 3 and 4 3. /nt»~ 
#ral C13 is absolutely swnmable by method PA<XCu3> С or 
Te<XCu3>, AT^CXCu3>, РАСlnXCu3> 3 if it is swnmable by 
the respective method and фС oO eBVC О, +ax) С or yiCcü.pCoO« 
BVCO.+ocD, hC cO eBVC О. сЗ С for some c>0 3. 
The following proposition is from C7]Ccf. Theorems 1-43. 
PROPOSITION. It holds 
13 I PACXCu3> j с I AT^C XC u3 > |, 
23 I РАС XC u3 > I с j TeCXC u3> |, 
33 I AT^CXC u3> I с I РАС InXC u3 > |. 
43 I Т^СХСиЗЗ I с I РАС tnXCu3) | .
Our aim is to demonstrate on examples the relations 
between summability and absolute summability for the 
considered methods. 
Let us take XC u3 = u . 
THEOREM 6. There exist integrals С13 that are 





25 I PA<u> j -svmmable and | T <u> | -s-ummable 
but not РАС I nu> -sxmanab I e; 
3) I PA< tnu> I -s-ummable but not PA<u>-summabIe 
and T Cu> -s-ummable. 
Proof. 1) Let 
+00 
I^ = Ju'cosu du С s>i 3. 
о 
This integral diverges, since, due to 
zr>n 
Ju'cosu du > С 2пл-1 /п 3stn.Cl/n3 , 
2r>JT-i/n 
the Cauchy condition does not hold. Intergral I^ is 
PA<u>-summable, because, by the formula 7.47 in [83, 
+00 - „ 
-Ce+iDxz 
12 = Je u cosu du=rCe+l3Ca +iD cos[ С e+iDarc t ana 3 
and lim I = -rCs+OsmC леХгЭ. 
2 01-+0+ 
We must show that I eBVC О, +oa) . Function С a2 *1) Cs+iD/z 
2 
is decreasing, and so it has bounded variation. As 
О <a <+oo , then Cs+Оп/г > С s+i3 arc tana 1 > О . Since 
the interval С О , Ce+Ол/г 3 may be divided into a 
finite number of subintervals on which the function 
i. 4S bounded variation on С 0, +ooD . Obvi ousl у, the integral 
I eBVC О, +0£й . 
For T <u>- and РАС Inu>-summability the integrals 
JCl+au3 "u'cosu du and Ju" "cosu du 
о о 
mus cor. -erge for a > О. In a similar manner as for 
int ^ gral I , one can show that this does not hold for 
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all ot > О. 








I = Ju8 £cosu du С 9>i» л-£>±, ^>oD . 
According to ID integral Ig is | PA<u> | -summabl< 
First of all» we show that 
1^ = Je 1+otuD~eue~^cosu du 
о 
converges for 01 > О . Rewriting 




+ E Jc1+auD ®u cosu du 
n = 0 
<2n+l>n/2 
and calculating the integrals in the second term by 
substitution u = пл + t , we get 
Г7/2 




v^ = - Jc 1 +otC пл+tD D eCnTT+tD* £cost dt < 
fT/2 
ЭП/2 
-8 r> , , 
ч  
-С . -в -£ 
< a jCnn+tD dt < ot n n 
ТГ/2 
From the latter follows limv = O. As for z > Сe-<sD/ouc 
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+00 
+ E с -13 n+4v , C163 
n=0 
19* 
the function zm"£CX+az2> * decreases, there exists r»o 
such that v will decrease for n > r> . Thus the series 
n о 
in С163 converges, and this implies the convergence 
of I . Now, by the assertion 23 of Proposition, Ig is 
I T <u> I-summable. Integral Ig is not PA<Inu>-summable, 
si nee 
+00 
Г •-<*-£ Ju cosu du 
о 
diverges for sufficiently small a . 
33 Let 
+00 
I = JulCl+u3 *du С i = У -l 3 . 
о 
By elementary calculus, one can show that this integral 
diverges. For PA<lnu3-summabi1ity, by formula 10.11 in 
С 8], we get 
+00 
I = JV "c 1 +u3 *du = n с os«c [ nC i-a+i.3 ] CO < a < 13, 
о 
from which 
lim I = -n/sinni . A 
ot-*o+ 
Analogously to part 13, one proves that IäeBVCО,c3 with 
a sufficiently small с > 0. Thus, I is | PA<Inu> |-
summable. For the T <u>-transform of I we get С formu-
s a 
la lO. 14 in С 8] 3 
+00 
I = JuvCl+u3_1C 1+au3 *du = 
о 
= ГС v+i3 ГС *-ОГ 4C e+i3 FC e,i+i:e+i,i-oO , 
where F is hypergeometric function. Taking into account 
the properties of F, it follows that for the given 
values of parameters the limit of I ^, as a-»0, does not 
exist. So I is not T Сu3-summable , and, by theorem 3 
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[ 63 , also not, PA<u> -summabl e. 
The theorem is proved. 
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Artiklites [4-73 on uuritud Poisson-Abeli tüüpi 
menetluste sisaldavust hariliku ja absoluutse summeeru-
vuse korral. Käesoleva töö esimeses osas vaadeldakse 
integraalide summeeruvust erinevate Poisson-Abeli tüüpi 
menetlustega. On tõestatud viis teoreemi nende menetlus­
te sisaldavuse kohta. 
Olgu XCuD > О vahemikus [ 0. +co) . | +oo . Inte­
graali /*"aCuDdu nimetatakse summeeruvaks menetlusega 
PA<XCu)> arvuks z , kui 
+ 00 
, , с -aXC u) , _ , 11 m Je aCuDdu = z . 
ot-»o+ 
о 
TEOREEM 2. Kui integraal /*°°aCuDdu on summeeruv 
menetlusega PA<XCu)> arvuks z . siis on ta summeer uv 
menetlusega PA<InXCu3+XCu3> samaks arvuks. 
Töö teises osas vaadeldakse integraalide abso­
luutset summeeruvust ja täpsustatakse artikli С 7] tule­
musi. Kolme näitega selgitatakse tSestatud teoreemide 
väidete ulatust hariliku ja absoluutse summeeruvuse 
korral . 
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SUMM ABILITY FACTORS AND TAUBERIAN THEOREMS 
FOR DOUBLE SERIES 
Shlomo Yanetz 
The first paper on connections between summability factors and Taube-
rian theorems for simple series was by Kangro [4], who proved three the­
orems where conditions were formulated in terms of summability factors. 
The theorems of Kangro [4] are generalizations of the theorems of Meyer-
König and Tietz [6],[7],[8] and Leviatan [5]. 
In order to find connections between summability factors of double 
series and Tauberian theorems we must generalize some important theorems 
about summability factors in simple series. 
§1. Basic definitions and notations. 
The following notation and definitions will be used in this section. 
Let 
^ \ umn (1-1) 
be an infinite double series with real or complex numbers, with partial sums 
UM„ = ]T ut, (1.2) 
K,L=0 
Let A — {amnkt) be an infinite normal double matrix of real or complex 
numbers. 
Let 
U'mn = 53 amnkiUkt• (1-3) 
К ,1=0 
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DEFINITION 1.1. We say that (1.1) is summable by A, or in short (1.1) is 
A-summable, to the sum U' if 
31imlCn = tf'. (1.4) 
In this case we call the matrix A a method of summability. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We call a double series (1.1) boundedly A-summable, or 
in short Ab-summable to the sum U', if (1.3) satisfies the conditions (1.4) 
and 
V'm n = 0(1). 
In this case we also denote the method of summability A by Aj. Analogously 
jPj-summability will be defined with the aid of the double matrix В = 
(Ьтпи). 
Let Aj be the set of all Aj-summable double series. If (1.1) is Aj,-
eummable to the sum U', we write 
AJ У>
т
Л =[7'. (1.5) 
•{Eu"-4 =u>-
\ m,n ) 
The number (1.5) is called the A-sum of the double series (1.1). The set 
Aj is called the field of bounded A-summability or in short the summability 
field of Аь-
DEFINITION 1.3. If whenever (Um„) is a bounded convergent sequence, 
(U'nin) boundedly converges to the same value, then method A is said to be 
regular. 
In the sequel we will consider only regular methods. 
DEFINITION 1.4. We say that two methods At and Вь are consistent if the 
equality 
1  { ~ 1  (1-6) I  I ^  ^ V*MN Z 4^ I ^^mn j 
im,n ) I m,n ) 
holds for every double series (1.1) from Aj, П B'b. 
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Let p be an arbitrary set of double series (1.1). We denote by r the set 
of double sequences x = (Ute) associated with p, i.e. 
For example, if p is the set of bounded convergent double series, i.e. 
p = by, then r = be is the set of bounded convergent double sequences; if 
p is the set of bounded double series converging to zero, i.e. p — byo, then 
r = ben is the set of bounded double sequences converging to zero; if p = ц 
is the set of double series with bounded partial sums, then r is the set m of 
bounded double sequences; if p is the set i of absolutely convergent double 
series, then r is the set a of absolutely converging double sequences, that is 
If p is the set l0 of double series absolutely converging to zero, then 
г = ao is the set of double sequences x, for which Uke = tv(l). 
&k(Ukt € p (1.7) 
a = {x : Ukt = 0(1)}-
denotes that £ |Amn(iron/ymn)| < oo. 
Here 
— ^(Утп) 
denotes that imn = Q(ymn) and xmn = o(ymn). 
From now on we use the following notation: 
1) r-limsmn = 0 means limsmn = limsmn = limsmn = 0, 
M,N m,n M N 
2) b-limsmn = 0 means lim sm„ = 0 and smH = 0( 1), 
*7i,n m ,n 
3) smn = оь(1) means b-limsm„ = 0. 
20 
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DEFINITION 1.5. The numbers (emn) are called summability factors of type 
(p. Bb), if for every double series ^ umn € p, it always follows that 
^ ^ Smn^mn £ Bb. (1.8) 
Let A and В be linear methods of summability of double series (1.1), 
with field of bounded summability A'k and B[ respectively. Let T and To 
be certain sets of double series (1.1). We denote three double series (1.1) 
by x, у and z. 
DEFINITION 1.6. The condition x £ T will be called Вь-Tauberian for Ai 
AinTc B'b. (1.9) 
In particular, when В is the convergence method E = C0,0 then the 
Бб-Tauberian condition will simply be called a Tauberian condition. 
§2. Main Lemma. 
Now we formulate the following main lemma. 
MAIN LEMMA 2.1. Let Ab D Вь and Al, be consistent with Вь. If the 
condition x € T0 is St-Tauberian for A/,, then the condition x € T is also 
Bb-Tauberian for А», if every element x £ T can be represented by 
x = y + z, (2.1) 
where у e T0 and z E B'b. 
PROOF. In order to prove the lemma, we will take an arbitrary element 
x e A'b П T and assume that there exists the representation (2.1) for x. If 
we can prove that у 6 В'
ь
, then it follows that 2 6 B'b and therefore x € B'b, 
which completes the proof of inclusion (1.9). 
The inclusion B'b С AJ, yields that z € A'b. Since A'h П T С Aj,, and if 
we consider (2.1), we have у = x - z € A'b (since A'b is an additive group), 
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and because у € TO we obtain У 6 А'
Ъ 
П Tq. However, since the condition 
3/ € To is Bb-Tauberian for At it follows that у € B£, 
This completes the proof of the main lemma 2.1. 
In the sequel we use the following notations: 
2-mn %m—l,n, 
&MN ^m.n—1, 
^m(^n^mn) — An( Am^mn) = 
mn %m—l,n 2-m,n—1 ~t~ *^m —l,n—1 • 
Let the numbers Amn ф 0, \imn / 0, where Am nßmn ф 0 and ц-Х)П = 
= 0. 
Let us assume that ц
тп 
and Amn are factorizable, that is, 
ßmn — Pm ' Cm ^mn — • A„, 
then 
ДцУт-1,11 F*M-L 
*^mn 4 ' 
^m/*mtn— I Am/im /Cl 
^mn 
For every double series (1.1) a double sequence (Vm„) will be con­
structed by the formula 
^mn = ^ ' Afc/Ufc{. (2.3) 
/imn *,/=0 
Let us denote 
amn — /'m-l.n-l/Amn, 7mn = (2.4) 
ßmn (An/im—l tn)/Amni ßm n — (Am/'m.n—l)/Am n-
One can now state 
AnZmn= 
AmnXmn = 
2 0 *  
THEOREM 2.2. Let Аь Э Вь, where Аь is consistent with Вь. If the follow­
ing conditions are fulfilled: 
1) the numbers am„ are summability factors of type (p, Вь), 




are boundedly B-summable, 
3) condition (um„/7mn) € r is Вь-Tauberian for Аь, 
then condition 
(Vmn) € Г (2.5) 
is also Вь-Tauberian for Аь. 
PROOF. From (2.5) we obtain 
f mn = д Amn(/imn Vmn). 
We use the formula (see formula (15.31) in [1]) for the difference of 
products of double sequences and we obtain 
Wmn — OtmnAmnVmn "h ^mn^mlmn 4™ ßmn&nVmn 4" Tmn^mn. (2-6) 
With the aid of the formal series 
X = ^ ' Umn) V = ^ ' 7mn^miu Z = + W , 
m,n m,n 
where 
tv = ^ ' 0:mnД
т
„Vmn, u/ = У ßmnAmVmn, Ш — ßmnAnVmn 
m,n m,n m,n 
(2.7) 
from (2.6) we get expansion (2.1). 
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If condition (2.5) is satisfied then the double series AmnVmn € p, 
and from conditions 1) and 2) it follows that z £ B[. 
On the other hand, we denote 
Го — • (^п hmn) e r .  ( 2 . 8 )  
From (2.5) we conclude that у € To, if in To we take um n  = 7m nVm n. Ac­
cording to 3), condition x 6 T0 is B^-Tauberian for Aj,. Thus the statement 
of theorem 2.2 follows from the main lemma 2.1 if one sets 
T= j X>mn : (Vmn) G r L (2.9) 
lm,n J 
because every element x has the representation (2.1). 
§3. Summability factors of type emn € (670, £j>). 
In theorem 2.2 we shall take the method В = E and p = bjo. Then 
we have the case where the summability factor is of type (670, ЕЬ). Now we 
will find these conditions for this type using the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. In order that emn 6 (b-y0l Ei), conditions 
I Amn£mn | < OO (3.1) 
and 
lim Amemn = 0, limAn£mn = 0 (3.2) 
are necessary and sufficient. 
PROOF. By definition (1.9) we have to find conditions for the bounded con­
vergence of double series (1.8), if the bounded double series (1.1) converges 
to zero. We denote partial sums of double series (1.1) by U'mn and U'^n. 
Then using the transformations of Abel-Hardy we get 





Д/t/e«, К,£ < Т, П, 
Ate* n, к <т, 1 = п, 
At£mt, к -т, £<п, 
. ^mni к = 771, £ — П. 
Therefore, £
тп 
G (fr^'o, £&), iff the matrix А = (а
тп
ы) satisfies the con­
ditions for transformations A : ben —• be. By Hamilton's theorem (see [3], 
p.49, theorem 19), the necessary and sufficient conditions axe 
and 
where 
У Wmnk(I = 0(1), 
k,l=0 





QKT ~  ^ "mnW-
(Cl) 
to) 
The meaning of (ci) is 
m,n m—1 ,n—1 m—1 n—1 
E lamnt/| = E |Аме«| + E |At^nl+E |Д*-<1+1*«»1 = 0(1). 
k,t=o k,t=о t=o e=o 
In conclusion, condition (cj) transforms into the following conditions: 
E |A«e«| < oo, 
k,t 
E |А*е*п| = 0(1), 53 |Д<£т,| = 0(1), 
к t 
Smn = 0(1). 
For (<f4) we have 
lim V* |omnM - au| = lim 





^ ^ H" 6ml I 
*=0 
= lim jQ-mnmt ®m/j = Km \ 
m,n m,n 
= lim I = lim I т/ £ ml Hh £т-Ь1,')! 
m,n m,n 
= lim I = 0. 
Therefore, condition (di) is replaced by condition (3.6). 
The second part of condition (d^) can be checked analogously. 
lim Д/е
т+1,< = 0, hm At£t]„+i = 0. (3.6) 
This proves lemma 3.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for em„ E {Ьу,Еь) are 
(3.1) and (3.2). 
PROOF. See Hamilton ([2], p.283). 
From lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that 
£mn G (&7o, Еъ) Smn G (^7, Eb)' 
COROLLARY 3.3. Ifemn is factorizable, 
E = E' • E" cmn c-m cmn 
then smn 6 (b~fo,Eb) and smn 6 (by,Eb) if and only if (3.1) and 
r-limemn = 0 (3.7) 
are fulfilled. 









Цте^ = 0 
and therefore lim = 0. Therefore in this case condition (3.2) is equivalent 
to (3.7). 
§4. Connections between summability factors of double series and 
Tauberian theorems. 
Denote, for m, n > 0 
К=Ы:/К- (4.1) 
Now we apply corollary 3.5, and from theorem 2.2 we get 
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COROLLARY 4.1. Let A be a regular method of summability of double 
series. If the following conditions are fulfilled: 
1) 53 I Amn^mnI ^ OO) 
2)  r-l ima m „ = 0,  










b-tim(umn/7mn) = 0, 




is aJso Tauberian for Aj. 
PROOF. We must check all the conditions of theorem 2.2 with В = E 
and p = 670. Since A is regular, then Aj, D Еь and At is consistent with 
Еь- FVom conditions 1) and 2), by Corollary 3.3 it follows that amn are 
summability factors of type (670, ЕЬ). For tv', we substitute (2.2) in (2.4) 
and consider conditions 3) and 4). Then we get 
f^m — 1 iff д T T 
д, vn ' mn = £ki£ Km-l , A' 
= 0(1)^^1 = 0(1), 
and consequently ш' is ^-convergent. Analogously for ш". Condition 3) of 
theorem 2.2 is the condition 5) of our corollary 4.1. Then by Theorem 2.2 
condition Vmn = Of,(l) is Tauberian for At. Q.E.D. 
If we apply lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and from theorem 2.2 we get 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be a regular method of summabilty of double ae­
ries. If the following conditions are fulfilled: 





= 0, Lim Д„а
т
„ = О 
3) £ |Л
тп
| < 00, 
4) £|^SmVmn| =0(1), 
13 l^^-AnVmnj = 0(1), 
5) condition (4.2) is Tauberian for At, 
then 
(vmn) e 6c 
is a/so Tauberian for A*. 
PROOF; FVom conditions 1) and 2) by lemma 3.2 it follows that amn are 
summability factors of type (67, St). For w' we consider conditions 3) and 
4), and we obtain that ш' is even absolute convergent. 
Condition 3) of Theorem 2.2 is condition 5) of corollary 4.2. 
Analogously for ш", because condition 5) is Tauberian for At- Then 
by theorem 2.2, condition Vm„ € be is also Tauberian for At. Denote, for 
m,n > 0 
1 ж. П\ 1 
Tmn = 77» £ '*« = -J- £ (4.3) 
n / ^ 
Now we shall prove an analogous theorem to 2.2 for another represen­
tation of (2.6). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a regular method of summabilty of double series. 
If the following conditions are fulfilled: 
1) ^3 |Amn**mn|| ^  OO, 
2) r -lim а
тп 
= О 
3) 13 |Amn| < OO, 
4) lim 23 rm» = 0, hm J3<7m„ = О, 




(«mn) e Ьс 
is Tauberian for Аь, 
then 
(vmn) e be 
is also Tauberian for At,. 
PROOF. We examine 
^mnAmVmn + С„А
п
Клп + ЧтгУт (4.4) 
part of the sum (2.6). 
If we substitute (2.4) and consider (2.2) in (4.3) v/e get 
AnMm-l,n "X" т/ I AmA'm.n—1 ~T" г/ . Атя^тпу 




After performing elementary operations on the last expansion and substi­
tuting (2.3), we obtain 
HMN У 1_ 
Amn Am, 
m—1 ,n m,n—1 
53 + 53 ^k*uk t  
k,t~0 к ,1=0 
УЗ УЗ 53 
" ~ Um, n-1 /*mn t,=0 
Then if we consider that 
m,n —1 m,n m 
53 ^KTUKT= 53 w-53^*n, 
fc,t=0 *,<=0 Jk=0 
m —l,rt m,n n 
53 ^«u*<= 53 - 53^m<"m<' 




-г— 53 —т— 53 ^ kiUke+т— 53 ^ kiUkn~ 
1=0 K,E=O k=0 
- Qmn • 53 ^<цц + Qm" 53 A"UW_ 
t(=0 k,t=0 
1 n 1 m 
— ttmn " /3 m/ 4" Ömn / v ^fcnUfcn4" 
Mm—l,» ^_0 ^m,n-1 fc__0 





^mn Mm,»—1 jb=0 
®mn öfmn 1 0?« 
Mm—l,n Mm,n—1 ^mn ^mn 53 ^m«U-*,<=0 
In the last expression we substitute (2.3), and we recall the fact that all the 
numbers are factorizable. Then we get 
1 Pm-l/l-l 
Amn ^mnCi,-lC! 5_J 4" Z=0 
1 A*m —lMn —1 
Amn n—1 
+ 
^m-l^n-l A*m —l^n—1 1 Pm—lHn — l 




Л'т 53 ^ Um( + 
+ 1 
Z=0 
/*п—1 , Z'm—1 
t,Z=0 
А" и' Л" n /*т-Гл 
VmA% A'mA'>'n 




53 ^ *u*n+ 
Jh=0 




_Д„» 1 A.,, A/l'm 1 A., 
- A» ' LA' — L л*м*»+ 
Mm £=0 
+- Mw —lMm Mm — iMn MmM» Mm—lMn—1 
MmMn 53 t,t=o 
21* 
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Now we substitute (2.3), (4.1) and (4.2); then we get 
И'Ш-ХЪЯ-ЫА-А-1) 
— hnTmn •+• hm(7mn 
M 
A/*"Apn 
У! ^KTUKT = 
К ,1=0 
If we consider (4.1) and (2.3), we obtain 
h„T m n  + hmermn — hmhnVmn, 
and, therefore, every x 6 T can be represented by 
У А ими. 
к,1=0 
(4.6) 
X = z + y, 
where 
and 
x = 53 "m"' У = £ h 'mhnVmn, Z = U + w'+ v", 
W = £ «mnAm„ymn, w' = 53 Ь'пТтп, w" = 53 
m,n m,n m,n 
Finally, we have 
"rnn = ^mn^mnKnn ~i~ "f" ^m0"mn 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
The proof of theorem 4.3 follows from (4.8). Indeed, from conditions 1), 
2) by corollary 3.3 it follows that £ amnAmnVmn € 67, because (2.5) and 
amn are summability factors of type (67, Еь). For из' we consider conditions 
3) and 4). From 4) it follows that £)т
тп 
= 04(1) and £crmn = oj(l), i.e., 
for tv' we have 
5ЗО = 0(1), 
and analogously for tv". Condition 5) is Tauberian for Аь; therefore 
(Vniii) 6 be is also Tauberian for Аь-
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Anologous theorems for simple series were proved by W. Meyer-König 
and H. Tietz (see [8],Theorems 2.1 and 2.13, p.180), G. Kangro (see [4], 
pp.24-26) and D. Leviatan (see [5], Theorem 3, i-iii, p.13). 
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